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ABSTRACT

The aim of this work was to establish and quantify the influence of cross bore entry 

geometry on the elastic and elastic-plastic stresses and their distributions in thick walled 

cylinders under internal pressure. The elastic and elastic-plastic stress characteristics in 

cross-bored thick walled cylinders have been analyzed through computer simulation. The 

model cylinders had varying thickness ratios, varying cross bore diameters and cross 

bores with varying cross bore to main bore entry geometry. The plain cross bores, 

radiused cross bores and chamfered cross bores were considered. The elastic stress 

profile characteristics, elastic stress concentration factors, elastic-plastic overstrain stress 

profile characteristics, incipient yield pressures, overstrain pressures, residual stress 

profile characteristics and minimum residual stresses were determined.

The computer simulations were based on the three dimensional finite element method 

procedures of elastic and elastic-plastic analysis. The displacement formulation was used 

together with the Serendipity family of shape functions. Eight noded cubic and four 

noded tetrahedral isoparametric elements were employed. The incremental theory of 

plasticity was used for the elastic perfectly plastic pressure vessel elastic-plastic analysis. 

Computer programs in Fortran source code were developed to carry out the analysis. The 

Frontal solver solution was adopted to allow reasonable discretization of the structures. 

By verifying control simulation results for plain cylinders without cross bores, the 

method and procedures employed were proved to be efficient, accurate and reliable.

The plain cross-bored cylinder results showed that the maximum hoop stress does not 

always occur at the crotch comer. This was found to be the case for cross bore to main 

bore radius ratios of 0.2 or less. The exact location was found to be dependent on the 

cylinder thickness ratio and the cross bore radius. The cross bore to main bore radius ratio 

o f 0.2 was found to be a geometrical constant where cylinders having thickness ratios 

between 1.75 and 3 have the same stress concentration factor of 2.753. For these 

thickness ratios, the maximum stress concentration factor was found to occur at a cross 

bore to main bore radius ratio of 0.05 for a cross bore to main bore radius ratio less than
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0.2. The stress concentration factor was also found to increase with increase of thickness 

ratio. For the 1.25 and 1.50 thickness ratio cylinders, the stress concentration factor 

curves only have inflexion points and cross at a cross bore to main bore radius ratio of 

0.11.

In radiused entry cross-bored cylinders, the maximum hoop stress always occurred 

around the upper tip of the radius in the meridional plane. Radiusing of the cross bore 

was found to reduce the stress concentration factor and to result in reduced stress 

gradients of the cross bore entry. The stress concentration factor was found to decrease 

with increase o f blending radius with the rate of decrease depending on the cylinder 

thickness ratio and the cross bore radius. The chamfered cross bore analysis showed that 

chamfering is not always advantageous as a means of reducing the stress concentration 

factor in a plain cross bore. For most chamfer angles and chamfer lengths, chamfering 

was found to undermine the structural response of the cylinder. However, for several 

chamfer angles and chamfer lengths, which have been determined in this work, the stress 

concentration factor were found to be below those of the equivalent plain cross-bored 

cylinders. It is these chamfer angles and chamfer lengths that must be used to obtain the 

minimum stress concentration factors in the design process. It was found that the 

maximum hoop stress in the chamfered cylinder does not always occur at the crotch 

comer. The point of maximum hoop stress shifts from the crotch comer to the cross bore 

chamfer end along the meridional plane as the chamfer angle increases. The exact 

location is determined by the combination of cylinder thickness, cross bore radius, 

chamfer length and chamfer angle. Not all the geometric combinations were found to 

yield a minimum stress concentration factor. Where a minimum stress concentration 

factor could not be found, the maximum hoop stress was found at the crotch comer for all 

chamfer angles and chamfer lengths. Where a minimum stress concentration factor could 

be found, this was greater than the value for a radiused entry cross bore.

In all geometrical configuration cases, the elastic-plastic stress profiles had lower peak 

stresses and more even distributions that would lead to improved pressure carrying 

capacity in service. The radiused entry cross bore showed a major structural weakness in
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the transverse plane with high probability of gross deformation and reverse yielding. For 

plain, radiused entry and chamfered cross-bored cylinders, the optimum overstrains were 

found to be 37, 23 and 27% respectively. The negative residual and service hoop stresses 

and sharp stress gradients at the cross bore entry have been discussed due to the 

associated phenomena o f stress reversals and plastic strain accumulation.

The results of this work give structural response details (particularly for the plain and 

chamfered cross bores) which form a good and valid basis for re-evaluating the existing 

data and collecting further data for design and service procedures. Several 

recommendations have been made for future work related to this area of research.
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NOM ENCLATURE

[ B J Displacement-strain matrix.

C Material constant.

ca Chamfer angle [ 0 ].

clr Chamfer length ratio [mm].

Dm Cylinder mean diameter [mm].

[ D ] Stress-strain constitutive matrix, 

d Cross bore to main bore radius ratio. 

dn Nozzle mean diameter [mm].

dV Elemental volume,

d r  Elemental surface area.

E Young’s modulus [N/mm‘j.

[ f* ] Surface element force vector.

G Modulus of rigidity [N/mm2].

[ J ] Matrix o f Jacobian transformation.

[ Kc ] Element stiffness matrix,

k Thickness ratio.

L, Volume or area coordinates.

[ N ] Element surface shape function, 

n Strain hardening exponent.

P Internal pressure [N/mm2].

PD Design pressure [N/mm‘].

p Primary stress [N/mm2].

q Secondary stress [N/mm2].

P, Surface force components [N].

R, Inner radius [mm].

Rm Mean radius of pressure vessel [mm].

Ro Outer radius [mm],

rd Entry radius ratio.

rm Mean radius o f protruding nozzle [mm].

S Design stress [N/mm2].
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Sm Allowable stress (N/mm2).

Sji Ultimate tensile stress (N/mm*).

Tm Thickness of pressure vessel (mm). 

t„ Thickness of protruding nozzle (mm). 

u.v,w Displacements in the x, y, z, directions (mm).

i Volume integral.

W* Work done on clement (Nm). 

x,y,z Cartesian coordinates.

Ys Yield stress (N/mm:).

a  Coefficient of linear thermal expansion [mm/mm/ °C) 

! Surface integral.

A* Element strain energy (Nm).

( T  ) Element shape function vector. 

e Strain.

{ e } Strain vector, 

v Poisson’s ratio, 

or Stress (N/mm2).

{ a } Stress vector.

Natural coordinates.

ABBREVIATIONS

ASME American society of mechanical engineers.

BS British standard.

FEM Finite element method.

SAE Society o f automobile engineers.

SCF Stress concentration factor.
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CHAPTER ONE  

IN T R O D U C T IO N

1.1 Overview

Thick walled cylinders in the form of high pressure vessels and boilers play a very important 

role in our daily lives. In the middle of the last millenium. thick walled cylinders were first 

used in the form of gun barrels after the discovery of gunpowder. At around the same time, 

in 1698, the steam boiler was for the first time employed for commercial steam production

[1]. These early boilers were made of cast iron and had flat surfaces and leaden or even 

wooden tops. Copper or granite slabs were at times used for parts in contact with fire. In 

1857, steel was introduced in the production o f British marine boilers. Pressure vessels 

are now encountered in the domestic cooking gas cylinders, medical and industrial gas 

cylinders [1], Pressure vessels are also used in chemical plant for polyethylene 

manufacture, in metal extrusion processes [2], in heavy earth moving and rock excavation 

equipment. Other fields o f use are the nuclear power plants, steam generation and steam 

power plants for power generation. High pressure vessels arc also used in under sea 

mining, deep diving submersibles, down well and deep ocean simulation, water jet 

cutting, cultured crystal production and supercritical extraction [3]. Hence, knowingly or 

unknowingly, the human life is very much dependent on safe use o f pressure vessels.

1.2 Statement of the Problem

The historical development of pressure vessels and boilers has, however, not been 

uneventful. A few of the major documented events will be enumerated. In London in 1815, 

a disastrous boiler explosion led to the formation of a parliamentary probe committee. 

Thereafter, it was recommended that boilers should be made of wrought iron instead of cast 

iron or copper. Boilers were thereafter to undergo statutory periodic inspection. Until 1830, 

boilers worked at a pressure of about 7 psi (48 kN/rrf). The use of better materials boosted 

the working pressure to 40 psi (276 kN/m2) but without a simultaneous redesign of the 

boilers. As a result of this, 288 explosions were reported in England from 1865 to 1870 [1], 

In the period 1898 to 1903, there were 1600 documented boiler explosions in the United 

States which killed 1200 people [4], This was an average of one boiler explosion per day
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[5]. This situation was arrested by the publication of the 1914 ASME (American Society of 

Mechanical Engineers) Boiler code [5]. This Boiler code specified that the pressure vessel 

primary membrane stresses to be kept below 1/5 of the ultimate tensile strength [5]. Much 

latter, between 1972 and 1976, 32 cylinder explosions were recorded in the United States 

high pressure vessel industry and out of these, 14 cylinders had some relief operating 

mechanism [6-8]. As a contribution to the conservation o f material and reduction of 

production costs, the nominal factor of safety was reduced to 4 as a Second World War 

emergency measure [4,9], Very informative details of investigative findings of a boiler 

explosion whose diameter was 5 feet and had a working pressure of 125 psi (863 kN/nr) 

have been published [10]. Figures 1.1 to 1.3 [3,11] show some modes of pressure vessel 

failures. Other statistics detailing modes and circumstances of pressure vessel failures have 

been well documented [12,13]. Investigations into the early boiler explosions mainly 

focused on the maintainability and process failure aspects. Today, more attention is being 

paid to metallurgical failure aspects [13],

From the foregoing it is clear that in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, bursting 

of boilers was a very common occurrence. These events which involved enormous losses, 

marked the beginning of research in pressure vessels [14,15].

Pressure vessels are often subjected to extremes of operating conditions. Forged high 

pressure reactors with thickness ratios of two and above have been used extensively for 

stirred autoclaves in the manufacture of low density polyethylene where the operating 

pressures are as high as 250 MPa, and the temperatures close to 300°C [2,16]. Forged high 

pressure vessels have also been used for isostatic compaction of metallic and ceramic 

powders at pressures of up to 300 MPa. Current applications may involve pressures as high 

as 1380 MPa. From the foregoing, the pressure vessels hold immense potential energy 

exerted by the working fluid [17,18]. It is therefore very important to minimize or even 

eliminate human and material damage or losses that may result from inadequate 

understanding leading to poor design of such vessels.
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Pressure vessels are inevitably constructed with holes on their sides (cross bores). These 

openings are normally for the following purposes [17]: Fluid temperature measurement 

fittings, internal pressure measurement, bursting discs, inspection covers, relief and safety 

valves, fluid inlets and outlets. These openings introduce geometric discontinuities on the 

body o f the pressure vessel. When the vessel is in service, and normally at high pressures, 

the intersection o f the cross bore and the cylinder bore forms a stress singularity curve 

having high relative stresses and sharp stress gradients. The resulting stress 

concentrations are known to reduce the pressure carrying capacity o f such vessels below 

that o f a plain cylinder without cross bores [17,19]. The need for thorough, detailed and 

informed understanding of the effects of cross bores and the actual stress distributions 

cannot be overemphasized. Failure in service o f pressure vessels due to lack o f good 

understanding of the stresses at these discontinuities is known to have cost the users of 

such vessels immensely in terms of insurance compensations to injured plant operators 

and also damage to other connected or nearby equipment as earlier discussed [5].

A proper understanding o f the stress severity in these regions of high stress fields would 

lead to usage of low safety factors in the design of such vessels and hence the economic 

use o f pressure vessel material, enhanced pressure vessel operating life, lower operating 

costs and a reduction of losses (human and material) due to catastrophic or disruptive 

failures.

It is an established fact that high stress levels are present at the intersection of the cross bore 

and the main cylinder [18]. In practice, this problem of high localized stresses has been 

overcome by introducing a carefully polished radius or a chamfer at this intersection [2]. 

However, the radius size data has not been provided in any literature. The choice of the 

radius has been based on experience rather than analysis and hence there is a need of 

determining the actual state of stress in this region by actual analysis. The choice of the 

radius should also be a proven optimum. In normal operations, the cross bore to cylinder 

intersection is rounded off using a grinder, which leaves behind a relatively rough surface 

finish. Due to this operation, it is difficult to document the level of surface finish. Design of 

equipment to accurately introduce the radius is therefore necessary.
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For high pressure applications, a realistic picture of the state of stress in a vessel with side 

bores is needed because fatigue life is very critical and present day limitations of strength 

and ductility in commercial pressure vessel materials prevent high factors of safety [20]. It is 

clear that Section I and Division 1 of Section VIII of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel 

code do not call for a detailed stress analysis but merely set the wall thickness necessary to 

keep the basic hoop stress below the tabulated allowable stress. The higher localized stresses 

are taken care of by the safety factor and a set of design rules [21]. Though this code 

provides a quick design procedure, it is certainly inadequate for pressure vessels with cross 

bores since stress concentration factors have not been considered.

It is also known that from the manufacturing plant or the fabrication workshop, the materials 

for cylinder manufacture or the finished cylinders are never homogeneous. These 

inhomogeniuities are in the form of inclusions, scaling, cracking arising from uneven heat 

treatments, rough surfaces arising from the finishing operations, and so on. These features 

are important stress raisers when the cylinders are loaded in operation, since they act as 

possible sources of fatigue crack initiation, propagation and ultimate failure. They are even 

of further importance when they occur in the region of cross bores since they compound the 

stress raising effect. Other phenomena that tend to undermine the structural integrity of 

cylinders particularly in the region of the cross bores are hydrogen embrittlement and stress 

corrosion cracking [3,22-24]. These are normally overcome by using austenitic steels, which 

have carbide stabilizing elements (Mn, Mo, Cr, V, W, Ti). Thorough non-destructive testing 

of pressure vessels especially around the cross bores and the main bore is therefore 

necessary to ensure absence of cracks or even inclusions [3,25].

As a matter of practice, pressure vessels and pipes are normally subjected to pressures of 

1.25-1.5 times the design pressure at the end of the fabrication process [26,27], This 

overstrain pressure is designed to cause yielding of the most highly stressed parts of the 

structure. After the release of the pressure, residual stresses are left in the structure. The 

nature of these residual stresses is such that the inner surface has negative stresses while 

the middle and outer regions have positive stresses. Upon actual loading in service, the
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vessels are able to carry a much higher load before yielding than would be the case 

without overloading during testing. For cylinders with complex cross bore entry 

geometry it is important to establish the exact relationship between the overstrain 

pressure and the subsequent re-yield pressure. The nature of the resultant stress 

distributions is also important.

In some cases, the pressure overstraining is deliberately done during manufacture. In this 

case, the manufacturer chooses the extent of plastic deformation, which would result in a 

desired level of residual stresses. This process results in a much stronger cylinder with 

service stresses being more uniformly distributed across the thickness. This technique of 

inducing additional strength out of the cylinder is called autofrettage or self hooping [28 J. 

This technique has the same advantage as obtained by making a compound cylinder or 

wire winding the cylinder without incurring any additional costs in terms of materials.

Thick walled tubes carrying fluids at high pressures are now of great importance in many 

industries and their economic use often depends upon small controlled permanent 

deformations to occur. The earliest application of autofrettage was in gun barrels but with 

the advent of high pressure chemical processes, reactive vessels, tubular heat exchangers, 

pipe work and valves, the design based on the classical safety factors would be more 

expensive and inconvenient. The pioneering work by Manning in this area envisaged 

small controlled plastic deformation [29]. Despite the importance of autofrettage in 

improving the pressure carrying capacity of cylinders, not much has been done to study 

its effects in cross-bored cylinders.

1.3 Outline of the W ork Done

The first aim of this research work was to investigate in detail the structural behaviour or 

response of thick walled cylinders with varying entry geometry cross bores under internal 

pressure. The modeling method employed was to transform the cross bore entry geometry 

to a radiused entry or a chamfered entry into the main bore. This was believed to reduce 

the stress concentration factors in the resultant configurations. Reduced stress 

concentration factors were also believed to cause a favourable and more even distribution
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of stresses which would result in more economical use of the cylinder material and the 

associated benefits in servicing and enhancement o f the cylinder service life.

In this work, thick walled cylinders with flush and non-protruding cross bores of varying 

entry geometry were analyzed using the finite element method (due to the unavailability of 

any analytical solution) to determine elastic stress levels, their distributions and stress 

concentration factors. Cylinders with thickness ratios between 1.25 and 3 were considered. 

Cross bore to main bore radius ratios less than 0.5 were analyzed as recommended by 

ASME Section VIII, Division 2 [30]. The results from the plain cross-bored cylinders were 

compared with those of radiused entry and the chamfered entry cross-bored cylinders. 

Various thickness ratios and cross bore to main bore geometrical configurations were 

considered.

The second aim of the research work was to consider the transformed cross bore entry 

configuration and carry out the process of autofrettage. The autofrettage was performed 

for varying degrees of overstrain. Autofrettage was believed to create a favourable 

system of residual stresses which when superimposed on the service stresses, would 

result in much lower stress levels and more favourably distributed stresses in the cylinder 

material. The cylinder may then be able to resist much higher operating pressure without 

the risk of the highest stressed regions yielding or if yielded, undergoing gross 

deformation.

The elastic-plastic stress levels and their distributions were determined and the results 

compared to those of plain cross-bored cylinders. The elastic service stresses were also 

analyzed and presented. The incremental theory of plasticity was used in the overstrain 

process. The pressure vessel material was assumed to have an elastic perfectly plastic stress- 

strain response while the von Mises yield criterion was used. Reverse yielding of the 

elements was avoided. The advantages of using any of the entry geometry was quantified 

and compared. The arising limitations of the various entry geometry were discussed. The 

results of the above work were compared to the results of previous researches where 

applicable.
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In the finite element method, eight noded brick and four noded tetrahedral isoparametric 

elements were used. The displacement formulation and the Serendipity family of shape 

functions were employed. Computer programs in FORTRAN language source code were 

developed for this analysis. While the programs could cater for reverse yielding, the 

Bauschinger effect was ignored.

Many authors have in the past shown a lot of interest and done intensive research in the area 

of pressure vessels. However, cross-bored cylinders and the full range of geometrical 

configurations have not received adequate attention and interpretation o f the results. Results 

from a few tests in the past have erroneously been assumed to represent the gamut of 

geometrical combinations. It is the principal aim of this research work to fully investigate 

the effect of cross bore geometry on the structural response of thick walled cylinders and 

make recommendations for the resultant optimum configurations. Some of the past research 

findings will be reviewed in the next chapter.
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(Source: [11])

FIG. 1.1 Thermal fatigue or alligator pattern on the 

outside surface of a spherical component.
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(Source: [3,11])

FIG. 1.2 Brittle fracture in pressure vessel with torispherical head (running 

along the cylinder and branching across the head).

(Source: [3,11])

FIG. 1.3 Brittle fracture in pressure vessel (cut through section).
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CHAPTER TW O  

L IT E R A T U R E  R E V IE W

2.1 Introduction

The study of pressure vessels, whether plain or cross-bored, has interested a lot of 

researchers in the past. The aim of the research has been to improve pressure vessel 

operational safety, enhancement of service life and improvement o f pressure carrying 

capacity of the pressure vessel. The main areas of research have included:

(a) Elastic stress analysis.

(b) Elastic-plastic stress analysis.

(c) Residual stresses.

(d) Service stresses.

(e) Materials.

(0 Design codes and practice.

(g) Constitutive equations.

In the studies of any of the above areas, several solution approaches have been used. These 

include but may have not been limited to the following:

(a) Experimental methods (strain gauge, photoelasticity, Lueders’ line. Moire’s method, 

and so on).

(b) Finite element method.

(c) Boundary integral equation method.

(d) Empirical/approximation methods.

(e) Non contact computer vision [31 -33].

(0 Theoretical/analytical models.

(g) Statistical/probabilistic models.

A review of some of the past research findings is presented below.

2.2 Review

2.2.1 Elastic Stress Analysis
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In an attempt to understand the state of stress around cross bores, one of the earliest 

researches involved the evaluation of stress concentration factors around a circular hole in 

an infinite plate under tension [34]. For plate width to hole diameter ratios between 5 and 8, 

stress concentration factors o f 3.067 were obtained. The results were almost identical to 

those obtained through the mathematical theory of elasticity developed by Timoshenko 

[34]. The stress concentration factors were considerably reduced by the introduction of 

beads around the holes. Elliptical holes were also considered using analytical, photoelastic, 

Lucders* line and fine extensometer measurements. Several geometrical configurations in 

tension specimens were also studied using photoelastic methods [35] while the weakening 

effect of cross bore openings in pressure vessels was demonstrated by making strain 

measurements around the reinforced and unrcinforced nozzles [36], This weakening effect 

was only demonstrated through strains and no stress concentration factors or stress levels 

were presented.

The sensitivity of SR-4 gauges to moisture was overcome by using transformer oil as the 

pressurizing medium in high pressure stress measurements [37] while accounting for the 

hydraulic pressure on the gages. Early cross bore stress concentration factor measurements 

were experimental. The frozen stress photoelastic technique and the strain gauge methods 

have been used and the results compared with previous theoretical predictions [20,38,39],

A universal stress concentration factor value of 2.5 was predicted for all closed-end 

cylinders with small cross bores [20]. For large cross bore to main bore radius ratios, shear 

and bending effects were not accounted for. Stress concentration factors in protruding 

nozzles have also been studied [40] and results compared with predictions of a thin shell 

finite element analysis. Radial and offset cross bores have also been studied [41], Off set 

cross bores were found to result in lower stress concentration factors and also to increase 

fatigue life.

The time consuming nature of three dimensional finite clement method analysis has led to 

modeling a cross bore as a cylinder-sphere intersection [42], providing approximate results. 

The membrane stress distribution was incorporated. The three independent geometric ratios
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of radius and thickness were considered and methods based on one or two parameters were 

found to be subject to error. Calculated results for the ratios Rm/Tm, rm/tm, rm/Rm were 

tabulated for design purposes. Here, Rm is the mean radius of vessel, Tm is the thickness of 

vessel, rm is mean radius of nozzle, t<n is thickness of nozzle. The description of the method 

and results were confined to flush nozzles and was also limited to cases where the shell 

could be treated as thin. The design data and the experimental results showed no agreement 

when thick cylinders were tested [42].

Three dimensional finite element models (using the PATRAN-G interactive graphics 

program) have been used to evaluate the stress distribution of the elastic stress concentration 

factors around the periphery of crack-like flaws, which were postulated to exist at the 

comers of nozzles intersecting cylindrical shells [43]. The models explicitly included the 

comer flaw with a specified size and shape to make a quantitative evaluation of the flaw 

shape effect. For this study, a 180 degree section of a cylinder shell intersected by a nozzle 

was modeled with 1668 elements and 8660 nodes. Circular (with comer radius) and saw-cut 

(chamfer) flaw shapes were evaluated. The results were compared with:

(a) The simplified solutions using the flaw evaluation procedure o f section XI of the 

ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel code [44].

(b) The Welding Research Council (WRC) bulletin No. 175 [44],

(c) Previously published empirical formulae.

It was concluded that the results were in good agreement with the average values obtained 

by the methods above. Detailed analysis was not provided since the study was mainly 

concerned with fracture around nozzles.

A three dimensional finite element approach has been used to study the stress distribution 

and stress concentration factors in thick walled closed ended cylinders with cross bores of 

various blending geometries [17,18.45]. A maximum of 360, 20 noded brick type 

isoparametric elements were used. A cross bore to main bore radius ratio of 0.12 was 

investigated. A 3 mm chamfered entry cross bore at 45" and a 3 mm radiused entry cross 

bore were considered. Two thickness ratios o f 1.4 and 2 were considered. The stress 

concentration factor for a thickness ratio of 1.4 for cylinders having plain, radiused and
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chamfered cross bores were found to be 2.84, 1.43 and 2.11 respectively. For a thickness 

ratio of 2, the corresponding stress concentration factors were 3.30, 1.48 and 1.86. It was 

concluded that the introduction of cross bores into a cylinder wall greatly increases the hoop 

stress that would otherwise be present in a plain cylinder. A surprising conclusion was that 

the introduction o f chamfers and radiused entries to cross bore increases the stress 

concentration factor compared to that of a plain cross bore. For the plain cross-bored 

cylinder, the maximum hoop stress was found to be away from the crotch comer. The 

results o f this research can not be considered to be conclusive. Several cross bore to main 

bore radius ratios, chamfer angles and lengths, radiused entry values and thickness ratios 

should have been considered in order to have justified conclusions.

Determination of the stress distribution along a free boundary reveals a weakness in the 

conventional finite element method procedures since in general, the chosen element 

displacement functions do not implicitly satisfy the conditions which prevail at a free 

boundary [46-48], A modified finite element method procedure was proposed to obtain 

boundary stresses with improved accuracy. Improved results were verified using 

photoelastic and conventional finite element method analysis. Specialized shell intersection 

finite elements compatible with adjoining shell elements have been developed [49]. The 

element has the capability of physically representing the complex three dimensional 

geometry and stress state at the shell intersections. The results compared well with those of 

a closed form theory of elasticity solution when used to compute the stress state and strain 

energy in the elements. Fillets are often used to connect the flat heads and the cylindrical 

shells in pressure vessels. Localized high stress intensity occurs at the round comer when 

the pressure vessel is subjected to internal pressure. Finite element method analyses have 

been conducted on various shell/head configurations [50] and the results found valuable 

when the overall design o f the cylinder is considered.

The boundary integral equation method of numerical stress analysis to compute stress 

concentration factors at intersections between side branches and thick walled pressure 

vessels was carried out [51 ]. A three dimensional analysis o f circular and elliptical holes led 

to the conclusion that the use of an elliptical small side hole in a cylinder, with its minor
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axis parallel to the axis of the cylinder, can substantially reduce the maximum stresses. For 

typical geometries considered, reductions of more than 20% of the stress concentration 

factor were recorded by using elliptical holes. For a cylinder having a thickness ratio of 1.5 

and cross bore to main bore radius ratio of 0.5, a stress concentration factor of 3.7 was 

obtained. This value was quite comparable to the stress concentration factor of 3.08 earlier 

obtained ([39]). The relatively large cross bore was found to cause some increase in stress 

concentration factor values. Evaluation of the stresses in an attachment/spherical shell 

structure has also been done using this method [52] and the results compared with the finite 

element method and analytical solutions. The boundary integral method was found to be 

computationally more efficient than the finite element method.

Approximate empirical and variational methods have been used to predict the stress 

concentration factors in various shell-branch configurations where the cross bore to main 

bore radius ratio is around one [53-56]. In one study [53], this empirical equation was cast 

in the form of a polynomial obtained by the least squares method. 120 sets of experimental 

data from literature were used to fit the polynomial while another 64 sets of experimental 

data generated was used to verify the empirical equation. The results obtained showed good 

agreement with those obtained from previous experimental work. Adams [54] analyzed 

shallow shells with a cut out using a variational method. For a cross bore to main bore 

radius ratio of 0.2 and a thickness ratio of 1.1, a stress concentration factor of 4.14 was 

obtained. This compared well with the theoretical value of 4.24.

Approximate solutions based on the theoretical solution for a hole in an infinite plate under 

uniform tension have also been proposed [39], For a cylinder with a thickness ratio of 3, a 

hoop stress concentration factor of 3.7, which was 32% higher than the measured value was 

obtained. The results thus obtained provided the equations to calculate asymptotic stress 

concentration factors for cylinders with cross bores sufficiently small compared with the 

main cylinder bore. An approximate equation was derived to predict the stress concentration 

factors. This equation is given by:
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stress concentration factor (SCF) - (2.1)

where k is cylinder thickness ratio defined as the ratio of outer diameter to inner

diameter,

crhoop (max) is the maximum hoop stress,

crhoop (nominal) = [P ( k2 +l)/(k2-l)]= nominal hoop stress at the main cylinder 

bore [ 1 ],

P is the applied internal pressure.

Despite providing quick and rough solutions, the equation does not consider the presence of 

cross bores and the error margin of 32% is really unacceptable.

Analytical and stress function equations to solve for the stress and displacements at thin 

shell intersections have been developed [57,58]. Diameter ratios of 1:2 were used and the 

results compared well with finite element analysis results and previous experimental work. 

Large deflections in strain hardening materials were considered [58].

Empirical stress concentration and effective stress factors for various pipe/j unction 

geometries have been proposed [26]. The stress concentration factors are:

(2.2)

or by use of the Money relationship,

(2.3)
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where, Dm is the cylinder mean diameter, dn is the nozzle mean diameter, tm is the nozzle 

thickness, Tm is the cylinder thickness, rm is the nozzle mean radius and Rm is the cylinder 

mean radius.

The long user input time and CPU time for calculations have led several researchers to look 

for other cheaper but approximate methods of modeling cross bores in thick walled 

cylinders [59]. Reinforced nozzles have been modeled as sphere shell intersections with a 

resultant CPU time of only one minute. A combination of Fourier series solutions and 

simple asymptotic (boundary layer) solutions have also been used for the general 

intersection curve on a cylindrical vessel.

2.2.2 Elastic-Plastic Stress Analysis

Overstrain and ultimate bursting pressure experimental studies of thick walled cylinders 

made o f four different steel materials have been conducted [60]. A theoretical method was 

then proposed for computing expansion and bursting strengths based on both tension and 

torsion data. These results would be only applicable to the main cylinder body away from 

the cross bores.

Three dimensional finite element method elastic-plastic analysis for cylinders with 

thickness ratios of 2 and 1.4 have been conducted [17,61]. The PAFEC 75 finite element 

software was used. Due to limitations of storage and memory of the computer, it was not 

possible to test all the elements for plasticity and therefore a few elements in the vicinity 

of the points of peak stresses (determined from an elastic solution) and adjacent to the 

boundary were allowed to yield. This was done for a plain cross bore, radiused cross bore 

and a chamfered cross bore. The von Mises yield criterion was assumed. The elastic and 

plastic strain components in the critical region of the cross bore were determined. The 

author was mainly interested in fatigue life and therefore overstrain stresses were not 

presented or discussed.
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The deformation behaviour o f long elastic-plastic tubes under internal pressure and axial 

loading has been studied [62] using the finite element analysis with eight noded 

isoparametric elements. The authors used the constitutive equation derived from the h 
comer theory of ChristofTerson and Hutchinson [62] which allows comer formation on 

the yield surface and also accounts for the Bauschinger effect. Both plane and generalized 

plane strain conditions were considered. Although the effect of the axial load on the 

maximum pressure is significant, it was found to diminish as deformation proceeded. 

Generally, positive axial loads were shown to lower the maximum pressure substantially.

The incremental theory of plasticity was used to study the pipe bore expanding process 

[63]. The numerical finite element method work also addressed the effect of the yield 

stress and the strain hardening exponent of the material on the stress and strain levels. By 

considering that the effective stress is given by the equation:

cr= Y ^C ?  (2.5)

and that:

<7*  C ?  (2.6)

where <x is the effective stress, e is the effective strain, n is the strain hardening 

exponent and C is a material constant, the indeterminacy of the initial conditions were 

eliminated by the use of the approximation that the yield stress is zero.

The bifurcation and post bifurcation behaviour in the axisymmetric deformation of 

circular elastic-plastic tubes under axial tension and internal pressure has been considered 

using the finite element method [64], Elastic-plastic strain hardening material with 

smooth yield surface was assumed. Shear stress at both ends of the tube arising from 

deformation was ignored. Two bifurcation modes were identified: cylinder length 

elongates (necking) and cylinder length contracts (bulging). These observations were 

attributed to the frequent change of the determinant of the stiffness matrix from positive 

to negative. During these changes, the determinant vanishes and these are the practical 

collapse points or bifurcation points. The finite element method has also been used in 

metal forming elastic-plastic problems. The finite size deformations involved were found
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The plastic stress-strain matrix derivable by inverting the Pradtl-Reuss equations in the 

plasticity theory was proposed in the solution of continuum elastic-plastic problems using 

the finite element method [66]. The method uses the small and varying increments of load 

sufficient to just cause yield in the successive elements. Triangular elements in sample 

solutions of notched tension specimens were used. In this work, the plastic stress-strain 

constitutive equation was explicitly developed for the first time. The explicit form of the 

constitutive equation has now greatly reduced the programming effort in the incremental 

theory o f plasticity. Other numerical finite element method solutions to three dimensional 

elastic-plastic problems, illustrating the applicability of the isoparametric elements and 

the order o f computation times involved have been presented [67]

Elastic-plastic analysis of thick walled pressure vessels with sharp discontinuities in the 

form of cylinder head radial circumferential cracks has been carried out using the finite 

element method [68]. For a shell thickness of 50.8 mm and a crack length of 25.4 mm, it 

was concluded that as long as the material is sufficiently ductile to prevent local fracture, 

the effect of local imperfections maybe ignored.

Three dimensional elastostatic analysis of pressurized cross-bored thick walled cylinder in 

partial autofrettage was carried out using the numerical boundary integration method [69]. 

Thickness ratios of 2 and 2.25 and a cross bore to main bore radius ratio of 0.25 were 

considered. Stress concentration factors of 3 and 3.32 were obtained respectively. These 

results compared well with the results of other researchers ([38]). In both cases, the 

autofrettage was performed after the introduction of the cross bore. The maximum 

percentage overstrain that can be induced in the cylinder was found to be 35% and 27.5% 

for the 2 and 2.25 thickness ratios respectively. The percentage overstrain was taken as that 

percentage of the cylinder wall thickness which has undergone plastic deformation during 

the application of the autofrettage pressure. Cases of plain cross bores without autofrettage 

were also considered in order to confirm the results. A maximum stress concentration factor

to introduce some instability which was taken care of by modifying the stiffness

formulation by means of the mean normal technique [65] in the matrix iteration process.
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The plastic stress-strain matrix derivable by inverting the Pradtl-Reuss equations in the 

plasticity theory was proposed in the solution of continuum elastic-plastic problems using 

the finite element method [66]. The method uses the small and varying increments of load 

sufficient to just cause yield in the successive elements. Triangular elements in sample 

solutions o f notched tension specimens were used. In this work, the plastic stress-strain 

constitutive equation was explicitly developed for the first time. The explicit form of the 

constitutive equation has now greatly reduced the programming effort in the incremental 

theory o f plasticity. Other numerical finite element method solutions to three dimensional 

elastic-plastic problems, illustrating the applicability of the isoparametric elements and 

the order of computation times involved have been presented [67]

Elastic-plastic analysis of thick walled pressure vessels with sharp discontinuities in the 

form of cylinder head radial circumferential cracks has been carried out using the finite 

element method [68]. For a shell thickness of 50.8 mm and a crack length of 25.4 mm, it 

was concluded that as long as the material is sufficiently ductile to prevent local fracture, 

the effect of local imperfections maybe ignored.

Three dimensional elastostatic analysis of pressurized cross-bored thick walled cylinder in 

partial autofrettage was carried out using the numerical boundary integration method [69]. 

Thickness ratios o f 2 and 2.25 and a cross bore to main bore radius ratio of 0.25 were 

considered. Stress concentration factors of 3 and 3.32 were obtained respectively. These 

results compared well with the results of other researchers ([38]). In both cases, the 

autofrettage was performed after the introduction of the cross bore. The maximum 

percentage overstrain that can be induced in the cylinder was found to be 35% and 27.5% 

for the 2 and 2.25 thickness ratios respectively. The percentage overstrain was taken as that 

percentage of the cylinder wall thickness which has undergone plastic deformation during 

the application of the autofrettage pressure. Cases of plain cross bores without autofrettage 

were also considered in order to confirm the results. A maximum stress concentration factor

to introduce some instability which was taken care of by modifying the stiffness

formulation by means of the mean normal technique [65] in the matrix iteration process.
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of 3 at the intersection point was obtained for the case where the thickness ratio was 2. In 

this work, only one cross bore radius and two thickness ratios were considered. Therefore 

the results may not be extended to other combinations of cylinder to cross bore geometry.

Approximate equations suitable for a numerical solution of an axisymmetric shell under 

axisymmetric loadings have been developed [70]. An incremental approach under the 

consideration of the first order approximation in determining the tangent stiffness 

characteristics of the finite element was used. The effects of strain hardening, both isotropic 

and kinematic, were included. Initial stresses were included to account for instability and 

large accumulated deformations during the loading o f the structure.

One of the most comprehensive theoretical studies in this area proposed a stiffness 

method for the solution of elastic-plastic problems [71]. The stiffness concept enabled the 

equilibrium equations to be expressed in terms o f displacements. The use of the stiffness 

coefficients removed the need to trace the expansion of the elastic-plastic boundary 

during the actual solution o f the differential equations. The method was found to work for 

a closed ended tube under internal pressure. It was noted that the change of the slope of 

the stress-strain diagram at yield usually prevents elastic-plastic problems from being 

solved by a closed form analysis due to the presence of singularities. The following 

difficulties were identified in a numerical solution o f the elastic plastic problems:

(a) The problem is non-linear. Therefore the use of the von Mises criterion of 

yielding introduces a further degree of non-linearity.

(b) At yield, there is a sharp drop in the value of the tangent modulus. This decrease 

is modified to a certain extent by the work hardening of the material.

(c) At any stage of the loading, the boundary between the elastic and plastic material 

is not fixed but changes with the loading and forms one o f the unknowns to be 

solved with the problem.

Consequently, special complications arise when the elastic part o f the structure with 

stresses near yield become plastic in the next load increment. This is the transition region. 

A technique was proposed for dealing with this transition region based on an estimate of
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the strains that would be caused by the next increment of load. The perfectly plastic 

material or very small degrees o f hardening were found to be special cases in the stiffness 

method, forming the severest test for the method. Other theories of elastic-plastic stress 

coining techniques as an effective cold working process to improve fatigue strength of 

structures particularly plates for riveting in the aircraft industry have been presented [72],

Von Mises and Tresca’s yield theories have been compared in conditions o f compressibility 

and incompressibility for elastic-plastic analysis o f thick walled cylinders [73]. Large 

differences in stresses were observed from these two yield criteria. A closed form theory to 

include the Hencky stress-strain relations, incompressibility and Ludwik strain hardening 

function was proposed. However, the work does not discuss which of the two yield theories 

is more accurate.

2.2.3 Residual Stresses

Autofrettage is one practice that has proved useful in the chemical industry and gun barrels 

(in increasing the fatigue life of high pressure piping, compressor chambers and similar 

thick walled components) [74,75]. Determination o f residual stresses arising from forming, 

cold working or overstrain procedures is very important, particularly where cross bores may 

exist. For plain cylinders under partial autofrettage. the analytical residual stresses may be 

obtained directly by applying an equivalent thermal load [76]. If the temperature gradient of 

the thermal load and the yield stress of the material satisfies the equation,

i _ . A  (2.7,

2(l-vp(P/'j *

where, v is the Poisson’s ratio, a is the inner radius, p is the plastic interface radius, Ta 

and Tp are the inside wall and outside wall temperatures and a  is the coefficient of 

linear expansion,
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then the autofrettage residual stresses and thermal stresses arc equivalent. Using the 

temperature distributions as the temperature input, thermal stresses are then evaluated 

(77] and found to be equivalent to residual stresses. The redistributions of thermal 

stresses due to the presence o f geometrical discontinuities are now known to simulate the 

redistribution of residual stresses caused by the same geometrical changes. The stress 

intensity factors due to residual stresses for the commonly occurring short radial cracks in 

autofrettaged vessels may then be determined (76]. The above process refers to a thick 

cylinder o f monoblock construction. Residual stress systems may be established in 

cylinders when shrink fitting two or more thinner cylinders is the method of construction. 

This method has advantages and limitations as discussed in section 2.3.8 of this chapter.

Simple methods using two main approaches for measuring residual stresses using a fracture 

mechanics approach have been developed [78-81]. These methods are:

Destructive: These measure the relaxed strains (displacements) arising from a

material on removing its surrounding restrictions partially or wholly. 

Non destructive: Some of these are; X-ray diffraction and ultrasonic wave method.

These are restricted to surface measurements.

However, the above methods are not satisfactory for measuring the residual stress 

distributions where stress gradients are high. Destructive procedures employing 

incremental strain gauge data in a finite element algorithm to construct the initial residual 

stress distribution are currently in use and include (82];

Sequential (for example, Sach’s method): Involves total destruction of the specimen,

measuring strain changes throughout the 

procedure.

Selective (for example, slitting of the bore): Requires localised removal of material,

enabling local residual stresses to be 

estimated.

Any of the above methods for evaluating residual stresses are not adequate for use in cross- 

bored cylinders. A numerical method such as the finite element method is more suited since
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no destructive procedures are involved and the state o f residual stress at any location can be 

determined.

Tensile hoop residual stresses are introduced into seamless gas cylinder necks at the bore 

during the heat treatment stage of the manufacturing processes. At the neck, the plastically 

deformed outer surface material experiences compressive hoop stresses and the bore 

experiences tensile hoop stresses. Material removal corrective procedures to remove the 

bore residual stresses have been established [83).

The SAE 3320, SAE 4340, SAE 1045 and Cr-Ni-Mo-V steels were used in studying the 

dilation characteristics of thick walled cylinders in the presence of overstrain, residual 

stresses and heat treatments [84]. It was concluded that residual stresses due to heat 

treatments have no effect on the overstrain or bursting pressures. A method was proposed in 

pressure treatment combined with a thermal treatment to produce a compressive residual 

stress in the inner and outer parts of tubes. This is applicable particularly in the bend regions 

where stress corrosion cracking is a problem [85). As a means of measuring autofrettage in 

thick walled cylinders, an experimental method based on measuring the hoop strain while 

axisymmetrically releasing the residual stress field by introduction of radial cuts in the 

cylinder has also been proposed [86-88]. This is from the fact that access to the cylinder 

inside surface for purposes of placing strain gauges is usually denied. The practical 

behaviour of pressure vessel materials shows hardening properties. The degree of hardening 

has been investigated to determine how it may improve the pressure vessel response in 

service [89,90],

Strain hardening pressure vessels were loaded using a temperature gradient and an 

internal pressure [91]. Overstrain plastic stresses and strains were evaluated using the 

numerical incremental theory of plasticity and the method of successive elastic solutions 

[92] with reverse yielding and the Bauschinger effect being ignored. Residual stresses 

were evaluated for 25 and 50% overstrains. It was noted that thermoelasto-plastic and 

residual stress analysis are important in two major aspects of pressure vessel design: 

design for strength and design for fracture. For partially overstrained plain thick walled
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cylinders, an optimum overstrain radius has been proposed (93) as being equal to 

(R1R0 ) 1 0  for medium strength steels, and slightly less for high strength steels.

A destructive technique to determine residual stresses in thick walled pressure vessels 

coupled with incremental strain gauge data in a finite clement algorithm to construct the 

initial residual stress distribution has been proposed (82). It was concluded that the method 

could be applied to thick walled pressure vessels of geometries more complex than plain 

cylinders. Residual stresses arising from the forming processes or deliberately induced are 

known to affect greatly the way structures respond under service loads and they are 

therefore a focus of many researchers (94,95).

Determination of the effects of two outer diameter notch configurations in a cylinder 

subjected to internal pressure or containing autofrettage residual stresses was performed 

using finite element analysis (96). Equivalent temperature loads were used for 60 and 100% 

overstrain cases. A simple method for residual stress estimation and shakedown evaluation 

using the GLOSS analysis has also been proposed.

A closed form solution of residual stresses in autofrettaged tubes was obtained from a 

proposed theoretical model for a high strength steel (Y» * 1173MPa) (97). For this steel, 

tensile tests exhibit very little strain hardening. Models neglecting both strain hardening and 

Bauschinger effects were found to overestimate the bore residual hoop stress by 46% while 

models including the Bauschinger effect only underestimated this value by 25%.

Analytical residual stresses for hardening and non hardening materials considering Tresca’s 

and von Mises yield criteria have been obtained (98). Closed and open-ended cylinders 

were considered. The optimum overstrain to prevent re-yielding was proposed. It was noted 

that overstrain prevents a reduction in fatigue life for cylinders having a thickness ratio 

greater than 2.96. The Tresca’s yield criterion results were admissible for thickness ratios 

less than 2 but the von Mises citerion was found more practical for thickness ratios greater 

than 2. The Influence of strain hardening on open thick walled cylinders was found 

important when the thickness ratio is greater than or equal to 3. Fatigue life under a crack
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and residual stress was estimated.

Linear elastic solutions of an axisymmetric boundary value problem can be used as a basis 

to generate its inelastic solution. This solution may then be used to predict the residual 

stress fields [99]. The dependency of Bauschinger effect on plastic strains makes significant 

changes to residual hoop stress near the bore for low level autofrettage but this dependency 

was found to be insignificant for high level autofrettage.

The evaluation of residual stresses, particularly inside the material, is difficult and various 

methods have been proposed as presented in this section. However, no relevant work has 

been dedicated to the evaluation of residual stresses in thick walled cylinders having cross 

bores. This is despite the fact that residual stresses are induced by forming or fabrication 

processes of thick walled cylinders.

2.2.4 Statistical and Probabilistic Models

The variations in geometry, loads and material properties using probability methods have 

been evaluated [100]. Pressure vessels exposed to high static internal pressure may 

experience both elastic and plastic deformations due to the design variations. The design 

variation simulation was done using Monte Carlo simulation and available statistical 

information. The results reinforced the importance of using pressure vessels at or under the 

design pressure. The work also considered autofrettage as a way of optimizing design by the 

introduction of a favourable stress system well below that produced by the design pressure. 

This work involved plain cylinders only.

2.3 Pressure Vessel Design Considerations

While a lot of research has been done on the various aspects of pressure vessels, the design 

of pressure vessels is normally guided by the use of design codes o f practice. A lot of 

research has also been carried out in order to make the design codes more relevant. Some of 

the important design aspects will be presented here.
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2.3.1 Factor of Safety

A single parameter to describe pressure vessel design progress is best measured by the total 

advancement in knowledge of the three basic elements; namely, engineering, materials and 

fabrication that establish safety and costs. Such a single parameter is usually called a factor 

of safety and is used to indicate proximity to failure or economic survival. This factor is 

usually assigned to a physical property of a structure such as ultimate strength, yield stress 

and toughness.

Designs o f most structures are based on formulae that are known to be approximate and use 

materials whose mechanical properties cover a relative band with environmental behaviour 

not thoroughly known. The missing knowledge is accounted for by use o f design stresses 

that are admittedly below those at which the member will fail. The potential properties of a 

material can be more fully utilized with confidence with the discovery or recognition of 

more of the factors affecting behaviour and proper account taken in the design analysis. 

Factors o f safety are therefore a trade off means of establishing equal reliability and safety 

by assigning a single parameter varying degrees of quality assurance (design analysis, 

fabrication control, in-service inspection). This is the basis upon which many codes and 

standards are based. Table 2.1 [3] shows some factors of safety from different ASME codes 

while figure 2.1 [3] shows the effects of factors of safety on the pressure vessel costs. The 

factor o f safety has been considerably reduced by use of the bursting pressure as the basis 

for cylinder design [101] while considerations of creep and high temperature influence the 

choice [102].

It has been a popular concern amongst several researchers that the design requirements 

specified by certain authorities may, by demanding excessively high factors of safety, 

precipitate failure which they legislate against. If the factor of safety is too high, the 

designer may be forced to use higher strength steels which have inadequate resistance to 

fast fracture [2].

2.3.2 Shakedown Theory

Shakedown analysis is of special importance in the case of pressure vessels and other
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structures subjected to variable direct or thermal loads [103]. In the presence of plastic 

strains, there is no one-to-one stress-strain correspondence and the structural response to the 

same load can depend on the load history. If a structure made of an elastic-plastic material is 

exposed to cyclic loads, the following situations may arise:

(a) If the load intensities remain sufficiently low. the structural response is perfectly 

elastic (with the exception of stress singularities).

(b) If the load intensities become sufficiently high, the instantaneous load carrying 

capacity of the structure becomes exhausted, plastic unconstrained flow mechanism 

develops and the structure collapses. Obviously, plastic deformations can develop 

also for loads below collapse load.

(c) If the plastic strain increments in each load cycle are of the same sign, then, after a 

sufficient number of cycles, the total strains and displacements become so large that 

the structure departs from its original form and becomes unserviceable. This is 

called incremental collapse or ratcheting [104,105], Even when external loads are 

small, ratcheting is highly influenced by high temperatures [106].

(d) If the strain increments change sign in every cycle, they tend to cancel each other out 

and the total deformation remains small. This is called alternating plasticity. 

However, after a number of cycles, the material at the most stressed points begins to 

break due to low cycle fatigue.

(e) After some plastic deformation in the initial load cycles, the structural behaviour 

becomes eventually elastic for lower load amplitudes. Such stabilization of plastic 

deformations is called shakedown or adaptation.

Once the plastic deformations are accounted for in the design process, it is natural that any 

possible history of loading acting upon the structure will lead to structural shakedown. It is 

also possible that incremental collapse and low cycle fatigue may appear simultaneously, for 

example, if one component of the plastic strain tensor increases with each load cycle 

whereas another one oscillates. The main problem of shakedown theory is to investigate 

whether or not a given structure will shakedown under given loads. The phenomenon of 

shakedown is very relevant particularly because the elements around the cross bore 

elements have a high probability of yielding even when the service stresses are intended to
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be clastic.

2.3.3 Categories of Stress

The accurate and detailed determination of the stresses in a pressure vessel would be of little 

value if the designer did not know the significance o f those stresses in relation to failure 

[107], Also, the calculated or even measured value of stress or strain means little until it is 

associated with its location and distribution in the structure and with the type of loading 

which produced it [107], In setting the allowable stresses, the stresses in pressurised 

pressure vessels are divided into the following categories;

(a) Primary stress; a stress developed by the imposed loading which is necessary to 

satisfy the laws of equilibrium of external and internal forces and moments. If it 

exceeds the yield stress of the material, the prevention of failure is entirely 

dependent on the strain hardening properties. According to ASME Section II NB- 

3213.8 and Section VIII, Division 2 4-112/g (108). the primary stress is defined as:

The primary stress is any normal stress or a shear stress developed by an imposed 
loading which is necessary to satisfy the laws of equilibrium between external and 
internal forces and moments. The basic characteristic is that primary stress is not 
self limiting.

Primary stresses which considerably exceed the yield strength will result in failure 

or. at least, in gross distortion. A thermal stress is not classified as a primary stress. 

The primary membrane stress is divided into general, local and bending stresses. A 

general primary membrane stress is one which is so distributed in the structure that 

no redistribution of load occurs as a result of yielding. The code provides 

classification of stresses for some typical cases. Implicit in this is the method of 

analysis employed.

(b) Secondary stress: a stress developed by the self constraint of a structure. They may 

be of great significance in high strength brittle materials and even in ductile material 

when the material is subject to ratcheting under cyclic loading [3.109J.
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(c) Local or peak stress: the highest stress in the region under consideration. This 

causes no significant distortion and is objectionable only as a possible source of 

fatigue failure, brittle fracture or stress corrossion cracking.

The condition required for the peak stress to be objectionable (in part (c ) ) is not properly 

stipulated for pressure vessels. It has been established from failure analysis studies that 

fatigue failure and brittle fracture in pressure vessels normally start at the points of peak 

stresses, that is, around the cross bore crotch comer. Stress corrosion cracking is also 

severest at the points o f peak stresses. There is then a need to review or reformulate the 

emphasis laid on peak stresses.

At the time the stress classification system was introduced, the common method of analysis 

was the discontinuity (interaction) analysis. Today, an inelastic analysis, as described below, 

offers the most accurate stress solution possible. The method results in lower factors of 

safety and may give a clear picture of the state of stress throughout the structure if required.

2.3.4 Inelastic Analysis

This provides an alternative to a direct assessment of the primary stress limit and often 

results in some increase in the allowable design pressure. The two types of inelastic analysis 

are:

(a) Limit analysis

The rules of the design by analysis have been in ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel 

Code (Section III, and latter in Section VIII Division 2) since 1963. From this approach, 

a designer calculates the stress intensities in a vessel under all loadings and compares 

them to code limits. The calculated membrane, shear and bending stresses are classified 

to facilitate the process of combining them and checking code limits. Code limits are set 

to preclude identified failure modes. The goal of design by analysis is to permit the use 

of higher allowable stresses without reduction in safety by making better use of modem 

methods of stress analysis [108].

Limits on general and local primary membrane stress intensity and primary membrane
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plus primary bending stress intensity need not be satisfied at a specified location If it can 

be shown by limit analysis that the specified loadings do not exceed 2/3 of the lower 

bound collapse load. The limit analysis is a special case of plastic analysis in which the 

material is assumed to be ideally plastic.

(b) Plastic analysis.

Plastic analysis is a method of structural analysis by which the structural behaviour 

under given loads is computed by considering the actual material stress strain 

relationship.

The purpose of the primary stress limits are:

(a) The primary stress limits are provided to prevent plastic deformation and to provide 

a nominal factor of safety on the ductile burst pressure.

(b) Primary plus secondary stress limits are provided to prevent excessive plastic 

deformation leading to incremental collapse and to validate the application of elastic 

analysis when performing the fatigue evaluation.

Today, elastic finite element analysis has replaced the interaction analysis as the tool of 

choice in the pressure vessel industry. However, one drawback of the method is the 

difficulty in classifying the primary and secondary membrane stresses when a single elastic 

analysis is performed. This can be solved by:

(a) Elastic compensation method [110); In this method, iterative elastic finite element 

analysis is performed.

(b) GLOSS R-node method [111]; This is the generalised local stress strain method.

The ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel code empirical design formula has been found to 

lack a thorough elastic-plastic analysis to justify itself [112). For example, the maximum 

elastic stresses predicted by the code are underestimated and the considerable 

redistribution of stresses during the water pressure test are not explicitly recognized 

[ 112].
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2.3.5 Design Codes and Proposed Modifications

The main purpose of any industrial code is safety though it is additionally viewed as a 

product standard in today’s competitive world. Though most industrialized countries have 

their own design codes, most designs of pressure vessels are done using either of the two 

major design codes;

(a) The ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.

The first legal code of rules for the construction of steam boilers was enacted in 

1907, in the United States. The first ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code 

(Section I, Power Boilers) was prepared in 1914. Other sections of this code were 

developed as shown in table 2.2 [113]. The current code was adopted in 1992.

Section VIII Division 2 formulae for wall thickness are given as [114]:

T
'  S-0.5Pd

(2.8)

or

Ln R,+Tm _Po (2.9)
N /

Where, Pd is design pressure and Pn>~0AS, R, is internal radius and Tm is wall thickness.

S is design stress equal to Sun /3 or 2Ys/3. It is noted that Division 2 does not set any upper 

limit on pressure and materials with Ys > 932 MPa are not listed. In fatigue analysis, shrink 

fitting and autofrettage effects are not accounted for. A maximum pressure o f 1400 MPa so 

as to take advantage of high strength materials has been proposed. It is mandatory for 

manufacturers to observe this code.

(b) Unfired Fussion Welded Pressure Vessels [115].

This is a British Standard (BS) Institution code. BS 5500: 1997, which was first 

effected in 1976 and is reviewed on a regular basis [116]. This standard is based 

on the concept of achieving shakedown to elastic behaviour when pressure cycling 

to the design conditions. The achievement o f shakedown at all locations avoids 

incremental straining and. by inference, the avoidance o f a ratcheting behaviour
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towards incremental collapse in service. The standard test [117] (usually 

hydraulic) is done at 1.25 times the design pressure. A further margin is allowed 

for pressure testing being made at normal ambient temperature with materials of 

construction stronger than they are likely to be at the vessel design temperature 

and also not corroded at the end of the expected service life. If the pressure vessel 

has parts for which the strength can not be satisfactorily calculated, the use of the 

proof hydraulic test is required using strain measuring equipment in a local search 

for inelastic behaviour. Strain indicating coatings or electric resistance strain 

gauges are used. Strain indicating coatings are allowed on carbon or carbon-

manganese steel pressure vessels. Here, a test pressure o f 1.5 times the design
\

pressure is used. The materials exhibit a sharp yield in uniaxial testing. Brittle 

lacquer is not to be used. Real materials are not perfectly elastic-perfectly plastic 

[117] and also exhibit some hysteresis. In practice, this leads to a poor definition 

of shakedown. Therefore, BS 5500 allows for up to six successive applications of 

the desired test pressure in attempts to obtain two successive cycles of strain and 

pressure readings which when plotted tend to substantially coincide [117].

The BS 5500 deals purely with the specification and the requirements of pressure 

vessel design, construction, inspection and testing. The code is divided into sections 

as shown in table 2.3 [115]. The wall thickness design formula is given as [118];

IP K
T = D 1 (2.10)
" 2 S-PD

where P is the design pressure and f is the design stress. For this code it has been 

proved that proof testing tends to inhibit all strain accumulation during subsequent 

operation of the vessel at the design pressure.

Pressure vessel design by analysis in BS 5500 has been under constant 

development. The primary stress is limited to prevent bursting under static loading 

while the secondary stress is limited to ensure shakedown under cyclic operation.
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The peak stress arises from local structural discontinuities and is limited to 

prevent fatigue under cyclic operation [119]. Neglecting peak stresses,

<Te = Pprim stress + q secondary stress (2.11)

while the elastic stress field is uniquely defined by an elastic analysis, its primary 

and secondary stress constituents are not uniquely defined. From the code,

p + q = 3 Sm (2.12)

where Sm is the code allowable stress value. The guidelines are given in the code 

but only for shell-type stress distributions. This design code is not mandatory and 

only serves as a guide.

Solid finite element analysis in two or three dimensional form is based on elasticity theory, 

making it difficult to interpret and apply code limits. The problem has been addressed by 

using stress linearization procedures to extract constant (membrane) and linear (bending) 

stress distributions which give the same net section forces and moments as the actual finite 

element stress along class lines. However, this is not applicable to all pressure vessel 

geometries [120, 121].

Various National design codes incorporate rules for determination of the shell and nozzle 

sizes. Some are based upon the idea of replacing in the nozzle the cross sectional area 

from the shell [26], while others arc based on rules aimed at limiting the highest stress to 

a prescribed value [42]. Figure 2.2 [5] shows a striking comparison between the wall 

thicknesses which were required in 1960 in various countries for essentially the same 

service and material. Figure 2.3 [122] also shows the different wall thicknesses that are 

prescribed by two different divisions of the ASME. Several approaches based on 

reliability analysis have been adopted for determining the safety factors in pressure vessel 

design [123].
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Simplified design formulae have been proposed for thick walled cylinders and spherical 

pressure vessels manufactured from work hardening materials [124]. Rational design of 

pressure vessels under internal pressure requires the study of two modes of failure:

1. when the deformation becomes excessive and there is a possibility o f  permanent 

deformation.

2. Failure occurs at a higher pressure and takes the form of bursting of the vessel.

Design formulae for high temperature service has tended to be over conservative leading an 

economic burden. A wall that is too heavy can adversely affect reliable operation due to 

thermal stresses set up by temperature differences between inner and outer surfaces during 

temperature transients. The following formula has been proposed [26];

2 PR0 
2S-2yP

(2.13)

where, P is the internal pressure, y is a temperature dependent parameter and S is the code 

allowable stress value.

ASME Section VIII, Division 1 is inadequate in certain d/D and D/T ranges as has been 

proved by vessel leakage. A proposed empirical design method allows a designer to predict 

the maximum allowable working pressure of an opening reinforcement using an allowable 

stress basis for large openings [30,125]. The method produces nozzle reinforcements that 

should remain in the elastic stress range for internal pressure up to the code allowed 

hydraulic test of 1.5 times maximum allowable working pressure. ASME Boiler and 

Pressure Vessel code Section VIII Division 2 limits the size of openings to 0.5 times the 

vessel inside diameter unless a detailed stress analysis is made. Statistical analysis based 

design formulae have been proposed for elastic breakdown pressure and bursting pressure 

for temperatures ranging from of 24 to 350 C and also considering mild, hardened and 

tempered steels [21].
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The marked drop in the rate of pressure vessel and boiler explosions (in 1950’s) caused a 

reconsideration of most code design criteria. Three aspects were considered as discussed

below [4]:

(a) Economics.

(i) Because so few vessels were failing, was the safety factor still too high?

(ii) Because a few vessels in severe service were failing, should more detailed criteria 

be adopted?

(b) Technology.

Because of the rapid development in stress analysis techniques and in knowledge of 

material properties, which greatly improved the ability to predict structural response 

to service loads.

(c) Nuclear power.

This was a potentially significant source of energy, but one that would be more 

sensitive to failures because of considerations of public health, cost and difficulty of 

repair. This prompted the inclusion of Section III, into the ASME Boiler and 

Pressure Vessel Code in 1963.

Developments in large chemical vessels and rocket engines necessitated urgent need for 

accurate and reliable solutions for pressure vessel designs in order to avoid the repetitions of

past catastrophes.

2.3.6 Design Options

The quality of a pressure vessel or piping system depends not only on proper design but also 

on other facets of the pressure vessel and piping technology. These are materials, 

fabrication, operation and testing. Present technology demands use ol high pressures and 

hence the importance of these other facets. The potential or stored energy in the system 

increases with pressure and volume and hence the safety aspects ot storing large sources of 

energy must be seriously considered [17]- The range ot uses and types ot pressure vessels is 

depicted in table 2.4 [126].

Two design approaches are used concurrently in the pressure vessel design.
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Design by rule.

This approach was exclusively used before the onset of computers by designers such 

as Manning [2] who dominated the pressure vessel design industry in the early part 

of the last century. Generous safety margins were employed due to ignorance or lack 

of knowledge of the stress levels. Typically, a safety factor of 5 was used during the 

period before the Second World War [4], In addition to requiring consideration of 

pressure and superimposed internal and external loads, requirements that follow 

design by rule method require consideration of impact loads, earthquake loads and 

effects o f temperature gradients on maximum stresses [4],

In service, a vessel deforms first elastically and then plastically. This is a 

complicated process. The theory of limit analysis, an idealized theory, enables the 

limit load (plastic collapse load) to be found considering only the limit state and by 

neglecting any previous deformation. This theory has been used in determining the 

design parameters of pressure vessels using the design by rule method [4],

Design by analysis

The computer has been the single most powerful catalyst by far in the advancement 

of the concept of design by analysis [33]. In the design by analysis approach, the 

design by rule steps of ASME are retained in Section III to assure that maximum 

advantage is taken of past experience with the method, although the nominal factor 

of safety has been reduced from 4 to 3. The design by analysis procedure was 

intended to assure that the nominal safety factor is achieved or exceeded through the 

explicit consideration of additional modes of failure. This was as a result of work 

done in the 1950's [4] which showed that low cycle fatigue is characterized by the 

strain range, and not by the stress range of the cycle as believed earlier. This paved 

the way for the application of quantitative fatigue analysis in vessel design [4], The 

effort o f design by analysis is to reduce material and labour costs by the application 

of advanced technology. Significant savings in materials may of course be obtained 

by adopting design codes based on analysis rather than on large safety factors. This 

is illustrated by figure 2.4 [127] which compares the weight and Table 2.5 [127]
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which shows the price breakdown for a typical nuclear vessel designed for the same 

performance according to Section III and Section VIII, Division I, respectively, of 

the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel code. Design by analysis according to Section 

III is seen to result in weight savings of between 15 and 30% [127],

2.3.7 Pressure Vessel Materials

Pressure vessels operating under severe conditions have been in existence since 1939 [2], 

when two vessels of 50 litre capacity and operating at 150 MPa were built. In 1946, a vessel 

of 250 litre capacity with a thickness ratio of 1.67 was introduced using the EN25 steel [2], 

This material had a proof stress of 570 MPa and an ultimate tensile strength o f 805-930 

MPa. As late as 1970, vessels of nominal capacity over 1000 litres were introduced. These 

later vessels were made from Ni-Cr-Mo-V alloy steel which exhibits higher impact strength 

and fracture toughness for a given tensile strength than the EN25 steel [113]. The modes of 

failure of a pressure vessel which are influenced by the choice of material and wall 

thickness are:

(a) Bursting due to general yielding and rupture of the shell wall.

(b) Ductile tearing at a discontinuity such as a nozzle or head to shell junction.

(c) Brittle fracture at a defect.

(d) Creep rupture at elevated temperature [5].

Thus, the choice of material used in a pressure vessel is very important in its design. In 

modem technologies, pressure vessels are being operated over a wide range of loading 

conditions. Temperatures may be as low as -163°C in hydrogen service or as high as 1000°C 

in cracking processes [2]. At temperatures of 325-575°C, Cr-Mo vessels experience 

toughness degradation during long term operations. At these temperatures, creep effects are 

at play. There may be extremely severe electrolytic corrosion conditions combined with 

high operating pressures, for example, 700 bar in the acetic acid synthesis, or there may be 

chemical corrosion as in the coal gasification process, or heavy wear conditions, neutron 

irradiation, embrittlement and many other aggravating conjoint working environments 

[126,128]. Table 2.6 [126] gives a summary of these exacting conditions. Table 2.7 [129] 

shows some design conditions for a coal liquefaction plant while table 2.8 [122] shows the
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typical chemical composition of most pressure vessels made of the carbon-manganese steel 

alloys. However, a wide range of steels is available for the manufacture of the pressure 

vessels, the choice depending on operating temperature and other service conditions (122). 

In alloying the steel for pressure vessel application, the factors normally considered are: 

Mechanical properties, weldability, deoxidation process and impurity elements.

Steels included in Section III and VIII of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code 

severely limit the code’s application for high pressure design [130]. Gun steels (A1SI 

4300 series) have been widely used for pressure vessel applications. The ASTM 

specification A-723 was developed to cover these Ni-Cr-Mo alloys for pressure vessel use 

and is being adopted by Section II o f the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code for use 

in section VIII, Division 2 and in Section III, part NF for component supports.

The trend towards rising temperatures and pressures in steam power plants during the 

1930’s resulted in the inclusion o f creep resistance and rupture strength as criteria for 

setting ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel code allowable stresses [131]. Operating 

conditions continued to become more severe until the early 1960's when the utility 

industry reached a plateau with respect to steam temperatures and pressures. At 

temperatures below 540°C, the Cr-l/2Mo steel is frequently more economically attractive 

than other higher alloy Cr-Mo steels.

Because of the extensive application of 2.25Cr-Mo steel in steam power and 

petrochemical applications, extensive documentation ol its behaviour has been done. 

However, Cr-1/2 Mo steel has not been nearly as widely used and the data base on its 

mechanical properties is scarce. The tensile, creep, rupture and fatigue properties of Cr- 

1/2 Mo steel in the normalized and tempered condition has been characterized and found 

competitive [132], Superior performance of 5Ni-Cr-Mo-V compared to existing high 

yield strength pressure vessel steels has been observed [ 132]. The 2.5Ni-Cr-Mo austenitic 

steel has been extensively tested in cyclic loading [ 133]. The choice of the right 

proportions o f the carbide stabilizing elements is very important in preventing hydrogen
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embrittlement and stress corrosion cracking. It also influences the strength and fracture 

toughness properties.

The increasing use o f high yield strength materials in the manufacture o f pressure vessels 

has created the need for stress analysis techniques not restricted to linear elastic theory. 

Increased use o f  high strength steels brings a tendency to use thinner sections which in 

turn leads to larger deflections (non linear theory). Also, due to the limited capacity of 

such materials to absorb the plastic strains that exist at severe stress raisers, such as 

nozzles and cross bores, failure due to brittle fracture or fatigue are more likely to occur 

and an accurate analysis of the plastic deformation is needed [60].

Glass reinforced plastic (GRP) pressure vessels with radial branch connections are now 

used throughout the chemical industry and the design of their critical components, such as 

nozzles and end closures, has received a lot of attention [134,135]. BS 4994 [136] gives 

guidance on the design of GRP pressure vessels. In GRP nozzles and branches, the brittle 

nature of the material does not allow redistribution of high local stresses by yielding [137], 

Light weight Titanium 318 pressure vessels operating at about 69 MPa are now also being 

used [138].

2.3.8 Pressure Vessel Construction

In the design o f pressure vessels, consistent nomenclature is used in order for specifiers, 

designers, manufacturers and users to communicate effectively. These definations are used 

also by regulatory agencies, codes and standards. Some of these are [3]:

(a) Design Pressure.

The highest pressure specified and permitted in a vessel at a given temperature when 

the vessel is new and just being manufactured. This value may be modified for an 

existing vessel being derated after repairs or the required number of years in service.

(b) Operating Pressure.

The maximum pressure in a vessel at normal operating or working conditions. This 

should always be lower than the design pressure by about 10%. The difference may 

be modified depending on the stability of the process to be contained in the vessel.
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(c) Design temperature.

The highest mean material temperature permitted in a given part of a vessel at either 

the design or operating pressures. It is the basis for the allowable stresses to be used 

for establishing the minimum required thickness of the vessel part.

(d) Overpressure Protection (Relief) device.

A mechanical device intended to release a portion o f the contents of a vessel if there 

should be an unintended source of energy causing the vessel pressure to exceed the 

set pressure of the device.

(e) Set Pressure.

The inlet pressure at which the vessel overpressure protection device is set to 

function. The set pressure may not exceed the vessel design pressure.

Due to current demands on the performance of the pressure vessel and the limitations on 

available forging capacity, different construction techniques have been devised. These are

[126]:

(a) Multilayer.

This is the most widely used and consists of an inner shell on which formed 

concentric layers, approximately 6 mm thick are wrapped and welded to obtain the 

required thickness. It has the advantage of low costs, brittle fracture resistance and 

crack propagation resistance [11]. However, it is limited by; high local discontinuity 

stresses, restricted thermal gradients and limited external pressure or vacuum 

service. The theory of multilayer pressure vessel design is now well understood 

[139].

(b) Modular construction

This is an exception to the economic trend from multiple small vessels to single 

large ones. It consists of utilizing a single standardized mass produced module or 

building block and changing the total size of vessel required in constant increments 

by addition or subtraction of a module.

Other construction methods are: banded, wire wrapped and link belt construction. 

Prestressed concrete/cast iron pressure vessels are also widely used in the nuclear power
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industry [11]. Composite compound cylinders composed of an isotropic liner and an 

orthotropic jacket have been investigated and details of the amount of composite 

necessary to replace the material machined away from the outer diameter are now 

available [140]. For an equivalent compound cylinder with the same bore radial 

displacement per unit of internal pressure, significant weight savings (34%) have been 

achieved with only 7.55% increment in outer radius. This is applicable to long cannons 

with higher muzzle velocity. Reinforced composite materials in pressure vessels are 

becoming increasingly popular due to the controlled directional properties which 

inherently result in low weight to strength and stiffness properties [141 ].

It is known that work hardening or cold stretching of steels increases their yield strength. It 

may also increase the ultimate strength of some steels, especially austenitic stainless steels 

and is the primary way their physical properties are controlled. If cold working is done at 

extremely low or cryogenic temperatures, the room temperature strength is even further 

increased. This is the basis of a fabrication procedure for high strength stainless steel 

pressure vessels called cryogenic stretch forming. It consists of soaking a pressure vessel 

prefabricated by conventional welding practice in a liquid nitrogen bath. After the vessel has 

reached the -160°C of the nitrogen bath, it is internally pressurized with nitrogen gas to 

force it against the walls of a forming die so sized as to control stretching to 11-15%. With a 

stretch of 13%, strength improvements of 2.5 times have been achieved [11]. Figures 2.5 to

2.8 [3,11] show some past and present construction methods and layouts of typical pressure 

vessels.

Pressure vessels are mainly manufactured by the forging process. Heavy components are 

used in many industries, see figure 2.9 [126]. Among the heaviest sections are the nuclear 

rings and hydrocracker components with raw ingot gross weights between .>00 and 400

tons.

2.3.9 Pressure Vessel Costs

The layout of a typical pressure vessel would be as shown in figure 2.10 [142] and the 

percentage cost breakdown would be like that in table 2.5 [127]. This size ot vessels makes
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up 80% of the current turnover of pressure vessel shops in the industrialized countries. The 

market for pressure vessels consists of the chemical industry, mineral oil production and 

processing, electricity generation and the gas industry. On average, the chemical industry 

accounts for 70% of the pressure vessel usage [142].

A simple and systematic procedure based on redistribution nodes (R-nodc) concept for 

minimizing the weight and hence the cost of mechanical components and structures has

been proposed [143].

2.3.10 Pressure Vessel Inspection and Testing

Preventing failure is within the realm of technology and can be achieved by conducting 

responsible and regular in-service inspections. It involves creating a rational inspection 

frequency and appropriate inspection instructions. The inspection objective is based on 

recognizing that flaws and/or cracks will grow as a function of cyclic stress and must be 

found before they reach critical size.

Before a pressure vessel can be employed in service, it is mandatory in the majority of the 

pressure vessel codes, for it to undergo a non-destructive test and inspection procedure. 

Some of the non-destructive inspection tests done on pressure vessels are:

(a) Radiography.

Gamma rays are used to produce images of defects, flaws and inclusions. In 

industry, Iridium-192 or Cobalt-60 are used for the Gamma ray production. This 

method is used where effective use of other techniques may prove difficult.

(b) Ultrasonic testing.

This test is particularly useful for subsurface indications in thick vessels which have 

flaws which cannot be detected by the radiography test [25],

The driving force for development in non-destructive testing is the continually increasing 

need to demonstrate the integrity and reliability of engineering plant. Assurances of plant 

integrity are necessary for reliability, safety and economic reasons [25], Another test done 

on a vessel before delivery of the order is the leak/pressure test. This is either hydrostatic or
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pneumatic. The vessel is subjected to a pressure 50% [25) above the design operating 

pressure. A wet soap film is used to detect leakage in case of a pneumatic test. A hydrostatic 

test is preferred because a pneumatic failure is much more hazardous than a hydrostatic 

failure [25]. Leak proof pressure vessels have received a lot of attention from the early days 

of the pressure vessel industry [144], The leak/pressurc test may at times lead to detection 

and elimination o f weak pressure vessels when failure occurs. Figures 2.11 to 2.13 [ 11) are 

evidence of the importance of this test.

Other in-service checks include: dimensional measurements, fluorescent dye penetrant and 

fluorescent magnetic particle. Visual checks are also carried out at critical regions for 

scratches, gouging and unusual wear [3].

Analysis procedures that allow the benefits of periodic in-service inspection and proof 

testing applied to a cyclically loaded structure to be assessed in a quantitative manner are 

now available [145]. The increasing costs and consequences of structural failures have 

resulted in the increased need for assuring structural reliability. Pre-service and in-service 

non-destructive inspection and proof testing have been used to decrease the possibility of 

structural failures in service.

2.3.11 Other Pressure Vessel Loads

The influence o f external loads on pressure carrying capacity of outlet connections must 

also be considered. Often, the loadings which act upon a pressure vessel and which may 

cause its failure are not all due to internal pressure. In practice, pressure vessels are a part 

of a complex system and therefore are subjected to loadings at attachments such as outlets 

and supporting lags. External loadings may also arise from unequal expansion, unequal 

foundation settlement and earthquakes [146]. The presence of external loads have been 

found to cause a reduction in the limit pressure capacity o f pressure vessels and therefore 

the connections that are likely to be subjected to external loads must be adequately 

designed [146].
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2.4 Summary’

From the foregoing, it is clear that the pressure vessel codes do not adequately establish 

the real state o f stress which exists in pressure vessels with nozzles or where stress 

concentrations occur. Even the design by analysis method which uses some analytical 

supplemented by numerical approaches, still incorporates and emphasizes on some design 

by rule aspects. Hence the design criteria used by the ASME and BS 5500 are not 

adequate to fully maximize on the mechanical properties o f the pressure vessel material. 

More analysis data needs to be provided with the aim of improving the design codes. 

From the above literature review, previous research was mainly concerned with evaluation 

of cylinder strength. A few cases have considered stress concentration factors in plain cross 

bores while little has been done to clearly present the overstrain stress state around cross 

bores. Experimental methods, and lately, the numerical methods have been used.

Due to the large number of elements required to model a thick walled cylinder, most 

researchers have treated the cylinder as a shallow shell. This approach inevitably results in 

errors. Thick walled cylinder studies require a lot of data input time (unless the 

discretization process is automated) and long CPU processing time. The computer memory 

and hard disk space also need to be adequate to handle the large stiffness matrices generated 

(particularly for three dimensional work). Only a few researchers have attempted to 

accurately model the cross bore entry geometry and when they have, not enough cases have 

been analyzed. There is therefore a need to evaluate proper models and collect enough data 

to show variations in the stress concentration factors, overstrain, residual and service stress 

profiles.

This work will aim to fill this void of data and highlight details of stresses around the cross 

bore region. Various cross bore entry geometries will be analyzed. In the elastic-plastic 

analysis, varying overstrain levels will be considered and the results presented and 

discussed. Comparison with previous research findings will be done. The finite element 

method will be used for the analysis since the literature on its implementation procedure is 

widely available and the parameters of interest may be obtained at any point in the structure.
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Table 2.1 Factors of safety for various ASME codes. 

(Source: [3])

ASME Code Section Factor of 

Safety

Basis

Theory of Failure Material Property

Section VIII Div. 3, Pressure 

Vessels 2 Distortion Energy

Material yield strength first reached 

throughout wall thickness

Section III, Nuclear 

Components, and Section VIII 

Div. 2, Pressure Vessels

3 Maximum Shear

Average shear stress in wall thickness 

reaches material ultimate shear stress

Section I, Power Boilers and 

Section VIII Div. 1. Pressure 

Vessels

4 Maximum Stress

Average tensile stress in wall thickness 

reaches material ultimate tensile strength

Section IV, Heating Boilers

5 Maximum Stress

Average tensile stress in wall thickness 

reaches material ultimate tensile strength



FABRICATION. INNOVATION AND ECONOMICS

(Source: [3])

FIG. 2.1 Effect of factor of safety on cost of pressure vessel.
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Table 2.2 Chronological development of ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel code 

(Section I, power boilers).

(Source: [128])

Year Components Section

1921 III Boilers for locomotives

1922 V Miniature boilers

1923 IV Low pressure heating 

boilers

1924 II Materials

1925 VIII Unfircd pressure vessels 

(revised in 1968 to be Div. 

1)

1926 VII Care o f power boilers

1937 IX Welding qualifications

1963 III Nuclear vessels

1968 VII Pressure vessels Div. 2 

(alternate rules)

1970 X Fibreglass reinforced plastic 

pressure vessels

1970 XI In-service inspection

1971 V Non destructive 

examination
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Table 2.3 Summary of BS 5500: 1997.

(Source: [115])

Section Components

1 General.

2 Materials.

3 Design.

4 Manufacture and 

workmanship -  Steel.

4a Manufacture and 

workmanship -  Aluminium.

5 Inspection and testing -  

Steel.

5a Inspection and testing -  

Aluminium.

Appendix A Design requirements for 

loading.

Appendix B Shells under combined 

loading, including winds and 

earthquakes.

Appendix C Vessels under fatigue

Appendix D Cr-Mn vessels at low 

temperatures.

Appendix E Weldings.
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Table 2.4 Fields and types of application for pressure vessels at different loads and 

temperatures.

(Source: [ 126])

Operating temperature

Low temperatures 

(below 253K)

Ambient

temperatures (253 to 

323K)

High temperatures 

(above 323K)

Field of application Vessels for media 

cooled externally or 

by evaporation.

Vessels for gaseous 

or liquid media of 

ambient 

temperature.

Vessels for gaseous 

or liquid o f elevated 

temperature, fired or 

unfired.

Type Spherical, 

cylindrical, or 

rectangular shape, 

also double walled 

with insulation, for 

storage and/or 

transport of media.

Predominantly of 

spherical or 

cylindrical shape, 

for storage, 

transport and 

treatment of media 

or as a containment.

Mostly of 

cylindrical shape, 

for chemical and 

thermal treatment.

Examples of 

application

Vessels for liquefied 

gaseous (stationary 

or mobile), 

evaporators, 

columns, heat 

exchangers, 

condensers.

Vessels for gaseous 

and liquids 

(stationary or 

mobile), bottles, 

safety vessels, 

reactors, agitators, 

pressure chambers.

Preheaters, boilers, 

drums, generators, 

manifolds, 

superheaters, 

reactors, agitators, 

columns, gas 

coolers or heaters, 

heat exchangers.
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FIG. 2.4 Comparison o f nuclear vessels designed to different ASM!-, codes.
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Table 2.5 Price breakdown for a typical pressure vessel.

(Source: [127])

Item Percentage cost

Materials (including consumables). 50

Direct labour. 25

Overheads (including engineering and 

quality).

15

Transport and site wotk. 10

NOTES: Material: mild steel, Profit not included.

Design pressure (7 MPa), Design temperature (400° C).

Table 2.6 Types of loads, their causes and effects emanating from them on pressure 

vessels.

(Source: [126])

Load Type Load on pressure vessel

Caused by Gives rise to Load condition

Mechanical stress

Operating pressure, 

weight of medium, 

thermal and inertial 

forces, residual 

stresses.

Elastic-plastic 

deformation, cracks, 

fatigue.

Static, sustained, 

repeated, impact.

Electro-chemical

attack

Inefficiency of 

protective devices, 

reactivity of metal.

Reduction of wall 

thickness, corrosion 

products, cracks.

Localised or general 

attack, long or short 

duration.

Wear of pressure 

bearing material

Interaction of 

surface and medium

Reduction of wall 

thickness, corrosion 

products, cracks.

Localised or general 

attack, long or short 

duration.
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Table 2.7 Typical parameters of a pressure vessel.

(Source: [ 129])

PARAMETER RANGE OF VALUES

Design pressure 18.4-26.5 MPa

Design temperature 440 -  500°C

Material 2.25Cr-Mo or 3Cr-Mo

Design stress 150- 185 MPa

Inside diameter 3 - 5  m

Total length 2 0 -4 0  m

Wall thickness 200 -  450 mm

Total weight 400 -  2600 tons
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Table 2.8 Typical chemical composition of pressure vessel steels.

(Source: [122])
M A T E R IA L  TY PE T Y PIC A L  C H E M IC A L  C O M PO ST IO N TE M P C O M PO N EN T BS SEC TIO N .

% C %  Mn %  Ni % C r %  Mo %V ( ° C )

M ild steel .12 .6

' ' '

450 Furnace, econom iser tubes, 

feed w ater heaters.

3059/33

C arbon steel 0.15 1.0 450 Furnace, econom iser, 

superheater tubes, vessels and 

receivers.

3059/45 1501. 
1503

C arbon steel 0.28 0.8 450 Feed w ater pump, valve body 

casings.

3592

C arbon m anganese 

steel

0.2 1.25 450 Drum s, headers, vessels, 

receivers.

1501. 1503

Cr-M n-M o-V 0.15 1.25 0.6 0.25 0.1 450 Drum s, headers, vessels, 

receivers.

1501, 1503

IS C r-M o 0.12 0.5 0.9 0.55 550 Superheaters, vessels, pipes, 

rehcatcr tubes.

3059, 1501

2.25*/oCr-Mo 0.12 0.5 2.25 1.0 580 Superheaters, vessels, pipes, 

rcheater tubes

3059, 1501

0.5%Cr-0.5%Mo-
0.25V.V

0.12 0.5 0.4 0.6 0.3 580 H eaders, pipes. 3059, 1501

9% C r-M o 0.1 0.5 - 9 1 - 660 Superheater, reheater tubes. 1503.50604

!2% C r-M o-V 0.2 0.5 0.5 12 1 0.3 630 Superheater, reheatcr tubes. 1503,50604



(Source: [3])
FIG. 2.5 Thick walled mortar used in the American civil war
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(Source: [3,11])

FIG. 2.6 Banded vessel (spherical head and handed cylinder)).

(Source: [3])
FIG. 2.7 Multiple shrink fits in the barrel of a heavy field cannon.
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(Source: [II])

MG. 2.8 Internally insulated and internally cooled pressure vessel.
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FIG. 2.9 Dimensions and gross weights of raw ing
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FIG. 2.10 T y p i c a l  pressure vessel arrangement and dimensions.
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(Source: [11])
Fig. 2.11 Brittle hydrostatic failure of high pressure

chemical reactor.
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(Source: [11])
FIG. 2.12 F a t i g u e  f a i l u r e  of test pressure vessel (nature

of propagation throughout nozzle and vessel).

(Source: [11])
FIG. 2.13 Fatigue failure of test pressure vessel (origin of 

fracture at inside comer of nozzle).
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CHAPTER THREE 

M ET H O D O LO G Y

3.1 Introduction

The finite element method analysis of thick walled cylinders in this work was done for the

two stress states:

(a) Elastic

(b) Elastic-Plastic.

The displacement formulation was considered due to its relative case of writing the 

associated computer program codes. Isoparametric elements were chosen because they 

result in simplified numerical integration procedures when generating the stiffness matrices. 

Serendipity family of element shape functions satisfying the Iagragian interpolation 

function requirements were chosen. Serendipity shape functions are easily generated. 

Geometric invariance and completeness requirements were met by the shape functions. 

Some of the essential basics of the finite element method arc shown in appendix I. In the 

elastic-plastic analysis, the material was assumed to have an clastic perfectly plastic stress- 

strain curve. The incremental theory of plasticity using the explicit lorm of the clastic- 

plastic stress-strain constitutive matrix was adopted. Strain hardening material behaviour 

was not considered in this work. The pressure vessel material was a high strength SA-372 

steel having a yield stress of 450 N/mnT, a Poisson s ratio of 0.29 and a 'i oung s modulus 

of 209e3 N/mm2 [130]. To obtain the degree of freedom displacements. Gauss point strains 

and stresses, the Frontal solution technique [147-149] was employed, tensor 

transformation, stress projection and smoothing techniques [150] were employed to obtain 

stress curves for the nodal arrays. The von Miscs yield criterion was used.

The closed ended thick walled cylinders were represented by only a quarter of the structure 

due to symmetry. Hence only a quarter of the cylinder was considered Hus has far reaching 

advantages in the finite element method in that computer storage requirements arc reduced 

by 75% and the computer (CPU) run rime is also highly minimized. A semi-automatic mesh 

generation Fortran computer program was developed for use in this \sork Ihc program had
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both clastic and elastic-plastic capabilities.

3.2 Study Cases

In order to observe the variation of the elastic stress profiles, clastic stress concentration 

factor values and variations, overstrain clastic-plastic stress profiles, residual stress profiles 

and service stress profiles, finite element method analysis was carried out for the 

geometrical configuration cases listed below:

(a) Plain thick walled cylinder.

(b) Plain cross-bored cylinder.

(c) Radiused entry cross-bored cylinder.

(d) Chamfered cross-bored cylinder.

The quarter cylinder geometries for these structures arc shown in figures 3.1 to 3.4.

3 J  Klement Types

After preliminary pilot investigations, the isoparametric master clement types found most 

appropriate for all the analysis cases were:

(a) Brick element
This has eight comer nodes and eight Gauss points. The variation of the 

displacements, strains and stresses along any of the clement edges is linear. This 

element is shown in figure 3.5. The natural coordinates. i) and ^  correspond to the 

x, y and z in the Cartesian coordinate system and have values ranging from -1 to 1. 

The eight shape (interpolation) functions for this clement arc given by (151 ];

%  = i ( l - £ ) ( l - / ; ) 0 - < ' )
O

(3.1a)

O
(3.1b)

t 'J = I ( l  + £Xl + ' 7 X l - f )
o

(3.1c)

o
(3. Id)
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O l e )

s ' . - j O + i X ' - ' j X i + f ) (3.10

%  = i ( i + ^ X i + ' ? X i + C ) (3.»g)

(3.1h)

The computed stresses refer to the Gauss points having the following sets of 

coordinates [151]:

Gauss point number: 

1 

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

(£, ii, Q coordinates 

(-0.57735, -0.57735, -0.57735) 

(0.57735, -0.57735, -0.57735) 

(0.57735,0.57735, -0.57735) 

(-0.57735,0.57735, -0.57735) 

(-0.57735, -0.57735,0.57735) 

(0.57735, -0.57735,0.57735) 

(0.57735.0.57735,0.57735) 

(-0.57735,0.57735,0.57735)

(3.2)

The weighting factor for each Gauss point is unity. This clement was entirely used 

in the analysis of plain cylinders and plain cross-bored cylinders. In the radiused 

entry cross bores, it was used entirely except at the center or origin of the entry 

radius (points O in figure 3.3). For the chamfered cross bore, it was used entirely 

except on the surface of the chamfer.

(b) Triangular prism
This element has six comer nodes with the primary and secondary degrees of 

freedom values varying linearly along any of the element edges. The area 

coordinates are Li and U corresponding to x and y in the Cartesian coordinate
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system. The z Cartesian coordinate is represented by the natural coordinate C,- The 

element is shown in figure 3.6. The area coordinates have values ranging from 0 to 1 

while the natural coordinate has values ranging from -1 to 1. The shape functions 

are [151]:

•p, (3.3a)

(3.3b)

%  0 -< r ) (3.3c)

• r . - f - G + c ) (3.3d)

(33e)

(3.30

The computed stresses refer to the Gauss points having the following sets of 

coordinates and weighting factors [151]:

Gauss point number: 

1

2

3

4

5

6

(Li, L2, 0  coordinates 

(0.6667.0.3333. -0.57735) 

(0.3333.0.6667. -0.57735) 

(0.3333.0.3333.-0.57735) 

(0.6667.0.3333.0.57735) 

(0.3333,0.6667.0.57735) 

(0.3333,0.3333.0.57735)

(Wu.Wu. W0

(0.33,0.33, 1) ^ 

(0.33.0.33.1) 

(0.33.0.33.1) 

(0.33.0.33, 1) 

(0.33,0.33.1) 

(0.33.0.33,1) j

(3.4)

This element was only used at the center or origin of the entry radius (points O in 

figure 3.3).

(c) Tetrahedron
This is a four noded element as shown in figure 3.7. In the local coordinate system.
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the volume coordinates for this element arc Li, L2, Lj and U. 11k  four nodes in this 

type of element make it easy to process since the interpolation function in the global 

coordinate system for displacements (u) are given by;

u = a+bx+cy+dz (3.5)

where; a, b, c and d are constants. With the set of constants, (b, c, d) being zero, the 

constant ‘a’ satisfies the constant strain state. This is the translation transformation

mode.

Equation 3.5 ensures compatibility, completeness and geometric invariance of the 

polynomial and hence there was no need to use the volume coordinates. The 

computed stresses refer to the centroid of the tetrahedron. This clement was easily 

generated from the prism and was only used on the chamfered surface of the cross 

bore.

3.4 Discretization Details

The complex geometrical nature of cross bores in cylinders and in particular cross bores 

with entry geometry does not allow the nodal coordinates or the connectivity matrices to be 

obtained in one single step as it may happen in simple structures. It was convenient in this 

work to carry out a structural subdivision process and obtain the nodal numbers and 

coordinates, element numbers and element nodes for each geometrical block. Ilic results 

were combined and assembly of the different parts into one structure by use ol identifying 

flags for the border nodes and elements was earned out. Ilic different subdivisions used in 

the various configurations are discussed below:

(a) Plain thick walled cylinder
This was the simplest case and subdivisions were not required. Ilic discretization is 

as shown in figure 3.1. The geometrical inputs for complete description of the 

geometry were the outer radius, inner radius, length of the cylinder, number of 

elements along line AB and the geometrical ratio of the node spacing, number of 

elements along arc AD and the number of elements along line DE. Along line DE
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and arc AD, a geometrical ratio was not required since the stresses were not 

anticipated to have any gradients. The geometrical ratio of 1.15 was found to give 

the best results with the hoop stress at point D having an error of 1.109% compared 

to the analytical solution. The number of elements along lines AB. AD and DE were 

21, 20 and 8 respectively. The inner radius was 75 mm. the outer radius was 150 

mm and the cylinder length was nine times the cylinder thickness. Only one 

thickness ratio was considered. This resulted in a structure with 4158 nodes. 3360 

elements, 12474 degrees of freedom and a frontal width of 1458. The global 

stiffness matrix coefficients were reduced by 98.6%. This meant that only 1.4% of 

the potential computer memory requirements was now required, leading to efficient 

solutions despite the slow read-write computer operations.

(b) Plain cross-bored cylinder

This geometrical configuration was more complex than that of a plain cylinder and 

required subdivision into the three substructures Al, A2 and A3 as shown in figure 

3.2. The overall geometrical inputs were the outer radius, inner radius (75 mm), 

length o f cylinder (nine times the thickness) and radius of cross bore. In part A 1. the 

number o f elements was input for lines CD (14), Cl (12) and ( B (6). A geometrical 

ratio was also required for line CD (1.5). The geometric ratio on line CB (1.5) and 

AB (0.95) were also input. The number of elements along lines HG (3) and AB (6) 

were also input. The geometric ratio of line HG (5) was input. Also input was the 

length o f line HI (10% of the main bore radius). This completely defined the 

structure. This resulted in a structure writh 2580 nodes, 2016 elements, 7740 degrees 

of freedom and a frontal width of 801. The global stifTncss matrix coefficients were 

reduced by 99%.

(c) Radiused entry cross bore

This configuration required subdivision into five distinct parts A l, A2, A3, A4 and 

A5 as shown in figure 3.3. The general inputs were the inner radius (75 mm), outer 

radius, cross bore radius, radius of cross bore entry, length of line JI (nine times the 

cylinder thickness). In part A 1, the number of elements for lines DE (7). EF (6) and 

EM (10) were input. The geometric ratios of lines DE (1.5) and EF (1.5) were also 

input. In part A2, the number of elements along arc CD (6) was input. In part A3 the
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number of elements along line CB (3) and the angle BUC (5% of angle AUC) were 

input. In part A4 the number of elements along line Jl (3) and the geometric ratio (4) 

were input. In part A5, the number of elements along arc AB (6) and the 

corresponding geometric ratio (0.975) were input. This resulted in a structure with 

2790 nodes, 2269 elements, 8370 degrees of freedom and a frontal width o f 678. 

The global stiffness matrix coefficients were reduced by 99.3%.

(d) Chamfered cross bore

This configuration required subdivision into five parts A l. A2 A3. A4 and A5 as 

shown in figure 3.4. The general inputs were the inner radius (75 mm), outer radius, 

length of line JI (nine times the cylinder length), radius of cross bore, chamfer angle 

and chamfer length. In part A l, the number of elements was input for lines DE (8), 

EF (6), and arc EM (12). The geometric ratios for lines DE (1.5) and EF (2.5) were 

also input. In part A2, the number of elements along chamfer line CD (6) was input. 

In part A3, the number of elements along line KJ (4) was input as well as the angle 

BO C (10% of the angle AO C). In part A4, the number of elements along line JI (3) 

were input together with the geometric ratio (4). In part A5, the number of elements 

(6) and geometric ratio (0.8) along arc AB were also input. This resulted in a 

structure with 3087 nodes, 2652 elements. 9261 degrees of freedom and a frontal 

width o f 771. The global stiflness matrix coefficients were reduced by 99.3%.

For cross-bored cylinders, the outer radius was determined by the thickness ratio. The 

thickness ratios varied from 1.25 to 3. The cross bore to main bore radius ratio values varied 

from 0.005 to 0.4. The above data entered for each configuration completely defined the 

geometry. The geometric ratios were chosen where stress gradients were anticipated and to 

ensure that on moving from one part to the other, the clement edges have about the same 

size. The geometrical ratios were also used in controlling the clement aspect ratios and 

volume ratios. The choice of the number of elements and geometric ratios in each division 

or line edges was based on:
(a) For parts away from the cross bore, to ensure that the far field stresses are close to 

the exact solution of a plain cylinder.

(b) In the cross bore areas, to ensure that the stress concentration factor reasonably
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converges while minimizing the frontal width and processing time.

For example, for a plain cross-bored cylinder having a thickness ratio of 2.25 and a cross 

bore to main bore radius ratio of 0.1 the hoop stress at point G was 62.51 N/mm while the 

exact solution was 62.23 N/mm‘. The error involved, 0.5%, was acceptable. By increasing 

the number of elements along line GH from 14 to 15, the stress concentration factor 

changed from 2.832524 to 2.832407, showing a decrease of 4.13e-3. This variation is 

insignificant. Some of the preliminary pilot study results influencing the choice o f number 

of elements are represented and shown in figures 3.8 and 3.9. The small drop, 0.031%, in 

stress concentration factor between 14 and 16 elements along line GH is brought about by 

an unfavourable aspect ratio. However, this drop is very insignificant and the input of 14 

was adopted. Though other methods of mesh refinement may be implemented [152,153], 

their need does not arise in this work since the accuracy obtained is sufficient.

3.5 Procedure

The finite element method based computer program used to carry out the simulation for 

both elastic and elastic-plastic states and any geometrical configuration had the following

steps:

(1) Open the program GEOM and input discretization details as per section 3.4. The 

material properties as well as the stress-strain constitutive matrix coefficients were 

entered. Choose if cylinder is closed or open. Input the element shape functions and 

Gauss point coordinates. Input the planes where primary degrees of freedom are 

prescribed or restrained. In all cases, u -  0 and v -  0 in the planes given by x « 0 and 

y = 0 respectively. For an open plain cross-bored cylinder, w = 0 in the plane 

passing through points G and N as shown in figure 3.2. Input if analysis is elastic or 

elastic-plastic, Input the yield condition for elastic-plastic cases as well as the 

desired overstrain. Input the internal pressure, clement effective stress yield 

condition and a yield criterion ( Tresca s or von Mises).

(2) Run the program GEOM to generate the following; total number of nodes and their 

Cartesian coordinates, global element connectivity matrix and element types, loaded 

elements and the faces loaded, nodal arrays of interest, for example, along line
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ABCDE for plain cross bore. Store all the input data and generated data for use by

program GAUSS.

(3) Open the program GAUSS and read the stored data.

(4) Set up arrays of elements surrounding each node.

(5) Obtain the nodal and element destination vectors by processing and modifying the 

global connectivity matrix. This is implemented by the subroutine PRERE.

(6) Generate element nodal forces and their components, in vector form.

(7) Use the shape functions to obtain the stress-strain matrices ( B ] and the Jacobian of 

the transformation.

(8) Generate the Gauss point stiffness matrices and assemble on the element stiffness 

matrix.

(9) Assemble the element stiffness matrix on the active global stiffness matrix. 

Assemble the element force vector on the active global force vector. This is 

accomplished by using the element and nodal destination vectors.

(10) By use o f the modified connectivity matrix, determine when a node ceases to be 

active and carry out a Gaussian elimination procedure after applying the boundary 

conditions. Store in a data file the stiffness matrix and force coefficients associated 

with the condensed node.

(11) Continue assembly and elimination to the last element.

(12) Carry out a Gaussian back substitution procedure using the stored force and stiffness 

matrix coefficients to obtain the primary degrees of freedom (displacements).

(12) Generate the Gauss point stresses.

(13) Use the shape functions in a stress projection procedure to obtain clement nodal 

stresses and strains.

(14) Transform the stresses to cylindrical coordinate system using the tensor 

transformation rules [ 154] to yield the radial, hoop and axial stresses.

(15) For clastic analysis, obtain the stress concentration factors and cany out a stress 

smoothing technique to obtain global nodal stresses for nodal arrass ol interest. Ihis 

is the last step for elastic analysis.

(16) For elastic-plastic analysis, obtain the effective stress for the most highly stressed
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element. Use the factor to scale up the stresses and strains in all elements.

Also scale up the degree of freedom displacements and the pressure. This procedure 

enforces yielding in that element. Flag the clement as having yielded. <r~‘ is the 

effective stress of the most highly stressed clement in the clastic analysis [66).

(17) Apply the yield condition a'^ £ 0.95Ys to all the other elements. Any clement

meeting this condition is considered to have yielded and is flagged. Scale up the

y
stresses and strains in this element by the factor ——, where cr'tH is the effective

stress of that element. This yield condition has been shown to reduce the load cycles 

by a big margin without introducing large errors as shown and discussed in chapter

five.

(18) If overstrain value has not been achieved, assign the pressure a small value, say 0.1 

N/mm2. Initialize the force vector, element and active global stiffness matrices. Start 

loading again.

(19) Record the overstrain pressure at the desired overstrain level. If residual stresses are 

required, load the structure with a negative pressure equal to the highest overstrain 

pressure. Initialize the force vector, load again and obtain the resultant residual

stresses.
(20) If service stresses are required, choose the service pressure required. Initialize the 

force vector, go to step 6 and load again.

The above steps are shown in a simplified flow chart in figure 3.10 and arc improvements 

from previous closely related methods [155]. The main computer program and some of the 

important subroutines are shown in appendix II.

3.6 Summary
The most widely used approach to finite element modelling of solids is based on linear 

displacement approximation. In this case, the state of stress within the clement is constant. 

In the case of quadratic shape functions, the stress components vary linearly within the
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elements. The method adopted here fits into this kind of a model. In the clastic-plastic 

analysis, the Pradtl-Reuss flow rule (see [66)) was found adequate though Nadai’s 

deformation theory has also been shown to provide rapid iterative convergence [156]. I1k  

matching of this later method with the Frontal solution technique was found cumbersome to 

program. The load increment method [66] adopted in this work, though slower than other 

iterative schemes [157-159,160], is very suitable when there is a need to have many 

elements while the computer memory is limited. However, the incremental method using 

larger load steps has been found to be efficient under certain modified conditions [161]. The 

finite element method analysis programs in FORTRAN code were developed and run on a 

computer with the following capabilities: RAM (500MB), speed (1GHz) and hard disk 

space (20GB). The results obtained will be presented and discussed in the following 

chapter.
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FIG. 3.3 Entry radiused cross-bored cylinder



FIG. 3.4 Chamfered cross-bored cylinder



FIG. 3-5 Eight noded brick element
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FIG. 3.6 Six noded pnsm
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FIG. 3.7 Four noded tetrahedron
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Main Program GEOM.FOK

([^S T A R T ^)

~ r

MG. 3.10 Simplified flowchart of the FEM analysis procedure.
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Main Program: CAUSS.FOK

C^_startJ )

t

FIG. 3.10 (contd.) Simplified flowchart of the FEM analysis procedure.
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1____ „ __
R ead e lem en t nod a l c o o rd in a te s  and  c o n s t i tu t iv e  m a trix

co e ffic ien ts .

FIG. 3.10 (contd.) Simplified flowchart of the FEM analysis procedure.
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FIG. 3.10 (contd.) Simplified flowchart of the FEM analysis procedure.
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MG. 3.10 (contd.) Simplified flowchart of the FEM analysis procedure.
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______________________ i -------------------- -----
R ead m ax im um  e le m e n t e ffec tiv e  s tress  ( <rr^  ) and  th e  

co rresp o n d in g  e le m e n t. S cale u p  p ressu re  b y  th e  fac to r

_______________________ i _________________________
A ssign  th e  m ost h ig h ly  s tressed  e lem en t to  h a v e  y ie ld ed .

*

1

MG. 3.10 (contd.) Simplified flowchart of the FEM analysis procedure.
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p ressu re .

FIG. 3.10 (contd.) Simplified flowchart of the FEM analysis procedure.
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▼

L o o p = lo o p + l

V N o

R esidual an d  se rv ice  s tre s se s  su p e rp o se d .

I

FIG. 3.10 (contd.) Simplified flowchart of the FEM analysis procedure.
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▼
Read stresses an d  s tra in s  asso c ia ted  w ith  global nodes.

FIG. 3.10 (contd.) Simplified flowchart of the FEM analysis procedure.
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CHAPTER FOUR 

R ESU L TS A N D  DISCUSSION

4 . 1  General Introduction

In this section, the analytical and numerical stress and displacement results for the 

various thickness ratios and cross bore to main bore radius ratios arc presented and 

discussed. The elastic and elastic-plastic analysis results will be presented. The three 

cross bore geometries considered are: plain, radiused entry and chamfered.

4.2 Plain Thick Walled Cylinder

4.2.1 Introduction

This section is presented with the aim of showing the validity, accuracy and hence the 

reliability of the elastic and elastic-plastic finite clement method analysis adopted for this 

work. The results presented here refer to the case of a plain cylinder without a cross bore

as shown in figure 3.1.

4.2.2 Incipient Yielding

In this analysis, the analytical through thickness stresses are easily available [77). The 

results of stress and displacement distributions across the wall ot the cylinder at the point 

of incipient yielding are shown in figures 4.1 to 4.4. The incipient yield pressure applied 

was 162.4 N/mm2. This is basically an elastic analysis except for the fact that the cylinder 

bore elements are just about to yield. Figure 4.1 shows the radial stress distribution lor 

both the analytical and numerical analysis. ITic two curves arc almost identical, 

confirming that in the elastic range the finite element method analysis adopted is very 

accurate. Figure 4.2 shows the hoop stress distribution across the wall thickness. I he 

analytical and numerical curves are almost identical across the entire thickness. At the 

cylinder bore surface, the percentage error in hoop stress is 1.109%.

Figure 4.3 shows the axial stress distribution across the wall thickness. ITic finite element 

method and analytical results are identical. Figure 4.4 shows the radial displacement
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across the cylinder wall thickness. It is notable here that the numerical and analytical 

results arc almost coincident.

From the above results it is clear that there is a slight discrepancy in the finite clement 

method and analytical values of stress at the outside and inside surfaces o f the cylinder. 

Whereas the outer surface elements are larger than the inner elements given a geometrical 

ratio of 1.15 used in spacing the elements (from the bore), the more important reason for 

this discrepancy is attributed to the system of stress projection and averaging. The 

average stresses at the center of the inner and outer elements arc not averaged (again) due 

to the obvious reason that they have neighbours in only one direction. However, this 

phenomenon does not arise in the axial stress due to lack of stress gradients in that 

direction. Increasing the geometric ratio gives more accurate results at the cylinder bore 

due to the fine mesh refinement in areas o f high stress gradients but reduces the accuracy 

on the outside (if a fixed number of elements are used). The geometric ratio of 1.15 was 

found to give the best results without having to increase the number of elements in the 

radial direction. The presence of small errors in the stress values on the inside and outside 

of the cylinder has been a subject of research [58-61]. Inside the material, the finite 

element method shows very high accuracy compared to the analytic solution. However, 

this error is not reflected in the displacements.

The above results, carried out at the incipient yield pressure confirm that the (mite 

element method elastic analysis used in this work is reliable and accurate. It may then be 

reliably used for more complex geometries and load conditions.

4.2.3 Overstrain Stresses

In the elastic-plastic analysis convention, the overstrain is defined as the percentage of 

the wall thickness that is in the plastic state. The results presented here represent the 

clastic-plastic stresses across the wall of the cylinder for an overstrain of 51 o. Ihis 

choice of overstrain was made in order to clearly highlight the changes that arise in the 

stress profiles once the cylinder is in the elastic-plastic range. It is important to highlight
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that due to St. Venant's principle, the first element to yield was noticed at the ends o f the

cylinder. However, this was ignored.

Figure 4.5 shows the incremental loading for this overstrain. 46 loading increments were 

performed before the overstrain was attained. Six linear reload increments were 

subsequently performed before re-yield. A staircase pattern is noticeable in the loading 

increments. This is because concentric elements will yield at around the same pressure. 

The time to perform this analysis was 96.5 hours. At the overstrain of 51%, the internal 

pressure applied was 327 N/mirf. The elastic-plastic interface radius was 113 mm. For 

less accurate work, the number of load increments could be reduced to the number of 

stair steps. In this case the load increments would be 25. This would reduce the 

processing time to 45.5 hours. This demonstrates the expensive nature of the finite 

element method. By assuming that the elements whose effective stress is within 5% of 

the material yield stress have also yielded, only 3% of the potential processing time was 

used. This translates to a saving of 97% in time and expenses and also enhances 

justification for use o f the finite element method in this work.

Figure 4.6 shows the variations of stresses of a typical element adjacent to but not at the 

cylinder bore in the radial direction with the load increments for the 51% overstrain. 

Beyond the yield point stress of the element, the hoop and radial stresses decrease as the 

internal pressure is increased. Upon unloading, negative residual stresses arc evident. 

These stresses become positive upon further loading for the typical clement. I he radial 

stress increases numerically as the internal pressure is increased. This figure serves to 

demonstrate the progression of stresses with increasing internal pressure at the element 

level. These results also help in the understanding and interpretation ol the stress results 

even for complex cylinder configurations.

Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show a comparison of the finite element method and analytical 

solutions of the hoop and radial overstrain stresses for the 51% overstrain. The figures 

show that the finite element method model adopted is accurate and reliable. Figure 4.9 

shows the overstrain axial stress distribution across the cylinder wall thickness lor the
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51% overstrain. This shows a discrepancy of 2% in the stress over the elastic zone. This 

discrepancy increases significantly as the elastic-plastic interface radius is approached. 

This error is attributed to the fact that in modeling the analytical solution, a plane stress 

formulation was used instead of the more appropriate generalized plain strain where E/ * 

0 in the volume constancy condition. This discrepancy has no significant effect on the 

hoop and radial stresses. The crossing over of the two curves would be expected, 

recalling that the finite element method analysis gives an upper bound solution to the 

stiffness matrix and hence a lower bound to the stress solutions.

The axial stress was found to be very sensitive to the discretization in the axial direction. 

A refined mesh in this direction was found to give more accurate results if the cylinder 

length was reduced to less than the wall thickness. However, practical analysis requires 

an infinite cylinder length. The results presented were a compromise of the two 

requirements. The cylinder length selected was nine times the wall thickness. In most of 

the previous research work done in this area, the axial stress is seldom discussed, the 

reason being that it is a median stress and hence not the most critical. However, it could 

be important to investigate this behaviour more thoroughly. Future work will investigate 

this phenomenon.

Figure 4.10 shows the variation of the effective overstrain stresses across the wall 

thickness for the 51% overstrain. In the region of interest, (near the bore and over the 

elastic-plastic region), the finite element method and analytical solutions arc identical and 

equal to the yield stress of the material. Figure 4.11 shows the nodal radial displacement 

across the wall thickness for the 51% overstrain. Analysis of this figure yields elemental 

radial strains of 0.476% for the inner element and 0.068% for the outer clement. This 

gives a strain ratio o f 7 compared to a strain ratio of 5 from figure 4.4 (finite element 

method solution). Failure by gross deformation is therefore more likely to occur at the 

bore for increased overstrains. Figure 4.12 shows the nodal radial displacements for 

varying overstrains. At the bore, the increase in displacements is more rapid than 

anywhere else in the wall thickness. Whereas large overstrains ma\ pro\ idc desirable 

stress distributions, they may also give rise to undesirable effects of gross deformations
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during the overstrain process. The overstrain process must also be very gradual for safety 

reasons. In this work, gross deformation was to be detected by a negative slope o f the 

effective stress-strain curve as the analysis proceeded. The program would terminate if

this condition was reached.

Figures 4.13 to 4.15 show the overstrain stresses for varying degrees of overstrain. For 

the cylinder geometry and material selected, it is then possible to make a fair estimate of 

the stress levels at intermediate overstrains and internal pressures. Figure 4.16 shows the 

corresponding variation of effective overstrain stresses for different overstrains and 

internal pressures.

4.2.4 Residual Stresses

The residual stress results when the 51% overstrained cylinder was unloaded are shown 

in figures 4.17 to 4.19. The unloading was envisaged as a reversed linear loading by an 

applied pressure equal to the last overstrain pressure (327 N/mm2). A number of 

researchers [66,160] describe the unloading path as being composed of a number of steps 

while in this work, the unloading was done in one linear step. The results obtained in the 

formulation of this work are accurate. It is clear that the residual stress distribution is 

favourable particularly in regard to the tensile hoop stress which is negative at the bore.

Figure 4.20 shows the effective residual stresses for varying overstrains. There is no 

yielding at the bore or anywhere else in the cylinder due to the residual stresses. The 

overstrain process should be so designed that reverse yielding due to residual stresses is 

avoided. For each overstrain, the effective residual stress curves have a minimum but not 

at the respective overstrain radial position. The residual stress results arc similar to those 

obtained by the thermal load simulation method [77].

4-2.5 Service Stresses

Figures 4.21 to 4.23 show the distribution of the service stresses across the wall 

thickness. The applied pressure is equal to the initial yield pressure ol 162.4 N^mm , It is 

notable here that the stresses at the bore are all negative and the maximum hoop stress
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occurs at the overstrain radius. Indeed this is the major advantage of autofrcttage. Below 

certain service pressures, it is then possible to have the bore permanently under 

compressive stresses. Should any crack have occurred at the bore, then it is always closed 

in service and its chances of propagation are highly minimized. The maximum hoop 

stress of 275 N/mm" occurs at the overstrain radius. This is comparable to the maximum 

hoop stress of 275 N/mirf occurring during incipient yielding at the bore.

Figure 4.24 shows the variations of effective service stresses at different levels of service 

internal pressures. It is seen that for any overstrain level, no re-yielding of the cylinder 

can occur until the full overstrain pressure is attained. It is also notable that the maximum 

effective stress occurs at the overstrain radius. Therefore, in case of incremental collapse 

type of cyclic loading, any failure is likely to initiate at the overstrain radius. From a 

practical point of view, a crack starting at this overstrain radius would be more difficult to 

detect and could require careful use of non destructive testing techniques.

4.2.6 Economics of Autofrettage

This section presents the material economy that is achieved through the autofrettage 

process. For the various degrees of overstrain, the percentage economy in material is as 

shown in table 4.1. This table shows that as the overstrain is increased, the re-yield 

pressure also increases. This means that on re-loading, the cylinder can take up more 

pressure before any new signs o f material flow, than would be the case for the cylinder 

which has not been autofrettaged. The corresponding curve for this behaviour is shown in 

figure 4.25. The best gain in re-yield pressure is seen to be for cases where the overstrain 

is small. For higher values of overstrain, the gain in re-yield pressure is less per unit 

overstrain increment.

There are two ways o f evaluating the material economy. One approach is to consider a 

fixed inner bore radius (R,) and evaluate the size of the outer surface radius (Ro) that 

would experience incipient yielding at an internal pressure given by the re-yicld pressure 

f)r the given overstrain. This method yields the material savings shown in figure 4.26. 

fhis curve shows that as the degree of overstrain increases, the material sa\ ings are more.
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with the curve having a fairly linear shape. The other approach is to have a fixed outer 

radius (Ro) o f the cylinder and to seek an inner bore radius (R,) that would lead to 

incipient yielding at the value of the re-yield pressure for the given overstrain. The results 

for this approach are shown in figure 4.27. The savings for this second method are clearly 

less than those obtained by considering the first method.

Real and advantageous savings are realised when we consider the case of an equivalent 

cylinder (in terms o f materials) with an equal bore radius and an adjustable outer radius. 

The percentage savings increase linearly as the limit of the internal pressure of 260 

N/mnr is approached. For the cylinder to carry any pressure beyond this point, the yield 

stress needs to be increased, no matter what value of outside radius is used. In the case of 

fixed outside radius, the savings increase less rapidly. The limit of internal pressure of 

260 N/mnr also applies. Therefore, any discussion of the saving in material must be 

confined to the case where the internal pressure, P, is less than Ys/-J3. Considering the

case of fixed inner radius, it is clear that a much larger outside radius would be required. 

This would be a problem where dimensional, weight and cost limitations must be 

observed. Autofrettage would also require special tools and their maintenance costs. Over 

a period of time, the advantages of autofrettage would outweigh these initial and running

costs.

Whereas the advantages of autofrettage have been demonstrated in this work, certain 

practical requirements must be observed in order to make the process a success. These 

are: initial careful inspection of cylinder to ensure that there are no cracks at the bore; 

controlled and gradual overstraining to reduce the chances of gross deformation; careful 

selection of the overstrain level to ensure that no reverse yielding takes place due to 

residual stresses; controlled and gradual offloading to avoid collapse; continuous and 

skilled non destructive testing inspection in service to detect any cracks due to the 

relatively higher service stresses in the inside parts of the cylinder wall. Any crack like 

flaws would tend to open once the service hoop stresses become positive especially for 

low overstrains.
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Table 4.1. Overstrain, re-yield pressure and material percentage savings

Y ielding node 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 18 19 21

%  overstrain 1.33 3.56 6.52 10.43 15.61 22.45 31.50 43.47 50.83 59.30 80.24

Re-yield
pressure(N /m m 2)

200.4 206.4 219.4 232.7 249 268.3 290.5 314.5 326.6 338 356.6

Fixed
R,

New
Ro(mm)

156.8 165.4 190.2 232.2 367.7

O ver th is region. Ys <V3 P and hence Ro and R, have no

m eaning. For the m aterial to  carry  any o f  these pressures, 
the y ie ld  stress, Ys, needs to  be increased no m atter w hat 
the outside o r inside radius.

A s the th ickness ratio, K, approaches <®, P tends to 

K./V3 (upper bound). P ^259 .8  N /m m \

P is the applied internal pressure.

%
Saving

11.07 22.37 44.75 65.05 86.98

Fixed
Ro

New
R,(mm)

71.7 68.0 59.2 48.5 30.6

%
Saving

2 .77 5.59 11.19 16.26 21.74



4 J Plain Cross-Bored Cylinder

4.3.1 Elastic Stress Response

4.3.1.1 Introduction

In this elastic analysis, the structural configuration of the cylinder is as shown in figure 

3.2. A thick walled cylinder having a thickness ratio of 2.25 and a cross bore to main bore 

radius ratio of 0.1 will be specifically considered for the stress profiles. Other thickness 

ratios and cross bore to main bore radius ratios will be analyzed for stress concentration 

factors. The applied internal pressure will be dependent of the thickness ratio being 

considered. The radial, hoop and axial stress profiles and values will be shown. In thick 

walled cylinder studies, emphasis is normally laid on the behaviour of the hoop stress 

since it is normally the highest and involves separation of material leading to failure of 

the structure. There will therefore be a tendency to emphasize on this stress in the 

discussion.

4.3.1.2 Elastic stresses

Figure 4.28 shows the resulting transverse plane stress profiles. In this case the hoop 

stress is positive and highest at point A, having a value of 60 N/mm'. As the cross bore is 

approached, the hoop stress reduces sharply and reaches a value of about -40 N/mnr at 

the cross bore-main bore intersection. It settles to this value of -40 N/mm‘ for the rest of 

the points along the cross bore edge CD. The general profile of this curve is expected 

since in this plane, the normal force on the cross bore elements surface is such as to 

compress the material in the negative hoop stress direction.

The axial stress starts at 10 N/mm2 and is quite steady in value till the intersection point 

C is approached. It then increases very sharply to about 40 N/mm . After this maximum 

value at the intersection, the axial stress falls very sharply to about 25 N/mm . There is 

further increase o f the axial stress which is quite rapid but not sharp. ITie axial stress is a 

maximum on the outer surface at point D with a value of about 45 N/mm . It is easy to 

understand this behaviour of the axial stress by noting that in the main bore, axial stress is 

the true global axial stress. In the cross bore, the axial stress is the true local hoop stress 

about the transverse plane. The cross bore may then be considered to be a cylindrical
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opening in a non-prismatic structure having a large thickness in one direction and a rather 

small and non-uniform thickness in the second direction. This bahaviour of the axial 

stress is similar to the hoop stress results obtained from an analysis of internal pressure 

loading in a thick walled cylinder with a uniform outer diameter and two different 

uniform bore diameters having a venturi transition piece. The cross bore to main bore 

configuration in the transverse plane may be viewed as such.

The radial stress starts at point A with a value of -40 N/mm2 and rises slowly. It then 

drops to a value of about -43 N/mm2 at the intersection point C. Along the vertical line 

CD, it drops sharply to about -50 N/mm2. It then rapidly rises to a value o f-10  N/mm2 at 

the outer edge of the cross bore point D. It is worth noting that the global radial stress 

along the cross bore edge CD is related to but is not the true local radial stress o f the 

cross bore. This local radial stress is now a function of the global hoop stress. This is the 

reason that the value o f radial stress at the top edge D does not vanish.

The meridional plane stresses for a cylinder with a thickness ratio of 2.25 and a cross 

bore to main bore radius ratio of 0.1 are shown in figure 4.29. Due to the relatively large 

axial dimension o f the cylinder, only the nodes in this direction and close to the crotch 

comer are shown. The hoop stress rises very rapidly to a value of 175 N/mm' and then 

falls off in a manner characteristic of a plain cylinder under internal pressure. However, it 

is important to note that the maximum hoop stress does not occur at the crotch comer 

node but rather at a node placed at 2.1 mm from the crotch comer node or at 2.3% of the 

cylinder wall thickness. This phenomenon is peculiar and is indeed noted by other 

previous researchers [17,45]. However, so far, no explanation has been put forward since 

the previous studies were not exhaustive.

The axial stress falls off to a value o f -37 N/mm2 at the crotch comer and remains at the 

sarne value along the cross bore edge IJ up to the top point J. Similarly, the radial stress 

has a constant value o f -40 N/mm2 up to the crotch comer. It then gradually rises to zero 

in a manner similar to that of a plain cylinder under internal pressure. It is then important
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to understand and appreciate this difference in response between the hoop stress on one 

hand and the axial and radial stresses on the other.

The phenomenon of the location of maximum hoop stress, point p, being away from the 

crotch comer in the radial direction is observed for all cases of cylinder thickness ratios 

for the configurations where the cross bore to main bore radius ratio is 0.2 and below. For 

the cylinder thickness ratio of 1.25, this occurs for the configurations where the cross 

bore to main bore radius ratio is 0.1 and below. In all cases, the location of the maximum 

hoop stress approaches the crotch comer as the radius ratio increases. Once the radius 

ratio reaches the critical value, depending on the cylinder thickness ratio, the location of 

the maximum hoop stress is always at the crotch comer.

Figure 4.30 shows how the location of the maximum hoop stress is influenced by the 

cross bore to main bore radius ratios. For a thickness ratio of 2.25, the maximum location 

of 2.11 mm (2.25% o f wall thickness) away from the crotch comer occurs when this ratio 

is between 0.05 and 0.15. A more accurate determination o f the exact location can be 

done if much smaller elements are used. A polynomial curve is used to estimate this 

relationship in a case where infinitely small elements are employed.

This phenomenon may be explained by considering the relative dimensions of the two 

intersecting holes. One is the main bore with a uniform thickness. The other is the cross 

bore which is rather like a hole in an irregular and non-prismatic structural block. Each 

one may be considered to have a local coordinate system. Consider the case where the 

cross bore surface elements are not loaded. The meridional hoop stress profile would be 

as shown in figure 4.31, showing a maximum hoop stress located away from the crotch 

comer. When the cross bore surface elements alone are loaded the stress profiles arc also 

shown in figure 4.31. In this latter case, the local hoop stress in the meridional plane is 

also the global hoop stress and may be added to the initial hoop stress directly without 

stress tensor transformation procedure being earned out. I he cross bore local radial 

stress along the meridional vertical edge IJ now acts as a global compressive axial stress 

tending to increase the cylinder thickness and hence increase the hoop stress. The global
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radial stress also acts as a compressive axial stress in the cross bore local coordinate 

system and tends to increase the cross bore radius, thereby increasing the local hoop 

stress. Due to the crotch comer edge effects in both the main bore and the cross bore only 

loaded cases, the stress response at the crotch comer does not exactly mirror the stress 

response in the cross bore along the vertical edge IJ or along the horizontal edge HI in the 

main bore. Hence, though the crotch comer may be considered the geometrically most 

singular point in the structure, it may not necessarily be the point of the maximum global 

hoop stress. This is due to the interactions of the complex stress systems in the cross bore 

and the main bore. The location of the maximum global hoop stress is then solely 

determined by the relative dimensions and dispositions of the cross bore and the main 

bore. These are the cross bore radius, main bore radius and the cylinder thickness ratio.

Figure 4.31 shows the meridional stress profiles when either the main bore and the 

cylinder end are loaded or the cross bore alone is loaded. The resultant stresses in figure 

4.29 are a direct superposition of the stresses arising from the two stress systems. When 

the cross bore alone is loaded, the location of the maximum hoop stress is at the crotch 

comer. Adjacent to the crotch comer, the hoop stress falls slightly but immediately 

stabilizes to a constant value for the rest of the section. Therefore the edge effect has little 

influence on the location of maximum hoop stress for a cross bore of this size. Wc may 

then conclude that the phenomenon where the location of the maximum hoop stress is not 

at the crotch comer is largely contributed by the loading in the main bore for this cross 

bore to main bore configuration.

For this structural configuration, it was found important to establish the accuracy of the 

finite element method stress and displacement profiles in the far field, where the effect of 

cross bore geometry and loading have insignificant influence, with those of a plain 

cylinder. The results are shown in figures 4.32 and 4.33. The importance of this 

verification is that it can confirm that the source computer program code is properly 

written and that the input parameters such as the material properties and geometrical 

dimensions are error free. All that remains is to properly discretize the elements around
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the cross bore to achieve results that are accurate enough. The finite element results were

found to be very accurate, reliable and dependable.

Figure 4.34 shows the hoop stress profiles along one quadrant of the cross bore in arcs 

parallel to Cl and DJ as shown in the discretization figure 3.2. Different radial positions 

are shown. The results agree quite well with what is discussed above, especially 

concerning figure 4.29. Furthermore, from this figure it is then possible to draw a curve 

on the cross bore surface connecting all the points and indicating the angles in the x-z 

plane where the hoop stress vanishes. The area to the left of this curve has negative hoop 

stresses and that to the right has positive hoop stresses.

Figure 4.35 shows the general state of hoop stresses in one quadrant on the face o f the 

cross bore (parallel to the lines CD and IJ) and immediately adjacent on the main bore. 

The nodes on the transverse section are shown by the lower curve while meridional 

section nodes are shown by the top curve. Other intermediate section nodes are shown by 

the enclosed curves. The curves show a tendency to converge on the main bore side since 

the stress gradients are higher in this region. From the main part of the cross bore, it can 

also be deduced that all nodes enclosed within 30° in the x-z plane have a negative hoop 

stress.

Figure 4.36 shows the effective stresses for nodes in one quadrant ot the cross bore. The 

general profiles are similar to those o f the hoop stresses. However, at the points of 

maximum effective stress (which corresponds to the points of maximum hoop stresses), 

the curves are sharper and the stress gradients are steeper.

’ •3.1.3 Stress concentration factors

l or all the combinations of cylinder thickness ratio and cross bore to main bore radius 

ratios considered, the corresponding stress concentration factors are shown in figure 4.37. 

The stress concentration factor is the most important parameter in the pressure vessel 

analysis studies and is the one used for design purposes. For thickness ratios between 

1.75 and 3.0, the stress concentration factor profiles are very similar in behaviour. The
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stress concentration factor rises sharply as the cross bore to main bore radius ratio is 

increased. For the higher values o f thickness ratio, this falls off gradually and is followed 

by a slow fall then a slow rise in the stress concentration factor. For this range of 

thickness ratio, there exists a critical value of cross bore to main bore radius ratio, equal 

to 0.2, where the stress concentration factor is the same for all cases. Beyond this critical 

value, the stress concentration factor is greater for the smaller thickness ratios, with a 

general trend for the stress concentration factors to increase as the radius ratio approaches 

0.4. Before this critical value, the stress concentration factor is higher for the higher 

thickness ratios. To the left of the point 0.2, the curves have a local maximum value of 

stress concentration factor with the thicker cylinders having higher maximum stress 

concentration factor values than the thinner cylinders. The maximum stress concentration 

factor points are found at cross bore to main bore radius ratio of 0.05.

The 1.25 and 1.5 thickness ratio cylinders behave like the thicker cylinders only for cross 

bore to main bore radius ratios less than 0.15. Beyond this value of cross bore to main 

bore radius ratio, the stress concentration factors rise very rapidly, with the thinner 

cylinder having higher stress concentration factors. For these thickness ratios the stress 

concentration factor curves have inflexion points rather than stationary points as 

exhibited by the thicker cylinders.

This critical value is also the value equal to or below which the location of the maximum 

meridional hoop stresses are displaced from the crotch comer. Since it is common for all 

thickness ratios between 1.75 and 3.0, then it must be considered to be a geometrical 

universal constant for plain cross-bored cylinders within this range. It is a constant that 

may be easily used to predict, as a rule and without the need for a rigorous analysis, the 

clastic stress response of the thick walled cylinders within the thickness ratio range of 

1-75 and 3.0.

lo establish the constancy of the universal geometrical constant, the stress concentration 

factors were evaluated at the cross bore to main bore radius ratio ol 0.2 tor a wide range 

of thickness ratios between 1.75 and 5.0 as shown in figure 4.38. For the full range, the
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average stress concentration factor was found to be 2.734, with a standard deviation of 

2.163e-2 and a range o f 7.04e-2. For the smaller cylinder thickness ratio range of 1.75 to 

3.0, the average stress concentration factor was found to be 2.753, with a standard 

deviation of 5.416e-3 and a range of 1.432e-2. For normal pressure vessel designs, this is 

the more practical range of thickness ratios. This procedure then confirmed that the cross 

bore to main bore radius ratio of 0.2 is indeed a geometrical constant.

Looking at figure 4.37 in more detail, consider the stress concentration factor curve for a 

thickness ratio of 2.25. As the cross bore radius increases, the stress concentration factor 

increases very sharply. This response could be well understood by considering the 

following facts. An increase in the radius of the cross bore results in more cross bore 

surface area being loaded, leading to higher forces and stresses in a non-uniform outer 

dimensional structure. Also, the volume o f the material removed in placing the cross bore 

increases, leading to the overall stiffness of the structure being reduced particularly 

around this cross bore region. Consequently the resistance of the structure to deformation 

is undermined particularly in the transverse plane whose thickness becomes narrower and 

the included angle between curves BC and CD becomes more oblique away from 90°. 

Finally, the ratio o f the cross bore loaded area to main bore loaded area increases, in all 

the cases, the evaluation of the stress concentration factor is based on the hoop stress in 

the far field, for example, point G in figure 3.2, which is greatly influenced by the loading 

in the main bore. The stress response of the thick walled cylinder is governed by any or a 

combination of any o f the above factors each having its own weighting lactor.

As the cross bore to main bore radius ratio increases, the overall structural stillness 

rapidly declines leading to higher hoop stresses around the cross bore. Therefore, the 

stress concentration factor increases and reaches a maximum value of 2.87 at a radius 

ratio of 0.05. The stress concentration factor then reduces very gradually, reaching a 

minimum of 2.75 at a radius ratio of 0.2. This reduction in stress concentration factor 

may be attributed to existing favourable geometrical conditions. One of these conditions 

is the increase o f the included angle between lines C D and BC on the cross bore surface 

the main bore respectively. An increase of this angle reduces the overall geometrical
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singularity of the intersection curve Cl and hence will result in a reduced stress 

concentration factor. Beyond this region, the volume of the material removed overrides 

all the other factors to weaken the structure. Higher displacements result from loading 

and this results in higher hoop stresses and stress concentration factors.

Consider a cross bore to main bore radius ratio of 0.05 to the left of the critical point of 

0.2 for a cylinder with a fixed outer radius. As the thickness ratio increases, the stress 

concentration factor is seen to rise also. As thickness ratio increases, the included angle 

remains constant. The main bore loaded area decreases while the cross bore area 

increases. The cross bore volume increases while the overall cylinder volume increases 

more rapidly. The combination o f these factors lead to increased stress concentration 

factor. The maximum stress concentration factor curves for different thickness ratios are 

shown in figure 4.39. For cross bore radius ratios greater than 0.2, the influence of the 

above factors is reversed and the stress concentration factor increases with a reduction of 

the thickness ratio.

The behaviour of the 1.25 and 1.50 thickness ratio curves is very similar to that of the 

curves discussed in the foregoing section. The difference being that at the cross bore 

radius ratio of 0.2, the stress concentration factors are higher, increasing with the 

reduction of the thickness ratio. This deviation may lead to further classification of thick 

walled cylinders. The conventional classifications are: thin shells (thickness ratio o f 1.1 

or less) and thick walled cylinders (thickness ratio greater than 1.1). This work now 

proposes to have the following categories: thin shells (thickness ratio ol 1.1 and below), 

thick shells (thickness ratio greater than 1.1 and less than 1.75) and thick walled cylinders 

(thickness ratio greater than 1.75). The stress concentration factor curves for these two 

thickness ratios also do not exhibit stationary points but instead have inflexion points. It 

is also notable that the stress concentration factor curves for these two thickness ratios 

intersect at a point where the cross bore to main bore radius ratio is 0.11. This is close to 

the point 0.1 which may be considered a critical value for the thickness ratio of 1.25.
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4 3 2 Elastic-Plastic Stress Response

4 3  2.\ Introduction

Elastic perfectly plastic yield conditions are assumed in this work. In the overstraining 

process, any element that attains an effective stress within 5 % of the material yield stress 

of 450 N/mm: is considered to have yielded and the stresses in that clement arc adjusted 

proportionately. Whereas this procedure has the effect of introducing errors, nevertheless 

it reduces the number o f loading cycles necessary before a given overstrain is achieved. 

A more stringent yield condition whereby an element is considered to have yielded if the 

effective stress is within 0.5% of the material yield stress is also demonstrated in order to 

assess the degree of error associated with yield condition used in this work. A cylinder 

having a thickness ratio of 2.25 and a cross bore to main bore radius ratio of 0.1 is 

considered for the general stress profiles. Other combinations of cylinder thickness ratios 

and cross bore to main bore radius ratios are considered for overstrain pressures and 

minimum residual stresses. The stress curves presented represent the cylinder 

configuration as shown in figure 3 .2 .

4.3.2.2 Overstrain stresses

The overstrain hoop stresses around the cross bore are shown in figure 4.40 for an 

overstrain of 7%. For this geometry, an overstrain of 7% coincided with a position away 

from the point of maximum hoop stress and therefore clearly displayed the effect of 

overstrain on the stresses. The applied internal pressure to achieve this overstrain was 94 

MPa. 7 he curves represent the cross bore surface nodal stresses of the lines parallel to 

and enclosed by line HIJ in the meridional plane and line BCD in the transverse plane 

T3ic stress patterns are very similar to those shown in figure 4.35 for the clastic response 

°f the same structural configuration. The stress levels arc now higher both for positive 

and negative stresses since the load is higher than that used for clastic analysis.

F'gure 4.41 shows the overstrain effective stresses for the same nodes discussed above at 

^  overstrain. Again, the effective stresses are higher and some of the elements around 

crotch comer have already yielded. From an inspection of the stress profiles, the 

within 15° of the crotch comer in the x-z plane have already yielded. By observing
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bow dose these stress curves are at around point I, then it is clear that the clastic-plastic 

front is rather narrow in the x-z plane and does not spread out much along the 1C

direction.

A clear display o f the overstrain stress response along the meridional curve HIJ is shown 

in figure 4.42 for 7% overstrain. For the overstrain pressure of 94 N/mm: applied, the 

overstrain radial stress has a value o f about -100 N/mm: at the point H. At the crotch 

comer, the overstrain radial stress reduces asymptotically approaching zero along line IJ. 

This behaviour is normal since radial stresses are expected to vanish at point J. The 

overstrain axial stress has a value of about 22 N/mm: at point H and drops to about -75 

N/mnr at point I. It remains at this level along line IJ. The overstrain hoop stress has a 

value of 175 N/mrrf at point H and rises sharply to reach a value of 380 N/mm: at a point 

between points I and J. This is followed by a gradual drop. It is notable that the location 

of the maximum overstrain hoop stress has now moved deeper inside the wall thickness. 

The location of this point corresponds to the elastic-plastic interface. Due to overstrain, 

the elements already yielded tend to have lower overstrain hoop stress. This behaviour 

normally occurs in plain cylinders where the outer elastic shell tends to restrain the inner 

plastic core from moving out in the radial direction, thus reducing the hoop stress. The 

overstrain effective stress curve shows that at 7% overstrain, the crotch comer plus the 

adjacent elements along IJ have reached the yield limit while the rest on either side of 

Point I are still elastic. The elastic-plastic behaviour around the cross bore is not quite like 

that of the plain cylinder. In this case, the elastic shell is not perfect since some elements 

arc on the free cross bore surface and are not restricted to the same boundary conditions 

as those in the plain cylinder case. The yielding of an element on the cross bore surface 

Weakens this particular point causing a redistribution in the local structural stillness. I he 

resultant local displacements and stresses are therefore not as predictable as those in a 

p!ain cylinder.

^  overstrain pressure to achieve the 0.3% overstrain for various combinations of 

c> linder thickness ratio and cross bore to main bore radius ratio arc shown in figure 4,43.

,n general, and for all cases considered, the higher cylinder thickness ratios have higher
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overstrain pressures. For each thickness ratio, the maximum overstrain pressure is 

observed for the lowest cross bore to main bore radius ratios. As the cross bore to main 

bore radius ratio is increased from 0.005, the overstrain pressure drops with a sharp 

gradient, with the higher thickness ratio of 3 having the highest overstrain pressure 

gradient. This is followed by a gradual drop in the case of low thickness ratio or a slight 

increase followed by a gradual drop in the case of higher thickness ratios. The curves in 

this figure may be expected to be a function of the inverse of the stress concentration 

factor curves in figure 4.37 of the elastic analysis. The configuration with the highest 

stress concentration factor would be expected to have the lowest overstrain pressure. The 

local maximum and minimum observed in figure 4.37 are not reflected in figure 4.43 

since the curves do not intersect. The curves in this figure tend to follow this expectation 

only for the cases where the cross bore to main bore radius ratio is greater than or equal 

to 0.2.

This behaviour could be attributed to the fact that whereas in the clastic analysis, the 

attention is only on the highest loaded element with all the elements having the same 

material properties, in the elastic-plastic case, the material properties arc constantly

changing as each element attains the yield conditions.

h is important to appreciate that for the higher thickness ratio cylinders, the stress 

gradients are different from those of a lower thickness ratio cylinder. Also, the 0.3% 

overstrain means a higher absolute dimension in the higher thickness ratio cylinders than

in the lower thickness ratio cylinders.

The variation of the incipient yield pressure with respect to the cross bore to main bore 

^ 'u s  ratio is shown in figure 4.44. Thickness ratios between 1.25 and 3 were 

considered. The incipient pressure patterns are very much like those of the figure 4.43 

discussed above. However, the curves are smooth since only one element is loaded to the 

yield point during the incipient yield process and the structural stiffness adjustments 

associated with overstrain have not taken place.
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To understand how the cylinder configuration responds to increasing overstrain pressure, 

the cylinder was subjected to varying overstrains between 7% and 83%. This was for a 

cross bore to main bore radius ratio of 0.1 and a cylinder thickness ratio of 2.25. The 

meridional overstrain hoop stresses are shown in figure 4.45. It is observed that for each 

overstrain, the maximum overstrain hoop stress occurs at the elastic-plastic interface and 

progressively decreases in magnitude and shifts away from the crotch comer in the radial 

direction as the overstrain is increased. The overstrain hoop stresses increase very rapidly 

along line HI. At the crotch comer, the overstrain hoop stress drops sharply and then rises 

along line IJ. The extent o f this rise is governed by the elastic-plastic interface location. 

The observed reduction in the overstrain hoop stress is greatest for the highest overstrain 

of 83%. This reduction in overstrain hoop stress is due to the stress redistribution which 

arises from yielded elements having a lowered stiffness. Each of the curves shows a 

plateau once the maximum hoop stress is achieved and before the interface.

Figure 4.46 shows the meridional overstrain effective stress for a cylinder thickness ratio 

of 2.25 and a cross bore to main bore radius ratio of 0.1 for various overstrains. It is now 

clear from the curves how the elastic-plastic interface location shifts with increase of 

overstrain. For the case of 83% overstrain, all the nodes on the meridional line IJ have 

yielded. This through thickness yielding should always be avoided since then there is no 

clastic shell containment in the global coordinate system to hold the material from 

deforming to limits outside the cylinder outer shell. This situation could lead to gross 

deformation and rupture of the cylinder at the cylinder edge around point J. However, in 

the cross bore local coordinate system, the elastic containment may be considered to exist 

though it is not uniformly distributed about the full arc ol the cross bore. This non- 

uniformity introduces further complexity in the overstrain stress system around the cross 

bore.

Hie variation of overstrain with overstrain pressure is shown in figure 4.47 tor a cylinder 

thickness ratio of 2.25 and a cross bore to main bore radius ratio of 0.1. It is observed that 

'or the 7%, l \% and 16% overstrains, the overstrain pressure is the same. This is due to 

y'eld condition used, that elements with effective stress within 5% of the material
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yield stress are considered to have yielded and the fact that around the crotch comer, the 

effective stress curves are very close. A more stringent yield condition would show a 

straight curve around these values o f overstrain as shown when the yield condition is

0.5% instead of the 5% used in this work.

4.3.2.3 Residual stresses

The meridional residual hoop stresses are shown in figure 4.48 for varying overstrains. 

For nodes along line HI, the meridional residual hoop stress drops sharply, reaches a 

minimum value, and then rises asymptotically approaching zero along line IJ away from 

the crotch comer. The nominal minimum value increases with increase of overstrain. The 

83% overstrain curve shows a minimum residual hoop stress of about -360 N/mm2. After 

the drop in the meridional residual hoop stress, the point at which the curves attain a zero 

value is dependent on the overstrain, this point progressively moving away from the 

crotch comer as the overstrain is increased. Figure 4.49 shows the corresponding curves 

for the meridional effective residual stresses for varying overstrains. These curves are 

almost like a mirror image of the meridional residual hoop stresses about the line y = 0. 

The curves show a maximum meridional residual effective stress at a point away from 

and around the crotch comer. This maximum increases with an increase of ovestrain. The 

83% overstrain curve has a maximum value of about 360 N/mm2.

Hie higher the value o f the meridional residual hoop stress, the better the cylinder is 

predisposed to accommodate further positive pressure loading in service. However, the 

residual stress system should not be such that reverse yielding of the elements takes 

place. This would induce cycling in service which can lead to early fatigue failure.

An interesting observation is the relationship between the minimum residual hoop stress 

^ d  the cross bore to main bore radius ratio as shown in figure 4.50. For all cases of 

thickness ratio considered, the curve has no gradual variation but tends to have scattered 

unpredictable points. However, as a group of curves, the general behaviour is 

Predictable and the general variation may be approximated using a polynomial curve (of 

f'fth order) as shown. It would be easy to imagine the superposition of the hoop stress
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curve (in the negati\e sense) in figure 4.29 of the elastic analysis results when pressure 

equal to the overstrain pressure is applied to the elastic-plastic curve shown in figure 

4,42. It is important to note that the maximum hoop stress for the elastic and elastic- 

plastic curves do not lie at the same point as the radius ratio is changed. The elastic- 

plastic interface shape and extent varies from one cross bore to main bore radius ratio to 

the other. This has the effect o f changing the resultant superposed residual stress system 

in a rather unpredictable manner. The stress behaviour could be further confirmed by 

adopting a more stringent yield condition.

The variation of the minimum residual hoop stress for the varying overstrains is shown in 

figure 4.51. The curve shows an increase in the nominal value of the minimum 

meridional residual hoop stress with increasing overstrain. Different yield conditions arc

considered.

The method of overstrain carried out in this work is such that a cylinder with a plain cross 

bore is overstrained to the desired level. It is then offloaded with a negative pressure 

equal to the overstrain pressure. This means that the full effects o f autofrettage are only 

tclt by the elements around the cross bore. This process does not achieve the true benefits 

of autofrettage and is limited in order to avoid through thickness yielding of elements 

around the meridional curve IJ. For the whole cylinder to experience autofrettage, it 

would be necessary that a plain cylinder is first autofrettaged to the required overstrain. 

The cross bore should then be introduced. The resultant residual stress system around the 

cross bore would then be interesting to determine when compared to the results in this 

work.

Service stresses
,n evaluating the autofrettage process, it is important to quantify and demonstrate the 

scnice stress levels and their distributions around the cross bore, l or a plain cross-bored 

cylinder with a thickness ratio of 2.25 and a cross bore to main bore radius ratio of 0.1, 

the ln-service meridional hoop stresses are shown in figure 4.52. The curves only 

represent a selected number of overstrains. For the 0% overstrain, the maximum hoop
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stress occurs at point p away from the crotch comer as earlier discussed. It is observed 

that increasing the overstrain results in lower minimum service hoop stresses 

accompanied by a decreasing maximum hoop stress. As the overstrain is increased, point 

p does not become the point of minimum hoop stress. The point having a minimum hoop 

stress is located between point p and the crotch comer. Towards points J and H, the hoop 

stresses have the same value for all the overstrains. Between points I and p, the hoop 

stress has very high gradients. This is in contrast to the 0% overstrain case. The 37% 

overstrain case results in the minimum hoop stress and this has a negative value. 

Negative service hoop stresses have the advantage of stopping any crack like flaws 

especially near the crotch comer from propagating. It can be deduced from these curves 

that the cylinder can now accommodate much higher pressures before re-yielding can 

take place. This can be useful in preventing accidental over-pressure damage in case of 

short term over-pressure control failure and increases the safety factor. It should be noted 

that for the overstrain values which result in negative hoop stresses, this may lead to 

stress reversals in situations where the pressure rises above the required level. I his results 

in accelerated fatigue failure. In terms o f hoop stress, the new distribution is not as 

smooth as that of 0% overstrain.

figure 4.53 shows the corresponding effective service stresses. It is observed that the 

point of minimum effective stress coincides with the point of minimum hoop stress. I or 

overstrains greater than 16% the maximum effective stress occurs between points 11 and 

I- This also applies to the hoop stresses.
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4.4

4.4.1

4.4.1.1

Radiuscd Entry Cross-Bored Cylinder

Elastic Stress Response 

Introduction

The elastic stress response of thick walled cylinders with plain cross bores has been 

discussed in section 4.3.1. In order to quantify the effects of introducing a radius at the 

entry of the cross bore, various studies were carried out. The stress profiles were 

generated for a cylinder with thickness ratio of 2.25 and a cross bore to main bore radius 

ratio of 0.1. Other geometrical configurations were considered in determining the stress 

concentration factors. The applied internal pressure was dependent of the thickness ratio. 

The structure is as shown in figure 3.3. In the transverse plane, the cross bore entry radius 

is represented by the arc CD while in the meridional plane it is represented by arc KL

4.4.1.2 Elastic stresses

Figure 4.54 shows the transverse plane elastic stresses when the cross bore entry radius 

ratio is 0.2 (20% of the main bore radius). In the far field at point A, the radial stress has 

a value of -40 N/mm2. This steady value is maintained up to point B when the radial 

stress rises sharply to a value o f-20 N/mm2 at point C. Along the radius curve, the radial 

stress continues rising, reaches a value of about 10 N/mnT just before point D. Beyond 

point D, the radial stress quickly drops to negative values before approaching a positive 

value of about 5 N/mm2 at point E. The behaviour of this stress curve is only similar to 

the radial stress curve for plain cross bore elastic analysis between points A and B.

Hie axial stress starts at point A having a value of about 10 N/mm2. There is a small but

gradual rise towards point B. The axial stress then sharply rises, reaching a maximum 

value of about 60 N/mm2 just before point D. There is a further drop followed by a 

gradual rise, reaching a value of 45 N/mm2 at point E. The hoop stress starts at point A 

having a value of about 56 N/mm2. Towards point B there is a drop. Between points B 

**  C, the hoop stress drops further, rises slightly and then drops again to reach a value 

of 8 N/mm2 at point D. Between points D and E, the hoop stress is steady at about 5 

N/mm2.
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These stress curves show that around the cross bore, the stress system has changed 

between the plain cross bore configuration and the radiused entry cross bore 

configuration. However, in the far field the stress response has not changed significantly.

Figure 4.55 shows the stress profiles along curve JKLM in the meridional plane. The 

hoop stress rises steadily, reaching a maximum value of 142 N/mm2 at point s, just before 

point L. This is followed by an asymptotic drop to a value of 47 N/mm2 at point M. The 

maximum hoop stress does not occur at points L or K. The axial stress rises to a 

maximum value just after point J and falls off very gradually approaching a stable value 

of zero towards point M. The maximum does not occur at points L or K. The radial stress 

rises from a negative value to a maximum of about 27 N/mm2 at point L. This is followed 

by a gradual drop, approaching zero at point M.

From the above curves, it is clear that the sharp stress gradients which were evident in the 

case of the plain cross bore are now more smooth and the overall stress levels around the 

cross bore are lower. The stress patterns are also more complex, indicating that there are 

now additional factors which influence the stress response.

l or a better understanding of the stress response around the cross bore, the hoop stresses 

for nodes parallel to and enclosed by the lines BCDE and JKLM are shown in figure 

4.56. These curves are quite comparable to those of figure 4.35 in the elastic analysis of 

plain cross-bored cylinder. It may be noted that on the transverse plane and at this entr\ 

radius ratio of 0.2, the hoop stress is always positive, the hoop stress levels arc lower and 

the range of stresses is smaller. Without extreme end stresses, it is easier to design and 

service a structure. It is also noted that the maximum hoop stress occurs adjacent to and 

below point L and not near point K.

1 ven though the introduction o f a radius at the cross bore entry is seen to reduce the 

general stress levels, nevertheless, the geometry of the structure is more complex. A true 

accurate entry radius is also not easy to accomplish. In most cases and tor large 

pressure vessels, the entry radius is effected by means of grinding away material to
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achieve a radius that can not be said to be true, accurate or even. The rough surface finish 

produced by the grinding operation acts as a source of minute stress concentrations. 

Experimental and numerical analysis results would then be at variance. By inspecting 

figure 3.3, there now exists three different local coordinate systems. One of these is the 

cross bore system defined by the edges DE and LM. The second one is the main bore 

system. The third one is the system defined by the edges CD and KL. The latter system is 

seen to be quite variable, more like a curvilinear system. The interaction of the stresses 

arising from the cross bore radiused entry with the other local coordinate system stresses 

is a complex one. Consider the arc LK in the meridional plane. Adjacent to point L, the 

local radial stress is the equivalent of radial stress in the main cross bore system and an 

axial stress in the global system. Adjacent to point K, the radial stress corresponds to the 

radial stress of the main bore. The effect of the presence of LM is to ensure smooth stress 

transition between the main bore and the cross bore. The introduction of the entry radius 

reduces the loaded areas in both the main bore and cross bore.

Considering the transverse plane curve ABCDE, between points C and D the normal 

force in the x-direction that tends to act against the positive hoop stress is lowered and 

hence the drop in the hoop stress is not like that observed in the plain cross bore clastic 

case. Since the cross bore area is reduced, the level of hoop stress between DE is also 

much higher.

In the meridional plane curve JKLM, there is lack of a clear geometrically singular point 

and hence the edge effects between the cross bore and the main bore are minimized as the 

entry radius increases. For this kind of configuration, the material removed is much more 

and this could be expected to weaken the structure. It is apparent that this disadvantage is 

overridden by the lack o f sharp comers and the overall configuration is better disposed to 

carry the load with a better distribution of the stresses.

F'gure 4.57 shows the corresponding effective stresses for the nodes discussed in figure 

4-56. The stress patterns are very much like those of figure 4.36 in the elastic analysis of 

P*ain cross-bored elastic cylinder. In the present case, the effective stress levels arc lower
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and have a smaller dispersion. One conspicuous difference is that the effective stress for 

nodes close to line DE (within 9 in the x-z plane) have values very close to the values at 

point M. This arises from the overall stress response for this configuration where the 

stress levels around the cross bore are more positive. This means that in the design of the 

structure, equal care must be given to point E just as point M. This is unlike in the plain 

cross bore case where the effective stress margin is quite large.

To understand and be able to quantify the effects of the cross bore entry radius, several 

entry radius ratio values were considered and the results are shown in figure 4.58. These 

values were between 0.01 and 0.4. The meridional hoop stresses for a cylinder with a 

thickness ratio o f 2.25 and a cross bore to main bore radius ratio of 0.1 are shown. From 

the points of maximum hoop stress, it can be seen that for the small entry radius ratio of 

0.01, the maximum hoop stress occurs adjacent to point L on the side of point M. 

Increasing this entry radius ratio has the effect of shifting this point towards point K. This 

is however very gradual. It is also notable that the maximum hoop stress for each entry 

radius ratio reduces with this radius ratio. At the point of maximum hoop stress, the stress 

gradient reduces with increasing entry radius ratio, being fairly smooth for the largest 

entry radius ratio of 0.4. The stress patterns show a situation where two adjacent curves 

cross twice. This is a necessity since the lower entry radius ratio curves have higher stress 

gradients between points J and K, have higher stress levels, have higher stress gradients 

in moving from points K to L and also have higher stress levels at point M. The only 

curve that deviates from this observation is the entry radius ratio of 0.01. I his is due to 

toe conditions of this structural configuration being close to those of the plain cross-borcd 

cylinder with the onset o f edge effects having a bigger influence on the stresses.

E’sing the cross bore entry radius ratio configuration of 0.2, several cross bore to main 

tore radius ratios were considered for a cylinder thickness ratio of 2.25. The resultant 

meridional hoop stresses are shown in figure 4.59. The range o f values considered was 

totween 0.005 and 0.4. In the cross bore away from point L, the hoop stress increases 

w'to increasing cross bore radius. The value and location of the maximum hoop stress 

a ŝo depends on the cross bore radius ratio.
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In this analysis, the value o f the cross bore entry radius ratio of 0.2 was chosen as an 

average or typical value. Using this value, only a reasonable amount of the cylinder 

material would be removed, thus minimizing the weakening effect on the overall 

structure. This value was also considered quite reasonable and producing average stresses 

as earlier discussed.

4.4.1.3 Stress concentration factors

The maximum hoop stresses in the study o f the effects of entry radiused cross bores are 

best understood in terms of stress concentration factors. Figure 4.60 shows the variation 

of stress concentration factors with the entry radius ratio for various values of cross bore 

to main bore radius ratios. This is for a cylinder thickness ratio of 1.5. In general, the 

stress concentration factor decreases almost linearly as the entry radius ratio is increased. 

As the cross bore radius ratio is increased, the stress concentration factor increases. 

Figure 4.61 represents the same variation for a cylinder thickness ratio of 2.25. The 

curves in this case cross one another at an entry radius ratio of between 0.25 and 0.3. 

Beyond 0.3, the lower cross bore to main bore radius ratio curves have lower stress 

concentration factors. Before the 0.25 entry radius ratio, the lower cross bore to main 

bore radius ratio curves have a higher stress concentration factor.

The results from a similar analysis for a cylinder thickness ratio of 3 are shown in figure 

4-62. The stress concentration factor again decreases with increasing cross bore entry 

radius ratio, with the lower cross bore radius ratio curves having a higher stress 

concentration factor gradient. The curves have a focal point beyond the entry radius ratio 

ot 0.4 and therefore tend to converge. This convergence point could be extrapolated and 

has the following values: stress concentration factor of 1.75 at an entry radius ratio of 0.5.

Compare the cross bore to main bore radius ratios of 0.1 and 0.4 in figure 4.60. At all 

values of the entry radius ratio the stress concentration factor is lower for the case of 0.1. 

s 'nce the thickness ratio is small, a large cross bore makes the cross bore area weaker and 

therefore higher stresses arise. A small cross bore results in lower stresses. This applies to

3,1 cases of entry radius ratio. In figure 4.62 where the thickness ratio is 3, a large cross
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bore results in a more balanced and stiff structure than the smaller cross bore of ratio 0.1. 

The cylinder thickness ratio of 2.25 is then a transition configuration where the effect of 

the size of cross bore and entry radius changes rapidly and very sensitively.

For a cross bore entry radius ratio o f 0.2, the stress concentration factors were obtained 

for various cylinder thickness ratios and cross bore to main bore radius ratios. The results 

are shown in figure 4.63. The lower thickness ratio curves show a higher stress 

concentration factor. The curves for thickness ratios of 2 to 3 have a maximum stress 

concentration factor of about 2.3 at the cross bore to main bore radius ratio of 0.075. This 

is followed by a gradual drop and a small rise for the lower thickness ratio cases. At the 

low values of cross bore to main bore radius ratio of 0.005, the curves tend to converge at 

a stress concentration factor value of 2.2. From the curves, it is seen that the small 

thickness ratio curve o f 1.25 is very sensitive to changes in cross bore to main bore radius 

ratios and has a maximum stress concentration factor of 3.55. Comparing these results 

with those of figure 4.37 in the elastic response case, it is clear that in general the stress 

concentration factors have been reduced by the presence of the cross bore entry radius. 

However, in the case o f the small cross bore to main bore radius ratio of 0.005, this 

reduction is not evident particularly for the small thickness ratios of 1.25 and 1.5. I his 

could be attributed to the fact that in the already weak structure of low thickness ratios, 

introducing an entry radius further weakens the structure and results instead in higher 

stress concentration factors.

l or the practical cases of cross bore to main bore radius ratios, the introduction ol a cross 

bore entry radius is seen to reduce the stress concentration factor. For example, with a 

thickness ratio of 3 and a cross bore to main bore radius ratio of 0.1, the cross bore cntr\ 

radius ratio of 0.2 reduces the stress concentration factor by 21%. Evaluation of other 

cross bore entry radius ratios could be studied for their advantages in distributing the 

stresses more evenly around the cross bore and reducing the stress concentration tactors.
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4 4 . 2  Elastic-Plastic Stress Response

4.4.2.1 Introduction

The elastic stress response results for a cylinder with a thickness ratio of 2.25. a cross 

bore to main bore radius ratio of 0.1 and a cross bore entry radius ratio of 0.2 have been 

presented in section 4.4.1. In this section, the elastic-plastic stress response of a cylinder 

with the same configuration and an overstrain of 3% will be presented for a discussion of 

overstrain stress values and profiles. Other configurations will be considered for 

overstrain pressure and minimum residual stresses. The results refer to a cylinder having 

the geometry shown in figure 3.3. The overstrain chosen corresponds to the situation 

where an element in the meridional plane midway between points K and L, has yielded. 

Any element with an effective stress within 5% of the material yield stress will be 

considered to have yielded. Other yield conditions will also be investigated.

4.4.2.2 Overstrain stresses

Figure 4.64 shows the meridional overstrain stresses for this structural configuration and 

an overstrain value of 3%. The 3% overstrain value was chosen since it coincided with a 

point away from the maximum hoop stress. The resulting overstrain stresses were 

therefore better displayed. The overstrain pressure was 118 N/mm* while the 

corresponding incipient yield pressure was 106 N/mm2. The overstrain hoop stress has a 

value of 190 N/mm2 at point J. This rises through point K to reach a maximum value of 

380 N/mm2 at point t. The overstrain hoop stress then drops asymptotically. Whereas the 

maximum overstrain hoop stress has now increased from the value of 142 N mm in the 

clastic analysis, the point of maximum hoop stress has shifted from point s to point t. Ihe 

meridional overstrain radial stress starts at point J with a value ot -125 N'mm and 

smoothly increases in value to about -25 N/mm* at point L. After point E. a \cr\ small 

drop occurs and the values remain constant between point L and M. I his point ot 

maximum meridional overstrain radial stress coincides with that found in the clastic 

analysis but in this case the value is negative along line LM.

The meridional overstrain axial stress starts at point J with a value of 75 N mm and 

reduces to a value o f about -90 N/mm2 at point L. This value remains constant between
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points L and M. In the elastic case, this stress is positive and only approaches zero 

towards point M. The meridional overstrain effective stress curve shows that around 

point L. a number of elements have already yielded, with more elements on the side of 

point s which showed a higher elastic hoop stress. At this overstrain value these same 

elements have a lower overstrain hoop stress, indicating that they yielded before the 

element at point L.

For the same overstrain and geometrical configuration, the overstrain hoop stresses for 

the nodes on the cross bore surface are shown in figure 4.65. These stresses correspond to 

the nodes parallel to and enclosed by the curves BCDE and JKLM. The hoop stress in 

this case along line DE is negative and has a value of about -85 N/mm*. It is interesting 

to note from this figure that the curves are smoother than those found in the elastic 

analysis case and the range of stresses between points E and M or between points D and 

L is higher compared to the elastic case. The reduction of stress gradients is due to 

progressive reduction in hoop stress as overstrain is increased.

The corresponding overstrain effective stresses on the cross bore surface arc shown in 

figure 4.66. From curve JKLM, only some of the elements between points K and I. have 

reached the yield stress level of 450 N/mm2. However, other adjacent curves in the 

neighbourhood of line KL are very close to yielding at this overstrain. From this figure it 

is interesting to observe that towards points E and M, the effective stresses arc higher for 

nodes closer to point E than those close to point M. Whereas this observation is 

unexpected, we may recall that the effective stress levels for the same nodes in the elastic 

analysis as shown in figure 4.57 are equally high. Progressive overstraining then results 

•n point E becoming a critical point in the structure. It is then possible that with increased 

overstrain, the point E will yield before points K and C contrary to normal expectations. 

This observation is very new and needs verification. Classical designs never take note of 

to's phenomenon. This observation led to further investigations of the overstrain effective 

Besses for different overstrains.
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Figures 4.67 to 4.69 show meridional and transverse stress profile details for 15. 18 and 

23% overstrains. As the overstrain is increased, the axial stress along line DE is seen to 

rise. This may be explained by the fact that the axial stress in the transverse plane is 

equivalent to hoop stress in the cross bore local coordinate system. At 15% overstrain, 

three nodes have already yielded along curve KL while the maximum effective stress 

along curve CD is about 400 N/mm2. At 18% overstrain, five nodes have already yielded 

along curve KL while the level of the effective stress has increased along curve DE. 

having a value of 440 N/mm2. At 23% overstrain, six nodes along curve KL have already 

yielded while all the nodes along curve DE have yielded. The results show that for higher 

overstrains, the entire transverse plane nodes yield before the meridional plane nodes. 

This observation was unexpected. To establish if this stress response is valid for or even 

forms a fair representaton of the entire range of entry radiused cross bores, other 

configurations were investigated. The results are shown in figures 4.70 and 4.71. The 

effective stress patterns are similar to those observed in figures 4.66 to 4.69 and they tend 

to confirm the weakness of the transverse plane under the configurations being discussed 

here. Further discussion about figures 4.70 and 4.71 is therefore not warranted.

figure 4.72 shows the results of meridional overstrain hoop stresses for varying 

overstrain. The overstrains considered were between 2% and 42%. In the case of a 

radiused entry cross bore, a higher overstrain may not correspond to higher overstrain 

stresses. This is due to the position of the point of maximum hoop stress being located 

away from point K, which is the reference point for determining the overstrain. Away 

from the point of maximum stress which is around point L, the stresses decrease with 

increasing overstrain up to 6 % overstrain. Further increase of overstrain results in higher 

stresses. The maximum hoop stress increases with increased overstrain up to 6 % 

overstrain and then falls with further increase in overstrain. In the former case, an 

increase in overstrain means less overstrain pressure which leads to lower stresses In the 

latter case, an increase o f overstrain means more pressure which results in increased

stresses.
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Figure 4.73 shows the corresponding meridional effective stress for varying overstrains 

The behaviour o f the curves is very similar to that discussed in figure 4.72. The large 

plateau at effective stress o f 450 N/mnr is as a result of the distribution of the highest 

stressed elements as the overstrain is increased progressively. The size of plateau 

decreases and then increases as the overstrain is increased up to 6 % followed by a further 

increase to 42%.

Before the overstraining process was carried out, the incipient yield pressures were 

observed for various thickness ratios between 1.25 and 3 and also for various cross bore 

to main bore radius ratios between 0.005 and 0.4. The results are shown in figure 4.74. 

For thickness ratios between 1.25 and 2.25, the incipient yield pressure decreases with an 

increase of the cross bore to main bore radius ratio. The curves are very distinct and 

smooth. The increase in the incipient yield pressure with increase of thickness ratio is not 

linear and therefore the curves tend to be closer at the higher thickness ratio values. For 

these curves, the incipient yield pressure increases with an increase of the thickness ratio. 

For the thickness ratio curves of 2.5 and 3, the above relationship holds up to a cross bore 

to main bore radius ratio of 0.075. Beyond this point, the following is observed: The 2.5 

thickness ratio curve intersects the 2 . 7 5  thickness ratio curve at a point with a cross bore 

to main bore radius ratio of 0.3; the 2.75 thickness ratio curve intersects the 2.5 thickness 

ratio curve at a point with a cross bore to main bore radius ratio of about 0.15 and also 

intersects the 2 . 0  thickness ratio curve at a point with a cross bore to main bore radius 

ratio of about 0.25; the 3.0 thickness ratio curve intersects the 2.75 thickness ratio curve 

a* a point with a cross bore to main bore radius ratio of about 0.075, the 2.5 thickness 

ratio curve at a point with a cross bore to main bore radius ratio of about 0.1 and the 2.25 

thickness ratio curve at a point with a cross bore to main bore radius ratio ot about 0 . 2  

This behaviour needs some explanation. To understand this behaviour, it is important to 

remember that the incipient yield pressure is the internal pressure required to bring the 

e|ement with the highest effective stress to yield point. As the thickness ratio increases.

incipient yield pressure increases, showing that the structure is more resistant and 

therefore this corresponds to lower stress concentration factors. This may be confirmed 

fr°rn figure 4.63 of the elastic analysis.
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Consider the curve representing a thickness ratio of 2.25 and a cross bore to main bore 

radius ratio of 0.3 in figure 4.63 of the elastic analysis. A careful observation shows that 

the stress concentration factor has started to increase, signifying a weakening of the 

structure.

Figure 4.75 shows the variation of the overstrain pressure with cross bore to main bore 

radius ratio for varying thickness ratios when the overstrain is 3 % and the cross bore 

entry radius ratio is 0.2. For any thickness ratio, the tendency is for the overstrain 

pressure to decrease with increasing cross bore to main bore radius ratio. It is noted that 

the curves are not smooth. This could be attributed to the fact that at this overstrain, a 

number of elements have yielded and the structural response around the cross bore is not 

expected to be linear since there is a combination of elastic and plastic elements around 

this area.

For a thickness ratio o f  2.25, cross bore to main bore radius ratio of 0.1 and a cross bore 

entry radius ratio of 0 .2 , the results of the variation of the overstrain pressure with 

overstrain are shown in figure 4.76. The results obtained by using the yield conditions of 

0.95 and 0.995 are shown. The overstrain pressure is seen to drop as the overstrain is 

increased. This is followed by a point of minimum overstrain pressure at an overstrain of 

8 % and a further rise in the overstrain pressure. This behaviour is expected since an 

overstrain corresponding to elements about the point L would require the minimum 

overstrain pressure. By using the more stringent yield condition of 0.995, the maximum 

percentage error in the overstrain pressure is about 4.46% at the 8 % overstrain. Fvcn 

though giving more accurate results, this criterion is very expensive in that a lot more 

time is needed to achieve a given overstrain than when the 0.95 yield condition is used. 

At an overstrain of 3%, the time required for 0.95 yield condition is 29 minutes while that 

squired for 0.995 yield condition is 124 minutes showing a time factor of 4.27. For 

greater overstrains beyond 18%, this factor increases exponentially and this method 

becomes very uneconomical compared to the gains in accuracy.
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4 4.2.3 Residual stresses

After carrying out the overstrain analysis, the residual stress response of the structure was 

studied and the results for meridional stresses are shown in figure 4.77, The residual 

stresses are virtually zero except for the nodes between points K and L. The residual hoop 

stress curve has a maximum value o f about -44 N/mm2 at point s. Point s clearly does not 

coincide with the point L and also does not coincide with the point of maximum 

overstrain hoop stress, point t. This point is also the point of maximum residual effective 

stress.

The meridional residual hoop stresses for varying overstrains were also studied. I he 

overstrains ranged from 2% to 42% and the results of the stresses are shown in figure 

4.78. The nominal maximum residual hoop stress reduces with increasing overstrain up to 

6 % overstrain and then increases for increasing overstrain. The corresponding residual 

effective stress curves are shown in figure 4.79 and have patterns similar to those in 

figure 4.78. The behaviour of these curves is explained in the discussion for figure 4.76.

For various thickness ratios, cross bore to main bore radius ratios and a cross bore entry 

radius ratio o f 0.2, figure 4.80 shows the minimum residual hoop stresses for 3% 

overstrain. This pattern indicates that for a particular thickness ratio, the curve is not 

smooth. Also, as discussed above for figure 4.77, the location of maximum overstrain 

hoop stress does not always coincide with the location of minimum residual hoop stress. 

Since these positions change from one cross bore to main bore radius ratio to another, 

then the value of the minimum residual hoop stress changes randomly.

However, as a group of curves, there is a general tendency which is represented by a 

Polynomial curve (of fifth order). Figure 4.81 represents the variation of the minimum 

residual hoop stress with the increasing overstrain. The behaviour of this curve is as

discussed above for figure 4.76.

ln elastic-plastic cases, the hoop stress and effective stress are equally important. 

Whereas a point may not have yielded, a high hoop stress level ma> make this point ju t
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as critical as another point which has yielded due to the possibility o f material separation 

The location of high hoop stress points on the outside of a thick walled cylinder for an 

clastic-plastic case is undesirable since the elastic shell containment is absent. Equally 

undesirable are high axial stress levels in the vicinity of the transverse plane. Other 

methods such as reinforcement may have to be used to keep the hoop stress levels below 

what may be considered unacceptable.

4.4.2.4 Service stresses

In order to quantify the advantages or effects of autofrettaging on the service structural 

response of a thick walled cylinder with a radiused entry cross bore, a selected set of 

overstrains was considered. Figure 4.82 shows the variation of service hoop stresses for 

varying overstrains. It is observed that apart from the nodes near point M, the service 

hoop stress levels are lower than the levels that would exist if autofrettage were not 

carried out. In the radiused entry region, the hoop stress levels are much lower except for 

the 6 % overstrain whose pattern is easy to understand by referring to the residual hoop 

stress curves discussed earlier. It is observed that for the highest overstrain value of 42%. 

the hoop stress at point s has the lowest value and in fact this value is negative. As 

discussed elsewhere, negative service hoop stresses are advantageous especially in areas 

that may have small cracks. The propagation of such cracks tends to be arrested, From 

this figure and for this configuration, overstrains greater than 6 % may be used to good

advantage.

Figure 4.83 shows the corresponding effective stresses. It is observed that nodes near 

point M have much higher effective stresses in the case of autofrettage. However, this 

value tends to be constant for all overstrains and is well below the material yield stress. 

Around the radiused entry, overstrains greater than 23% show very favourable effective 

stress levels. It may be concluded that for this configuration, it is necessary to use high 

overstrains as long as gross deformation and reverse yielding do not take place. Gross 

deformation may lead to rupture of the cylinder wall. Reverse yielding results in plastic 

strain accumulation leading to incremental collapse.
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4 .5  Cham fered Cross-Bored Cylinder

4 5  | Elastic Stress Response

4 5 .1 . 1  Introduction

In an effort to improve the elastic structural stress response of plain cross-bored thick 

walled cylinders, the introduction o f a chamfer at the cross bore entry was considered 

The transition from the main bore to cross bore area improves smoothness due to the 

elimination of the sharp comer particularly at the crotch comer. The sharp comer is 

replaced by two comers each having greater included angles. It is expected that this will 

yield more favourable stress distributions and lower stress concentration factors around 

the cross bore area. In this analysis, a thick walled cylinder having a thickness ratio of 3, 

a cross bore to main bore radius ratio of 0.05, a chamfer angle of 1 1.5" and a chamfer 

length ratio of 0.25 (25% of the wall thickness) was considered. A moderate chamfer 

length ratio o f 0.25 was chosen so that the effect of the chamfer length may be 

appreciated without removing too much cylinder material and thus weakening the 

structure particularly in the transverse plane. Other combinations of thickness ratio, cross 

bore to main bore radius ratio, chamfer length ratio and chamfer angle were also 

considered in the determination of stress concentration factors. The applied internal 

pressure was dependent of the thickness ratio. This structure is as shown in figure 3.4.

4.5.1.2 Elastic stresses

figure 4.84 shows the transverse stresses for nodes along the curve ABC DE. The radial 

stress starts at point A having a value o f —38 N/mnT and drops slightly as point B is 

approached. This is followed by a steady rise along curves CD and DE. I he stress \aluc 

approaches zero towards point E. The axial stress curve starts at point A having a value 

ot about 8  N/mm2. This value remains constant along line AB but rises slightl.v at point 

B- At point C, there is a local maximum value of about 30 N/mm2. This is followed by a 

sl,ght drop at point a2 and a further rise to a local maximum at point al. The curve drops 

lightly and further rises to a maximum value of about 56 N/mm at point I Ihc hoop 

starts at point A having a value of about 58 N/mm2. The stress drops sharply as 

P°'nt B is approached and reaches a minimum value o f -33 N^mm at point a*.. This i 

followed by a drop to an absolute minimum value o f -27 N/mm2 at point D. The stress
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rises slightly and remains at a constant value o f -33 N/mm2 towards point E. For the 

hoop stress, D and a2 are singular points. For the axial stress, C and al are the critical 

points. It is also important to notice that along curve DE, the axial stress is of the same 

magnitude as the hoop stress along curve AB in the main bore.

To appreciate the importance of the interaction of the hoop, radial and axial stresses, it is 

important to discuss the corresponding effective stress profile along curve ABCDE. The 

effective stress has a maximum value of 87 N/mm2 at point A. Points C and D are 

singular points showing stress discontinuities and having the same relative magnitude of 

effective stress. Point E is just as critical as point D in terms of yielding. The effective 

stress is lowest at a point located between points B and C. In terms of hoop stress, points 

A and E are the most critical considering material separation. Hence, in the transverse 

plane, point E needs special attention during both design and service.

Figure 4.85 shows the meridional plane stresses for nodes lying along curve JKLM. The 

radial stress starts at point J having a value of -43 N/mm2. drops slightly and rises to 

reach a maximum value o f 12 N/mm2 at point v. There is a further slow drop with the 

value approaching zero at point M. The axial stress starts at point J having a value of 

zero. This curve drops to have minimum value o f-37 N/mm' at point K. I his is followed 

hy a slight rise to a value o f -18 N/mm2. The curve then drops slightly, approaching a 

value of -28 N/mm2 at point M. The hoop stress starts at point J having a value of 65 

^ mm2 and rises sharply to reach a maximum value of 143 N/mm at point K. I he stress 

then drops but rises again to have another maximum value of 143 N/mm at point v. I his 

>s followed by a steady asymptotic decrease along line LM. l or the chamfer angle of 

11-5" chosen, the hoop stress curve has two points of maximum stress having equal 

'alues. These are points K and v.

Considering the effective stress along the same meridional curve, point K is seen to have 

^  highest effective stress. Point v which also has a maximum hoop stress is a local 

Maximum in terms o f effective stress but the difference in the effective stress values for
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the two points is very significant. Therefore point K at the crotch comer is a critical point

in the meridional plane.

Figure 4.86 shows the elastic analysis results of hoop stress profiles for the cross bore 

surface nodes on moving from the curves BCDE to JKLM in the first quadrant. On 

moving from the transverse plane to meridional plane, the hoop stress levels are seen to 

increase for the successive layer of nodes. The locations of the local maxima and minima 

are also maintained for each successive layer. It is also important to note that a number of 

nodes parallel to and adjacent to line DE, within 30° in the x-z plane have negative hoop 

stress values. This observation may be compared to the radiused entry cross bore elastic 

analysis results where all the nodes have a positive hoop stress around the cross bore. 

However, the thickness ratio and cross bore to main bore radius ratio are different in the 

two cases. The reason for choosing the current configuration will be discussed elsewhere.

The cross bore surface nodes effective stresses are shown in figure 4.87. The effective 

stress patterns shown in figures 4.84 and 4.85 are also observed for the successive layers 

of nodes. Along the curve EM, the effective stress increases though the range of stress is 

not as large as that observed along curve DL or curve CK. This is quite in contrast to the 

behaviour of the stresses as discussed in figure 4.57 of the radiused entry cross bore 

where at points M and E, the effective stresses have almost the same value.

To determine the influence of the chamfer angle values on the elastic stress response of 

die structure, the chamfer angle for this cylinder configuration was varied between 0.5 

3nd 60°. The meridional hoop stresses starting from point s are shown in figures 4 8 8  to 

4-91. Figure 4.88 shows the results for 0 .5 °, 1°, 5° and 1 0 °. While the maximum hoop 

stress at point K is seen to decrease with increasing chamfer angle, the shape of the hoop 

stress profiles changes dramatically, with the hoop stresses at points \ and M rising. I or 

tois range of chamfer angle, point K remains a critical point while point v has a local 

maximum. Along line LM, the higher chamfer angle curves have higher hoop stress and 

toe curves are fairly distinct. As the chamfer angle increases, the effect is that of a large
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cross bore to main bore radius ratio at the entry thus giving a large stress concentration 

factor.

Figure 4.89 shows the hoop stress profiles for a chamfer angle varying between 11° and 

20°. The hoop stress at point K continues to decrease with increase of chamfer angle 

while the hoop stress at point v continues to increase. At the chamfer angle of 11.5°, the 

hoop stresses at points K and v are equal. At a chamfer angle of 20°, the hoop stress at 

point L is marginally higher than the hoop stress at point v. The hoop stresses along line 

LM are fairly uniform.

Figure 4.90 shows the hoop stress profiles when the chamfer angle varies between 25° 

and 40°. From this figure, it is observed that the hoop stress at point L continues to rise 

while that at point K continues to decrease with increase of chamfer angle. Along curve 

LM, the stress curves have almost merged particularly close to point M. Figure 4.91 

shows the hoop stress profiles when the chamfer angle varies between 45° and 60°. The 

hoop stress at point L is the maximum with very high stress gradients on either side and 

the hoop stress value increases with increasing chamfer angle. Between points L and M. 

the stress curves are almost identical. The stress at point K continues to decrease with 

increase of chamfer angle and this point now seems to have little significance in terms of 

hoop stress. The hoop stress at point K and M have almost the same value and thcrelorc 

K can not be said to be a critical stress point.

The observation that the maximum hoop stress has a minimum value for a certain 

chamfer angle, 1 1 .5 °, from the above cylinder configuration analysis led to further 

investigations for selected cases of thickness ratios and cross bore to main bore radius 

ratios. The reason being to determine if this phenomenon is repeated for all cases. At 

chamfer angles greater than 1 1 .5 °, the influence of the main bore hoop stress is larger at 

P°int L than the influence of the cross bore hoop stress is at point K. This analysis was 

done by determining the stress concentration factor variation with the chamfer angle tor 

Afferent chamfer length ratios.
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4.5.1.3 Stress concentration factors

Figure 4.92 shows the variation of stress concentration factors with chamfer angle for 

chamfer length ratios varying from 0 . 2  to 0.9. Interesting observations are noted from 

these curves. All the curves cross at a point having a stress concentration factor of about 

4.0 and a chamfer angle o f 45 . Beyond this chamfer angle, the stress concentration factor 

increases with increase o f chamfer length ratio. When the chamfer angle is less than the 

45°, the stress concentration factor increases with a decrease of the chamfer length ratio.

Also to be observed is that all the curves have a maximum stress concentration factor 

value, the chamfer angle corresponding to which depends on the chamfer length ratio. 

This chamfer angle also increases with increase of the chamfer length ratio. None of the 

curves has a minimum value though the curves tend to approach a stress concentration 

value of 1.875 at the lowest chamfer angle of 1°. This stress concentration factor value 

corresponds well to the stress concentration factor of 1.834 in the elastic analysis of a 

plain cross-bored cylinder. An important observation from the curves is that for all the 

chamfer length ratios considered, the stress concentration factor values are more than 

those obtained from the corresponding plain cross bore analysis. This shows that for the 

combination o f the thickness ratio of 1.25 and a cross bore to main bore radius ratio of 

0 005, the introduction o f a chamfer does not reduce the stress concentration factor as 

"ould be expected. Extreme caution is therefore necessary in deciding whether to 

introduce chamfers as a means of establishing favourable stress distributions which 

should result in lower stress concentration factors.

As earlier discussed, the point of minimum meridional hoop stress corresponds to a shilt 

in the position of maximum hoop stress. There is also a need to establish the mechanism 

^hind the points showing a maximum stress concentration factor to determine if this also 

involves a shift in the location of maximum hoop stress. The results are shown in figures 

4.93 to 4.95. Figure 4.93 shows the hoop stresses along line JKLM for the chamfer angles 

between 20° and 35° for a chamfer length ratio of 0.2. At the chamfer angle of 20°, the 

ttaximum hoop stress occurs at point v. As the chamfer angle is increased, the maximum 

h°op stress value rises and this maximum value corresponds to point L at a chamfer angle
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of 35° though the hoop stress value at point v is only slightly less. Figure 4 . 9 4  shows the 

same profiles for chamfer angles between 40° and 55° The maximum hoop stress values 

continues to increase with increase of chamfer angle. Point L is distinctly the point of 

maximum hoop stress. Figure 4.95 shows the hoop stresses when the chamfer angle 

varies between 60° and 80°. The maximum hoop stress still occurs at point L for all the 

chamfer angles though this maximum decreases when the chamfer angle is more than 

60°. These figures show that the upper limits on the curves in figure 4.92 do not involve 

the shifting of the points o f maximum hoop stress from K to L but rather as a realignment 

of the stresses as the cross bore geometry approaches that of a plain cross-bored cylinder.

The influence o f the cross bore size and cylinder thickness ratio on the stress levels and 

stress concentration factors has been discussed in the elastic analysis of plain cross-bored 

cylinders. In the presence of a cross bore, we may consider that for this small thickness 

ratio (1.25) configuration, increasing the chamfer angle has the effect of increasing the 

cross bore loaded area and reducing the main bore loaded area. Since the chamfer length 

ratio is maintained constant, an increase in chamfer angle results in the resolved 

meridional forces producing an increased contribution towards the global hoop stress and 

contributing less to axial stress. This results in an increase of the maximum hoop stress, 

further increase of the chamfer angle tends to make point L more singular, increase the 

cross bore area, reduce the main bore area and increase the contribution of the chamfered 

area hoop stress more to the global system. The combination of the above factors tends to 

increase the stress concentration factor to a maximum value at a certain point beyond 

which the net effect is to reduce the maximum hoop stress, further increase ot chamfer 

angle causes stress distributions with the point of maximum hoop stress shif ting position, 

ihe above discussion holds for the chamfer length ratios shown in figure 4.92. I o r  this 

configuration, the maximum chamfer angle that could be constructed was 75 .

r<> establish if this detrimental effect of chamfers also applies for other cases o! cylinder 

thickness ratios and cross bore to main bore radius ratios, other combinations were 

considered and the results are shown in figures 4.96 to 4.100. Figure 4.96 shows the 

stress concentration factor variation with chamfer angle profiles for a 1.25 thickness ratio
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cylinder having a cross bore to main bore radius ratio of 0 . 1 . Various chamfer length 

ratios were considered. The curves cross at a stress concentration factor of about 2.92 and 

a chamfer angle ot 25 . To the right of this common chamfer angle, the curves behave in 

a similar manner to those discussed in figure 4.92 except that the maximum stress 

concentration factor for all curves occurs at a chamfer angle of about 65° However, to 

the left of this angle, all the curves have an absolute minimum of stress concentration 

factor. These points of minimum stress concentration factor may be taken to be when the 

hoop stresses at points K and v are equal and occur at different chamfer angles for 

different chamfer length ratios. For the longest chamfer length with a chamfer length 

ratio of 0.9, this occurs at a chamfer angle of 10° while for the shortest chamfer with a 

chamfer length ratio o f 0.2, it occurs at a chamfer angle of 5°. From these curves, it is 

possible to place a horizontal line at a stress concentration factor value of that prevailing 

in the equivalent plain cross-bored cylinder. Above this line, the introduction of a 

chamfer is actually harmful to the structural integrity of the cylinder. Below this line, it is 

possible to select a combination o f chamfer angle and chamfer length ratio which gives 

the lowest stress concentration factor and hence a favourable stress distribution, better 

than that prevailing in a plain cross-bored cylinder. In this case, a chamfer length ratio of 

0.9 at a chamfer angle of 10° gives the best results of a stress concentration factor of 

about 2.52. The foregoing discussion applies to the curves shown in figures 4.97 to 4.1 0 0 . 

l or a thickness ratio o f  2 and a cross bore to main bore radius ratio of 0.005, a chamfer 

length ratio of 0 . 9  and a chamfer angle of 2 0 ° gives a minimum stress concentration 

factor of about 2.1. For a thickness ratio o f 2 and a cross bore to main bore radius ratio of 

0-1, a chamfer length ratio of 0 . 9  and a chamfer angle of 15° gives a minimum stress 

concentration factor o f about 2.36. For a thickness ratio of 3 and a cross bore to main 

bore radius ratio of 0.005, a chamfer length ratio of 0.7 and a chamfer angle of 2 0 ° gives 

a minimum stress concentration factor of about 1.8. For a thickness ratio of 3 and a cross 

bore to main bore radius ratio o f 0.1, a chamfer length ratio of 0.7 and a chamfer angle of 

' 5 gives a minimum stress concentration factor of about 2 . 1 .

An overview of figure 4.92 and figures 4.96 to 4.100 shows that for a fixed thickness 

" * 0  cylinder, an increase in the cross bore to main bore radius ratio leads to chamfer
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length ratio and chamfer angle combinations which offer better and wider options for 

selecting minimum stress concentration factors. Also, for a fixed cross bore to mam bore 

radius ratio, an increase in the thickness ratio leads to more of the chamfer length ratio 

and chamfer angle combinations providing better selection options for minimum stress 

concentration factors, lower than that in a plain cross-bored cylinder.

For various cylinder thickness ratios and cross bore to main bore radius ratios, and using 

a chamfer length ratio o f 0.25, various chamfer angles were iteratively tested to the 

nearest 0.5" to determine which one resulted in a minimum stress concentration factor 

value. The results are shown in figure 4.101. As explained in the discussion on figure 

4.92, not all combinations can yield a minimum stress concentration factor. The 

corresponding minimum stress concentration factors are shown in figure 4.102. For 

thickness ratios between 2.25 and 3.0, the curves do not cross and the minimum stress 

concentration factor increases with decrease in thickness ratio. This behaviour is similar 

to the one of plain cross bore to the right of the critical cross bore to main bore radius 

ratio of 0.2 and also to that of the radiused entry cross bore. However, for the thickness 

ratios of 1.25 to 2.0, the curves cross at a common point where the minimum stress 

concentration factor is 2.65 and the cross bore to main bore radius ratio is 0.075. This 

observation suggests that the cross bore to main bore radius ratio of 0.075 is a critical 

constant value for these thickness ratio curves. The behaviour of the curves to the left and 

right of this point is as discussed for the 1.75 to 3.0 thickness ratio plain cross-borcd 

cylinders.

i°r chamfer length ratio and chamfer angle combinations where a minimum stress 

concentration factor could be obtained, then it is clear that this value is lower than that 

found in an equivalent plain cross-bored cylinder. For a 2.25 thickness ratio cylinder and 

varying cross bore to main bore radius ratio, figure 4.103 shows a stress concentration 

factor comparison between a plain cross-bored cylinder, a radiused entry cylinder with an 

cntry radius ratio o f 0 . 2  and a chamfered cross-bored cylinder with a chamfer length ratio 

of 0.25 and a chamfer angle giving the minimum stress concentration factor.
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me radiused entry cross bore is seen to result in lower and better stress concentration 

factors than the plain cross bore except at the cross bore to main bore radius ratio of 

0.005 as earlier discussed. Also, the radiused entry cross bore results in lower stress 

concentration factors than the chamfered cross bore for all cases of the cross bore to main 

bore radius ratio. The chamfered cross bore cylinder yields lower stress concentration 

factors than the plain cross bore where the cross bore to main bore radius ratio is 0 . 0 2  or 

larger. Below this value and for the chamfer angle and chamfer length ratio chosen, there 

is no absolute minimum of stress concentration factor. The foregoing discussions and 

comparisons o f the various cross bore geometry are useful when designing and 

fabricating a cross-bored thick walled cylinder.
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4 5 . 2  Elastic-Plastic Stress Response

4  5.2.1 Introduction

The elastic-plastic stress response o f a chamfered cross-bored thick walled cylinder is 

analyzed in this work in order to determine the advantages of overstrain in this cylinder 

configuration in terms o f favourable stress levels and distributions before the cylinder is 

put in service. Following the elastic stress analysis discussed in section 4.5.1 of this work, 

the current analysis considers a cylinder having a thickness ratio of 3 , a cross bore to 

main bore radius ratio o f  0.05, a chamfer length ratio of 0.25 and a chamfer angle of 

11.5° to obtain the overstrain and residual stress profiles. The applied overstrain internal 

pressure is 117 N/mm2 for this configuration. Other thickness ratios, cross bore to main 

bore radius ratios and chamfer angles are also considered to obtain the overstrain and 

incipient yield pressures. Elements having an effective stress within 5% of the material 

yield stress of 450 N/mm 2 will be considered to have yielded. Other yield conditions will 

be investigated. The results presented refer to the cylinder discretization in figure 3.4.

4.5.2.2 Overstrain stresses

Figure 4.104 shows the overstrain transverse plane stresses along curve BC DE for an 

overstrain of 5%. The 5% overstrain value coincided with a point away from the 

maximum hoop stress and therefore the resulting overstrain stresses were better 

displayed. The radial stress starts at point B having a value of about -112 N/mm and 

drops slightly to an absolute minimum o f—117 N/mm2 at point C. A gradual rise follows 

as the curve tends to zero at point E though at this point the value is about -12 N/mm . 

Though it might be expected that the radial stress should have a value of zero at point E, 

is important to realize that around the cross bore, the radial, hoop and axial stresses do 

not correspond to the principal stresses since the state of stress is \ery complex. In 

addition, there exist other shear stresses in this area which are absent in the tar field 

Around the chamfered area and the main cross bore, the axial stress is the most 

significant positive stress. The curve for this stress starts at point B having a value of 25 

NW .  The stress level rises to a value o f 67 N/mm2 at point C. This is followed by a 

s*ight drop and a further rise to a maximum value of 108 N/mm at point D.

* *  d^ps slightly before rising very gradually to have a value of 108 N'mm2 at point E
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Therefore points D and E have the same value of axial stress. The hoop stress starts at 

point B having a value o f  25 N/mm2 and drops sharply to a value o f -84 N/mm2 at point 

a2 . On moving from points a2 to D, the curve rises and then drops to a value of 84 

N/mm2 at point D. This value remains constant up to point E. Hence, the hoop stress 

values at points a2, D and E are equal. From the effective stress curve, point D is the 

most critical with a maximum stress of 182 N/mm2. However, between points al and E, 

the effective stress is 175 N/mm2 and therefore points D and E should receive the same 

attention for this value o f overstrain.

Figure 4.105 shows the overstrain stress profiles along the meridional curve JKLM for 

5% overstrain. It is observed that the radial and axial stresses are negative at all points of 

the curve. Between points L and M, the radial stress has a zero value and has a minimum 

value o f-1 12 N/mm" at point J. The axial stress has a minimum value of -82 N/mm; at 

point K and is also the value that prevails for most of the nodes between points L and M. 

On moving from points K to L, there is a rise and then a drop in the axial stress. The hoop 

stress has a maximum value at point t and a local maximum at point L. Since the distance 

between the points o f maximum hoop stress has decreased, it might be expected that as 

the overstrain is increased this distance will keep reducing with the point of maximum 

hoop stress around point K approaching point L until all the nodes have yielded. Contrary 

to observations from the elastic analysis where points K and v have equal hoop stresses, 

the stresses now have different values with the values at point K having risen more 

rapidly. From the observations of the effective stress curve, point K which is in an 

element which has yielded has a maximum value of 428 N/mm though the material \ ield 

stress is 450 N/mm2. This is due to the structural discretization whereby other elements 

sharing the same node as point K have not yielded. Stress projection techniques as 

employed in this work thereby result in an effective nodal stress lower than the material 

yield stress.

11 >s observed from ftgure 4.105 that point v has a lower effective stress value than point 

L To appreciate the overstrain stress patterns on the cross bore surface nodes, the 

overstrain hoop stress profiles are shown in figure 4.106. These profile patterns arc very
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similar to the elastic hoop stress profile patterns particularly for planes around the 

transverse plane. The stress levels are now higher in both the positive and negative sense. 

For the meridional plane, the only difference is as explained for figure 4.103. Figure 

4.105 shows the effective stress profile patterns for the cross bore surface nodes. Again 

the profiles are similar to those discussed in the elastic analysis of the same configuration 

with the range o f effective stress along curve EM being much lower than that along curve 

KC.

From figures 4.106 and 4.107 it is observed that between points t and w, the set of nodes 

lying within 7.5° from the meridional plane have higher hoop stresses than those along 

the meridional plane. This was also noted in the case of elastic analysis. It is then possible 

to construct an ellipsoidol envelope enclosing points vLwtK, in the meridional plane, 

which prescribes the highest hoop stress points. Similar stress behaviour is observed in 

the transverse plane between points Ca2Dal. In this case, between points C and D. the 

minimum hoop stress occurs in the nodes lying 7.5° from the transverse plane. I his 

phenomenon is still not well understood and requires further and proper explanation. 

Further analysis to better understand and explain this observation was carried out and the 

results are shown in figures 4.108 to 4.111. The analysis involved observing the effective 

stress profiles of lines o f nodes lying within 22.5° from the meridional plane as the 

overstrain was increased. It is observed that between points L and K, the nodes with 

angles lying within 15° o f the meridional plane have higher effective stresses though the 

maximum effective stress remains at point K. The point w which is within 7.5 remains a 

point of local maximum effective stress as the overstrain is increased up to -*. 5 . I he 

nodes between points K and L show a relatively decreasing effective stress as the 

overstrain increases. For this configuration and range of overstrain, the transverse plane 

effective stress remains relatively low with the point D always having the highest 

effective stress. This shows that the geometrical singular point edge effects discussed in 

toe case of elastic analysis have influence on the local stress distributions even in the case 

of elastic-plastic loading.
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Figure 4.112 shows the overstrain hoop stresses along the meridional plane as the 

overstrain is increased. The stress at point K increases very rapidly as the hoop stress at 

point L increases only marginally. This is from the fact that point K is already yielded 

while point L is still elastic. Further increase in overstrain causes the hoop stress at point 

K to reduce progressively. Once point L has yielded, the hoop stress stops increasing and 

starts to decrease with further overstrain. At the highest overstrain of 65%, it is therefore 

observed that the midsection of curve KM has the highest hoop stresses. Figure 4.113 

shows the corresponding effective stress curves. It is observed that at the overstrain value 

of 41%, all the nodes on line KL have yielded.

For cylinders o f varying thickness ratios and cross bore to main bore radius ratios, the 

overstraining process was carried out to achieve yielding of the element around point t 

along line KL. The chamfer length ratio was 0.25 and the chamfer angle chosen was that 

which resulted in a minimum stress concentration factor from the elastic analysis of the 

same configuration. The variations of the incipient yield pressure with the cross bore to 

main bore radius ratio are shown in figure 4.114 for different thickness ratios. It is 

observed that the lower thickness ratio cylinders have lower incipient yield pressure. 

These curves serve as a good guide when intending to carry out overstrain in thick walled 

cylinders and they indicate the pressure below which initial yielding of the structure may 

not be expected. They can also be used in service to guard against over-pressure e\en 

when the structure is designed for elastic service only.

The overstrain pressure curves are shown in figure 4.115. The cuncs have similar 

Patterns to those in figure 4.114 though the pressure levels are higher. While the incipient 

pressure curves are smooth, these curves are not. This may be attributed to the yield 

condition used in this work whereby any element having an effective stress within 5% of 

material yield stress of 450 N/mm2 is considered to have yielded. A more stringent 

yield condition would result in smooth curves. However, the time taken by using a 

stongent condition does not warrant the gain in accuracy. For example, by assuming that 

elements yield within 0.5% of the material yield stress, the overstrain process time factor

ls ~'~l even for this low value of overstrain.
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Figure 4.116 shows the variation o f the overstrain pressure with overstrains for this 

configuration. While the overstrain pressure increases with increase of overstrain, there is 

a drop in the pressure as the overstrain increases from 17% to 24%. This overstrain value 

corresponds to the elements around point L yielding whereby it was earlier discussed that 

point L has a local maximum effective stress.

4.5.2.3 Residual stresses

For the overstrain of 5%, figure 4.117 shows the meridional plane residual stresses. It is 

observed that most of the stress values are zero except around point K. The radial and 

axial stresses have maximum values of about 3 N/mm2 while the hoop stress has a 

maximum value o f -9  N/mm2. The effective residual stress has a maximum value of 12.5 

N/mm' at point K. It is therefore noticeable that though point K is not the point of 

maximum overstrain hoop stress, it is the point of maximum residual hoop, radial, axial 

and effective stresses.

Figure 4.118 shows the residual meridional hoop stress for varying overstrains. ITie 

maximum value occurs at point K and this maximum value increases with increase of 

overstrains. Figure 4.119 shows the corresponding effective residual stresses. I hough a 

high value of residual hoop stress is desirable, the accompanying high value ol residual 

ettective stress is to be avoided since reverse yielding is likely to take place, resulting in 

cycling during normal service.

Figure 4.120 shows the minimum residual hoop stress relationship with cross bore to 

main bore radius ratio for various thickness ratios. The curves for each value of thickness 

ratio are not smooth variations. This phenomenon has been observed for plain and 

radiused entry cross-bored cylinders. As a group of curves, it is still possible to observe a 

general relationship which is shown by the continuous polynomial curve (of fifth order). 

Figure 4.121 represents the variations of minimum residual hoop stress with increase of

overstrain.
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_j 5 2.4 Service stresses

Figure 4.122 shows the in-service meridional hoop stress levels after autofrettagc 

compared to the elastic stress levels. A selected number of overstrain values arc 

considered with the internal pressure applied being the same for all cases. It is clear from 

the figure that the higher overstrain curves give more favourable hoop stress levels For 

overstrains greater than 5%, point K has the lowest hoop stress, with this value 

decreasing with increase in overstrain. It is also observed that the stress gradients on both 

sides of point K. are very high. High stress gradients are not desirable. Therefore even 

though low values of hoop stress now exist in service, the hoop stress distribution can not 

be said to be more uniform than in the case of elastic loading. With increase of overstrain 

beyond 5%, point v becomes the point of maximum hoop stress. With increased 

overstrain beyond 27%, the hoop stress at point K may be expected to have a negative 

value. This could be a desirable outcome particularly if any suspected cracks exist around 

this point since the negative hoop stress tends to close the cracks and arrest any 

propagation.

As earlier discussed, a high overstrain is desirable though care should be taken to ensure 

that it does not result in gross deformation and the reverse yielding of elements. For high 

overstrain levels, the process of offloading must also proceed with strict viUty 

precautionary procedures due to the high pressures involved.

Figure 4.123 shows the in-service meridional effective stress levels after autofrettagc 

compared to the elastic stress levels. The effective stresses around point K decrease 

increase of overstrain. The effective stress gradients around point K are also very high 

For overstrains greater than 17%, point v has the highest effective stress
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CHAPTER FIVE

C O N C L U S IO N S  AND RECO M M EN D A TIO N S

$.1 Conclusions

The following conclusions have been made from the results of this work:

|. In plain cross-bored cylinders, the point of maximum hoop stress does not always

coincide with the point of geometric singularity.

In plain cross-bored cylinders with a thickness ratio between 1.75 and 3, the stress 

concentration factor has a constant value of 2.753 when the cross bore to main

bore radius ratio is equal to 0 .2 .

In plain cross-bored cylinders, when the cross bore to main bore radius ratio is 

less than 0 .2 , the stress concentration factor increases with increasing thickness 

ratio. When the cross bore to main bore radius ratio is greater than 0.2, the siress 

concentration factor increases with decreasing thickness ratio.

4 The stress concentration factors and stress gradients in a radiused entry cross- 

bored cylinder are lower than those of an equivalent plain cross-bored cylinder 

5' In a radiused entry cross-bored cylinder, the maximum hoop stress is located near 

the upper end o f the entry radius in the meridional plane.

In a radiused entry cross-bored cylinder, the stress concentration factors decrease 

with increase o f  the cross bore entry radius ratio.

In a chamfered cross-bored cylinder, there may exist two points at which stress 

maxima appear. In design, both of these should be given consideration.

The chamfer length and chamfer angle have a profound influence on the 

magnitude of the resulting stress concentration lactor.

Varying the chamfer angle may result in a minimum stress concentration factor 

which could be lower than that of an equivalent plain cross bored cylinder.

F°r fixed thickness ratio cylinders, increasing the cross bore to main bore radius 

ratio increases the number of chamfer angle and chamfer length combiru 

resulting in stress concentration factors below those found in a plain c 

cylinder. For fixed cross bore to main bore radius ratio cylinders, increasing the 

thickness ratio increases the number of chamfer angle and chamfer length
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combinations resulting in stress concentration facto* below those fowl i„ „ pialn
cross-bored cylinder.

In chamfered cross-bored cylinders, the stress concentration factors arc h.ghcr 

than those found in equivalent radiused entry cross-bored cylinders

12. The presence of residual stresses lowers the service stresses very considcrabl)

13. High overstrains provide high latitude in the selection of operating pressures

without stress reversals at the cylinder bore.

14. In radiused entry cross-bored cylinders, yielding may start at the outer surface

before it starts at the inside surface.

5.2 Recommendations

The initial objectives o f  this work have been successfully met and the data obtained, 

presented and discussed in this thesis could be very useful in the design, fabrication, 

operation and in-service inspections of thick walled cylinders.

While the results of this simulation work are satisfactory, it is recommended that practical 

experimental work using the three dimensional photoelasticity or strain gauge methods be 

used to verify the results of some of the cases of elastic and elastic-plastic analyses In 

addition to the computer simulation method used in this work, the experimental methods

should be used in the recommended work below.

In this work it was assumed that the cylinder operated in an ambient environment where 

temperature gradients had no influence on the structural response. In practice, thick 

walled cylinders may operate in cryogenic conditions or in high temperature conditions 

SUch as the hot extrusion processes where temperature gradients are high The high or 

lovv temperatures may affect the cylinder bore, the cylinder outer surface or the cross 

^ e  differently depending on the temperature combinations. It is therefore recommended 

^ the influence of low and/or high temperatures be investigated.

was also assumed that the cross bore was isolated from an> other cross bores In 

instances it may be inevitable to place cross bores near each other where conditions in
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one cross bore may influence the conditions in the other. Future research is necessary to 

establish these interactions in the presence of varying entry geometry of the cross bores

The finite element method used in this work gives displacements and stress results for all 

the nodes in the structure while the severest conditions have been shown to occur on the 

cross bore surface. The results for the nodes inside the material are then not useful unless 

discontinuities such as inclusions are to be modeled. The computer resources are 

therefore not optimised. It is recommended that in future work, the boundary element 

method, which only gives results for the surface nodes, be used. Though the algorithm for 

this method is more complex, it is cheaper in terms of processing time, computer memory 

requirements and the more closely spaced nodes should give more accurate results.

In this work, autofrettage was performed in the presence of cross bores. Residual stresses 

are then present only in the elements around the cross bore while the main body of the 

cylinder is stress free. It would be important to perform autofrettage before introducing 

the cross bores and the residual stresses compared to those obtained in this work.

The assumption of elastic perfectly plastic pressure vessel steel has been used to obtain 

the elastic-plastic analysis results presented in this work. In addition to the extra research 

work recommended above, strain hardening real material behaviour should

investigated.
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a p p e n d ix  I

T H E  F IN IT E  EL EM EN T METHOD

Al Introduction

His is a numerical procedure for solving physical prob|ems govcmed ^

“I * 0" °r an energy ,heorem- 11 characteristics that distinguish j, fo*, othct
numerical procedures:

(a) The method utilizes an integral formulation to generate a system of algebraic
equations.

(b) The method uses continuous piecewise smooth functions for approximating the
unknown quantity or quantities.

The method involves finding an approximate solution to a boundary value or initial value 

problem by assuming that the domain is divided into well defined subdomains and that the 

unknown function of the state variable is defined approximately within each element. With 

these individually defined functions matching each other at the element nodes or at certain 

points at the interfaces, the unknown function is approximated over the entire domain 

Instead of finding an admissible function satisfying the boundary conditions for the entire 

domain, which is difficult for irregular domains, the admissible functions are defined o u t  

dement domains with simple geometry, paying no attention to complications at the 

boundaries. Thus, the finite element method is a particular class of discretization procedure 

b> which the original governing equations having infinite degrees of freedom are 

Iransformed into approximation equations with finite degrees of freedom. Three categories 

°f finite element method exist:

(a) Nodal methods: element parameters are the values of the dependent variables of the 

true solution and their derivatives at the nodes.

^  Coefficient methods: element parameters are the representative values of 

functional representation over the element.
(cf Cell methods: elem ent parameters represent the values of the dependent vanabk

^ d  their derivatives.

Phe most important and widely used of them all is the nodal method. The nodal
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demenl method can be further subdivided according to the procedure by which ,hc

equations in the nodal values are formulated. The methods are:

(a) Variational finite element methods: an extremal principle is used with the finite 

element approximation to derive a set of equations in terms of the nodal values 

Often, a functional or functionals obtained from the extremal principle is the starting

point.

(b) Residual finite element methods: a function is chosen and the difference in value 

this function has between the true solution and the approximate solution is defined 

as the residual or error. This error is then minimized.

(c) Direct finite element method: the finite element representation of the solution in 

terms of the nodal values and prescribed functions within the element is substituted 

directly into the governing equations to obtain the nodal value equations.

(d) The energy' balance method: this relies on the balance of the thermal and.f 

mechanical energy o f the system.

The mathematical interpretation of the finite element method views the element as a part ot 

the solution domain where the phenomena of interest are occurring. In solid and structural 

mechanics problems, the elements are viewed as locations in space where a displacement 

field exists. The finite element method has the following features as an effective

computational technique:

la) A sound mathematical as well as physical basis.

!h) No limitations with regard to the geometry and the physical compositic n

domain as well as the nature o f the loading.

*C1 Independence o f the shape of the domain and the boundary conditic n.

«  Flexibility in choosing a desired degree of approximation without refonuulaunf the

entire problem.
,e> Involves a systematic procedure t a t  can be automated for use ou digital computer

>num and compatibility considered at each node in a limte clement muh p

ation lead to a set of algebraic equations, in which the unknown. -
the snecific method used, in

ements, internal nodal forces or both, depending upon
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ihe displacement formulation method, the set of algebraic equations involves the nodal 

placements. In the torce method, the equations are expressed in terms of unknown nodal 

’brces. In the finite element method, the solid continuum is discretized by a finite number <>f 

dements, connected not only at their nodes, but also along the hypothetical interelement 

boundaries as well. In addition to the nodal compatibility and equilibrium, compatibilt> 

must also be satisfied along the boundaries between elements.

A2 Finite Element Method Procedure

The following steps are involved in the finite element analysis of a typical engineering

problem:

A2.1 Discretization of the Domain.

This is the subdivision of the domain into a collection of preselected finite elements (this 

step can be postponed until after the finite element formulation of the equation 

completed). The subdivision process is essentially an exercise of engineering judgeme 

The number, shape, size and configuration of the elements is done in sueh a ua> th 

original body is simulated as closely as possible. The nodes and elements are 

The node numbering is done in such a way as to minimize the bandwidth of the assembled 

stiffness matrix. The resulting mesh may be uniform or graded according to the nature

>he problem. The intersection points of the elements and possibly some intermedia p<
; the coordinate points of the 

are called the global nodes. The geometric properties, i.e., m ^

nodes, cross-sectional areas, volumes of elements are then g
in ad in e  and material

locations of nodes are places where abrupt changes in geo 

Properties occur.

•^•2 Derivation of Element Equations for all Elements in th ^  clcment js

Tfe variational formulation o f the given differential equation o v w ^  

constructed. A typical dependent variable, u, is assumed

(Al.l)

« =  i u ,%
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• • ctc, n is the number o f nodes in the element,

Ui is the value o f the variable at node i,

Ti is the shape function of node i.

hape functions are derived or selected from available literature and the value of u is 

a used to obtain the element stiffness matrix and the element force vector.

\2 3 Static Condensation

c nodes in the element which are wholly within the element and are not shared by the 

. ubouring element are eliminated from the equations. This has the effect of reducing the 

.mber of element equations and hence simplifies the computational procedure.

' 4  Transformation of Element Matrices from Local to Global Coordinate System 

If the formulation in step (A2.2) was carried out in the local coordinate system of the 

dement, then the resulting stiffness matrix and force vector are transformed back to the 

... tbal coordinate system through the appropriate Jacobian of transformation for each

clement.

\2.5 Assembly of Element Equations

1 he connectivity matrix is constructed and the inter-element continuity conditions among 

c primary variables are identified. The equations are then assembled on the global 

■ffness matrix and force vector equations by the use of the connectivity matrix.

A2.6 Imposition of the Boundary Conditions of the Problem

I he specified global primary degrees of freedom and the specified global secondary degrees 

f freedom are identified. These are eliminated from the assembled equations and this has 

c effect of reducing the equations. Before imposition of the boundary conditions, the 

• Ifness matrix is singular and the equations can not be solved. Imposition of the boundary 

>nditions makes the equations solvable.

\2.7 Solution of the Assembled Equations

>mg the available matrix reduction, elimination and inversion techniques, the primary
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:,vrees of freedom are obtained.

8 Postprocessing o f the Results

Any other desired quantities are computed from the primary degrees o f freedom results 

Named in step (A2.7). These quantities include stresses.

A3 Shape Functions

in stress analysis problems, the field variables of interest are the displacements. From the 

knowledge of the displacements, the element resultants such as the stresses and strains may 

be computed through the use o f  constitutive equations.

The functions which are used to represent the displacement on an element basis are referred 

to as parameter functions or shape functions. These must meet two primary requirements: 

compatibility and completeness. The primary reason is to ensure convergence as the 

clement size is reduced or as the mesh is refined in a regular fashion.

A3.1 Convergence

Since the finite element method provides a numerical solution, it is expected that the 

solution must converge to the exact solution under certain circumstances. It can be shown 

that the displacement formulation of the method leads to an upper bound solution of the 

actual stiffness of the structure. Hence, as the mesh is made finer, the solution should 

converge to the correct result. This is achieved if:

(a) The shape functions are continuous within the element. This is satisfied by choosing 

polynomials for the displacement model.

(b) The shape functions are capable of representing rigid body displacements of the 

element. This is met by use of the constant terms in the polynomials.

(c) The shape functions are capable of representing constant strain states within the 

element. For one, two and three dimensional elasticity problems, the linear terms 

present in the polynomial satisfy this requirement.
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\ - 2 Compatibility

• j displacements must be compatible between adjacent elements. When the elements 

■ irm, there must not be any discontinuity between elements. Elements must not overlap 

■ separate. In the case of beam or shell elements, there should be no sudden changes in 

ope across the inter-element boundaries.

A3.3 Geometric Invariance

v-sides the requirements stated above, the shape functions are so chosen that the element 

has no preferred direction. That is, that the shape functions will not change with a change in 

•he local coordinate system. This is geometric invariance. Geometric invariance is met if the 

polynomial includes all the terms. However, if all the terms can not be included in the shape 

(unctions, invariance can be achieved by balancing the polynomial. Considering the 

\ariables u = u (x,y,z) below, the choice of the polynomial given by;

u = bi + b2 x + b 3 y + b4 z (A1.2)

meets the three requirements if  we consider only one degree of freedom at a node.

A4 Coordinate Systems

W\ finite element solutions require the evaluation o f integrals. Many of these are difficult to 

evaluate analytically so that numerical techniques are employed. The evaluation can be 

simplified by changing the limits of integration, i.e., expressing the integral in a local 

natural coordinate system. A local coordinate system is only defined for the element and not 

tor the whole domain. A natural coordinate system is a local system in which a point within 

an element is expressed by dimensionless sets of numbers whose magnitude never exceed 

mity. This system is so defined that the nodal points have unit magnitude or zero. This is to 

facilitate the integration.

For plane linear triangular elements, the relationship between the natural and global

coordinates is given by;
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(A 1.3)
f i l i  ‘ A
X =

* i * 2 * 3 A

y. y2 y3. A

ii 1, 3) are area coordinates and Xj, Y, are the global positions. For three dimensional 

.ctrahedral element, the relationship is given by;

T ~\ i i r A
X x, x 2 x3 x4

y y\ y2 y2 y4
z Z\ z2 z3 z4 _ A .

a here Li (i=l,4) are volume coordinates and Xi, y i, Zi are global positions.

! nr plane rectangular elements, the natural coordinates are \  and q. The shape functions for 

j linear element expressed in this natural coordinate system are:

'F P  (1+ £X1+ r|i r|)/4 i = 1,4 (A1.5)

where, §  is the value o f £, at i,

r|j is the value o f r| at i.

Similarly, for three dimensional cuboid linear element, the coordinates are r| and The 

4iape functions are:

T i= (l+ ^ iy (l+ T ii ri)(l+ ^ i^)/8  i = l, 8 (A1.6)

45 Element Shapes and Types

In three dimensional elasticity, the elements used are grouped in three families:

A5.1 Tetrahedron

I hese may be four node (linear), ten node (quadratic) or twenty node (cubic). The terms
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it i-Jt. quadratic and cubic indicate the degree of the polynomial used to approximate the 

ipc functions. The main disadvantage of the tetrahedral family is that:

It requires small and costly subdivision.

The division of a space volume into individual tetrahedron sometimes presents 

difficulties in visualization and could lead to errors in nodal numbering and element 

connectivity in data preparation.

\5.2 Triangular Prism

: hose may be six noded (linear), fifteen noded (quadratic) or twenty-four noded (cubic). For 

. six node prism, the polynomial function in natural curvilinear coordinates r|, C, 

describing the geometry and the variation of displacement over the element is:

[ vP]  = [l,^,Ti,^,i;Ti,Ti £] (A1.7)

For the fifteen node prism, the polynomial function is;

I r  1 -  {1,t, n. C. 4t|, 55, <&, fr2, f t ,« 2. ft. nft Snn3. t  S* 5I <A18>

A5.3 Hexahedral Elements

These may be eight node (linear) or twenty node (quadratic). The polynomial for the eight 

node linear element is:

m « [ i ,$ , r i , e ,$ T i , c $ .S T i .S T ig  (a i .9>

ind for the twenty node element is:

I v 1 - 11, 5. n, k,  5n, (& Ofc t  n2. f t  f t .  f t  f t , ft 5. % f t f t ,  f t .  n ftft,
ftcftftftgftjiiftW; )

(A1.10)

The polynomial selected depends on the accuracy required. Elements with polynomials of 

degree greater than one and with curved boundaries are called higher order elements. The 

higher the degree, the more accurate the approximation but the more costly it is due to
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. . mputation time.

\6 Isoparametric Elem ents

I he isoparametric elements may have curved edges and faces in the two and three 

imensional cases. The dependent variable, u, is approximated by the expression:

« = £ £ / , ¥ ,  (A l.ll)
1=1

Fhus u is approximated by shape functions of degree (n-1). In general, the degree of 

ipproximation used to describe the coordinate transformation, i.e.,

x = ± X ,  * ,(£ )
1=1

(A1.12)

s equal to the degree of approximation for the dependent variable. This means that two 

independent sets of nodes can exist for a region. One set of nodes for the coordinate 

transformation, which describes the shape o f the element and the second set of nodes for the 

interpolation of the dependent variable. The elements may then be grouped as:

(a) Subparametric: r < n.

(b) Isoparametric: r = n.

(c) Superparametric: r> n .

The isoparametric elements are most commonly used due to ease and efficiency of 

calculation in the finite element implementation. The geometry of the isoparametric element 

is described by:

(A1.13)

where Xi, y  and Zi are the global coordinates of node i. The variation of the displacement
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vie the element can be expressed by using the same shape functions as:

u
n " ,

V -  z w v,

w /■I
3 .

(A1.14)

he shape functions T i are called Lagrangian family o f interpolation functions because they 

satisfy the requirements that:

' f . f e )  =
1
0

if i — j  
if i * j

(A 1.15)

Ihc associated elements are said to belong to the Lagrangian family of finite elements.

Ihe isoparametric concept is very useful because it facilitates an accurate representation of 

irregular domains. However, the use of curvilinear isoparametric elements makes it difficult 

to compute the element coefficient matrices and column vectors directly in terms of the 

eiobal coordinates x, y and z. This is overcome by introducing an invertible transformation 

‘xrtween a curvilinear element Q*, and a master element Q~, of simple shape that facilitates 

umerical integration o f element equations. The coordinate of the master element are 

chosen to be the natural coordinates (£, r\, Q, such that -1 < (£, q, Q ^  1 . By using 

isoparametric elements, we are able to discretize the irregular domain using few curved 

elements instead of many straight sided elements. This of course reduces computational 

effort. The transformation between the elements Q* and Q~ is given by the expressions 

below:

dx dx dx
dx H dr]
dv dy dy_ dy

dr]dz dz dz dz
dr]

dr]
dC

(A1.16)
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(A 1.17)
dx 'd f
dy -  W

drj
dz dt_

Where J is the Jacobian of the transformation,

x = x(£ ,ti,Q> y = y ( £ , r | , Q ,  z = z ( ^ n , 0 (A1.18)

he Jacobian can be expressed in terms of the curvilinear coordinates as:

dx
dy
dz

y * ^ ,  y * ^ .
' 8Z, ^  ' drj ^  ' d£

V y . ° * L  y y . * L  Y y , ^Z^y, Q̂  z->< d7i z^yt d^

Y * * * l Z z | * 3.
^  '  dr] ^  ' d£

dt
drj
dS

(A1.19)

I he coefficient matrix is the Jacobian whose elements vary from point to point.

9¥x 5%

H
8%

drj drj
8%

[dC

*. y> z\
*2 y2 z2

(A 1.20)

i qnation (A1.16) represents a linear transformation of line elements d^, dr| and d£; in the 

i ,ter element Q~ into line elements dx, dy and dz in the curvilinear element, Q*. Hence 

im curved or distorted element with known global nodal coordinates may be transformed 

nto the master element. The element equations are then evaluated and later transformed 

*ack to the global coordinates. There are several conditions to be observed in the use of 

- 'parametric elements:

The coordinate change and its derivatives must be easily compatible.

The change must not distort the elements excessively as excessive distortion
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destroys the accuracy built into the polynomial element or the Jacobian determinant 

may vanish in the region o f integration.

The coordinate changes should be uniformly smooth so as to preserve the 

approximation theory. This should be so because the polynomials in the new 

variables do not correspond to those in the old system, 

i j> In order to preserve global continuity, the conformal mapping must be one to one.

\7 Elasticity Problems

The state of stress at a point is defined by six components expressed as:

{o}T— { CTxx CJyy Ozz Txy Tyz Tzx} (A1.21)

These stress components are produced by internal forces that counteract the externally 

applied forces. The application o f forces to a solid body causes the body to deform and each 

point in the body moves to a new location. The resultant displacement has three components 

u. v and w parallel to the x, y and z-axes respectively. From the displacements, the resulting 

state of strain is expressed as:

{ e }T =  { Exx Eyy 8zz yxy yyz yzx} (A1.22)

The stress and strain components are related by a set of coefficients known as the 

generalized Hooke's law.

{ a }  = [ D ] { e }  (A 1.23)

The coefficients of [ D ] are given by:
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/ b b 0 0 O'
b f b 0 0 0
b b f 0 0 0
0 0 0 c 0 0
0 0 0 0 c 0
0 0 0 0 0 c

(A 1.24)

where, f  = (l-v)/(l-2v); b =v/(l-2v); and c =1/2.

Each displacement component o f  each point is a function of three coordinate directions, that

is,

u = fl[x,y,z), v = g(x,y,z) and w = h(x,y,z) (A1.25)

The objective of the finite element analysis is to determine the equations above. The finite 

element approximations for these functions are continuous, piecewise smooth equations 

defined over the individual elements. The displacement equations are then expressed as:

M M
(A 1.26)

Where { 1 /}  is a column vector containing the element nodal displacements and the matrix 

given by [ 4 > ] contains the element shape functions. [ T  ] has three rows and as many 

columns as there are components in { U*}, i.e., the number of nodes in the element. The 

strain components in { g } and the displacements are related through the strain-displacement 

equations below:

£„ = du dv dw
dz

du dv du dw dv dw
dy dx' 7 a = ~dz + aT ’ r- “

>
(A 1.27)
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and in  a  m a t r i x  f o r m ;

d
0

“

0
dx
0

a
0£

X X X dy
£ yyx

0 0
a u

= d a

dz V
Y  xy 0 w
Y dy dx
<  y z

0
a a

J x z . dz dy
a

0
a

_dz dx.

{ e } = [ B ] {lJ*}

(A1.28)

(A 1.29)

The matrix [ B ] has six rows and as many columns as there are rows in { Ue}.

The element stiffness matrix and the element force vector are the elements contribution to 

the system of equations that result when the potential energy is minimized. The potential 

energy consists of the strain energy in the system minus the work done by the forces acting 

on the system. The strain energy in a three dimensional body is given by:

A£ = 0.5 J[<T„ ea +a„ £yy+ O'zz rxy+(Ti: y„ + o>  ] dv (A1.30)
V

A7 = 0.5 j[cr]7 [e] dv
v

(A1.31)

A7 = 0.5 j[f:]7 [D] [ff] dv (A1.32)
v

expressing the above equations in terms of displacements,
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( A 1 .3 3 )A* =0.5 j [ t / '] r [b ][d ][b ][u ‘] dv
v

Ignoring body forces and concentrated forces, the work done by distributed loads that act on 

the surface is:

WE = jfjtPx+vPy+wPt ) dT (A 1.34)
r

Where Px, Py and Pz are the force components parallel to the x, y and z coordinate 

directions, d r  is the surface element.

WE = j M r  M r dr (A1.35)

From the above equations, it can be shown that the element stiffness matrix is given by

[86] .

[*•]=  J [ f l ] [ D p ] *
V

(A1.36)

And the element force vector is given by:

l r } -  K
r

dr (A1.37)

The surface element d r  will generally lie on a surface where one o f the coordinates is 

constant, say, C,. d r  may conveniently be assigned as a vector oriented in the direction 

normal to the surface. For three dimensional problems.
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dx dx
94 drj
dy x

dy_
94 9n
dz dz
94. drl .

d $  drj

dx dx
94 x 9r?
dy dy

L 9 4 . I9 r ,\

d Z d V

(A1.38)

(A 1.39)

The stiffness matrix is evaluated in the natural coordinate system as;

[ r ]  = J j  j [ 5 ] r [ D ] [ 5 ]  d ^ d r i d C  (A1.40)
- i  - l  - l

The numerical integration is done using the Gauss-Legendre quadrature rules.

A8 Finite Element M ethod in Elastoplastic Problems

Different kinds of materials exhibit different elastoplastic characteristics. The Tresca’s 

and von Mises laws closely approximate metal plasticity behaviour while Mohr-Coulomb 

and Drucker-Prager criteria are applicable to concrete, rocks and soils. The mathematical 

theory of plasticity provides a theoretical description of the relationship between stress 

and strain for a material which exhibits an elastoplastic response. Plastic behaviour is 

characterised by an irreversible straining which is not time dependent and which can only 

be sustained once a certain level of stress has been reached. To formulate a theory which 

models elastoplastic material deformation, we need:

(a) An explicit relationship between stress and strain to describe material behaviour 

under elastic conditions.

(b) A yield criterion indicating the stress level at which plastic flow commences.

(c) A relationship between stress and strain for the post yield behaviour when the
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deformation is made up o f both elastic and plastic components.

For most metals, von Mises law fits the experimental data more closely than Tresca’s 

law. though the Tresca’s law is simpler to use in theoretical application.

All the steps observed in the elastic analysis are also observed in the elastoplastic 

analysis. The elastoplastic structural situations are included in the solution of non-linear 

finite element problems. The two main types of non-linear problems are those where the 

magnitude of the stresses, displacements velocities, etc., are sufficient to alter the nature 

of the constitutive relationship or to make non-linear terms in the governing strain 

displacement relationship or differential equation significant. In mechanics of solids, 

these are the non-linear material (constitutive) and large displacement problems.

With the non-linear materials, Hooke’s law is no longer valid but it is possible to obtain a 

relationship between small increments of stress and strain:

d(o-)=DTd (s) (A1.41)

Where large geometry changes occur, strains become non-linear relationships of 

displacement or displacement gradients, given by:

£ X

dw 1 r  <?u|
2

+
r dw'

dx 2 \dx) {d x )

£y =
d \  1 
dy 2 \d y ) \d y ,

d w  1 f  d w
V - ] \ r ^ l. | _

d z  2 \ d z , \ d z , l  d z ,

(A 1.42) 

(A 1.43)

(A 1.44)

dw. dv 1 dw dw d \  d \
dy dx 2 dx dy dx dy

dw dw 
dx dy (A 1.45)
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(A 1.46)
dv dw 

£yz dz dy
1 du du dv dv-i— ----------1------------+
2\_dy dz dy dz

ezx
du dw
— + -----
dz dx

1 du du d \  d \
H— ---------- 1------------ I-

2 d z  dx dz dx

dw dw 
dy dz

dw dw 
dz dx

(A 1.47)

The existence of non-linear terms causes a non-linear relationship between loads and 

displacements in the displacement finite element method even when the material obeys 

Hooke’s law. Formulation o f  problems involving the non-linear effects may be 

approached by the theorem of virtual work:

Jf^ 'X cr > /F - j ( £ w ) ( r y r = 0  (A1.48)

Introducing the finite element approximations:

X p i '{ 4 i r = j F { r } < r X ; y  (a i .49)

If the system is not in equilibrium,

L f B > } d V  = Z H ! =  {R} (A1.50)

where {a}={a ({e})} are the non-linear functions of strain.

The non-linear finite element problems can be exactly solved by calculating the left hand 

integral of equation A 1.50, the element reactions at each step of an iterative procedure 

until the residual loads vanish. This method is called the equilibrium iteration. Another 

useful method is the load stepping or Euler’s method. While the equilibrium iteration 

involves application of the total load in one step and iterating till convergence of the 

residual loads, the load stepping method involves application of small loads such that;
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(A1.51)

A9 Non Linear M aterials

The behaviour of non-linear materials under three dimensional stress is described by 

calculating some stress, strain or energy quantity and equating this to a limiting yield or 

fracture value of this, observed at a stress level Ys (yield), Ft (tensile cracking) or Fc 

(compressive crushing).

One of the most widely used is the von Mises criterion, limiting the distortion energy, 

which is obtained by subtracting the strain energy of the isotropic component from the 

total strain energy;

ct,2 + cr22 + ct32 -  (71 cr2 - a 2 cr3- c r 3 cr, = Fy2 (A 1.52)

To derive the plastic stress-strain matrix, some fundamental assumptions are made:

(1) In uniaxial stress states, the material obeys Hooke’s law. In an elastic perfectly 

plastic material, the Tangent Modulus (H’) after yielding is zero.

(2) Prior to yield, the material is elastic, frequently being assumed to obey Hooke’s 

law both on loading and unloading as shown in figure A l . l .

(3) Under multiaxial stress states, it is useful to take the view that there exists an 

equivalent uniaxial stress a* = f({a}) such that yielding occurs when; a* = Ys, 

the yield stress in uniaxial tension.

(4) In a strain hardening material, the stress level is regarded as a function of the 

plastic work, Wp = {o}‘ {ep} and the strain hardening takes place whenever 

plastic work is done on the material.

(5) In the post-yield range, the plastic strains are usually regarded as not recoverable 

so that stress-strain laws in the plastic range are of necessity incremental in 

nature.

(6) Plastic strains are usually assumed to be unaffected by the hydrostatic stress 

components, that is, they are related only to the deviatoric components of the
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(7)

direct stresses and to the shear stresses.

When the stress state moves from point P to P2 , as in figure A 1.2, it can do so 

via Pi, by elastic unloading and re-loading followed by plastic strain under 

constant stress conditions at P2 . Thus in general strain increments are given by; 

{de} = {dee} +{deP}, where {dec} and {deP} are the elastic and plastic 

increments respectively. This is the partition hypothesis.

(8) As plastic strain increments involve less strain energy than partially elastic 

increments, it is postulated that plastic increments occur normal to the yield 

surface. This follows from the method of steepest descent where in 

unconstrained minimization problems, -{5f/Sxi}, that is normal to the contours 

f(x) = constant.

(9) It follows from (8) that the progression past the yield surface d a P is given by;

daP* = {df/da}1 {da} = Fl {da} (A1.53)

where f({a}) defines the equivalent uniaxial stress a  and, as it is obtained from 

yield criteria, also defines the shape o f the yield surface. {df/da} denotes the 

vector formed by differentiating this function with respect to each stress 

component in turn.

(10) The plastic strain increments are often assumed to be given by;

{dffp} =  F d * p‘ (A1.54)

where dep* corresponds to daP* and this is called the associated flow rule.

(11) If the material strain hardens, as in figure A1.3, it is usual to assume that the size 

of the yield surface increases but it does not change in shape and this is referred 

to as isotropic hardening.

The derived plastic constitutive stress-strain matrix can be simplified as;
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^ D x ^ D y

<

^ D x ^ D z ^ D y ^ D z

^ D x ^ x y ^ D y ^ x y

<TDxr yz ^ D y ^ y z

^ D x ^ x z ^ D y ^ x z

^ D x ^ D z CTDx7 xy

^ D y ^ D z ^ D y ^ x y

^ D z ^ x y

^ D z ^ x y

^ D z ^ y z T Txy yz

CTDz 7 xz t  r* xy xz

^ D x ^ y z xr xz

< y O y T y z ^ D y ^ x z

^ D z ^ y z CTDz7 xz

r xy r yz ^”xy ^xz

^"yz r xz

r  r* y z  * x z

(A1.55)

where; H  ' = ^  °  ■ is the slope of the curve relating effective
d  e p

effective plastic strain given as; J d f p 

Using the von Mises law,

+ ( ? 2 -<7 > ) 2 + ( o ’ j -°’.)2]2

stress <j  and the

(A1.56)

(A1.57)

and {cxD j — |(JX — Jj / 3, <7y J, / 3, crz Jj / 3, "̂xz) (A1.58)
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FIG A1 3 Strain hardening behaviour.
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APPENDIX II 

PRO G RA M  LISTING

Main Program: GAUSS.FOR™

pis is a finite element method processor program. Input geometrical and material data is 

■cad through calling the subroutine SUMARY. This program can handle the following 

cases: pure elastic analysis, elastic-plastic analysis, residual and service stress analysis, 

he input coordinates are in the Cartesian coordinate system. The output stresses are in 

•he cylindrical coordinate system. Matrix reduction is by use of the FRONTAL solution 

technique which was initially developed by Bruce Irons at Swansea University in 1970. 

This is a general-purpose processor program that may be adjusted to suit any geometrical 

problem with very minor additions. This program was developed by Eng. John M. Kiltiu 
while carrying out stress analysis research leading to Ph.D. degree in mechanical 

engineering at the University o f  Nairobi.

Parameter (kl= 9000, k2=1700, k3=27000, k4=90, k7=1800, k5=8500, k8=200, 

K12=350, kl5=200)

kl is the number of nodes; k2 is the known primary degrees o f freedom; 

k3 is the total degrees o f freedom;

k7 is the maximum front width o f the active global stiffness matrix;

k5 is the number of elements; k8 is the number o f  load cycles;

realrt(l:kl), tht(l:kl), z t(l:k l) , x t(l:k l), y t(l:k l), bang(l:kl5)

real mx(10), my(10), mz(10), mr(10), c(3), stiff(30,30), u2(l:k3)

real xl(10,3), dsf(3,10), bb(6,30), cyl(l:kl,6), d(6,6), a(3),b(3), s(l:k7)

real ul0(30), sigma(10,6), stress(l :kl,6), str(l :k5,6), mu

real ep(10), et(10), ro(10), wep(10), wet(10), wro(10), det(10)

real dispinc(l :k3),epz( 1 :k 1,6), ep3( 10),et3( 10),ro3( 10), princip( 1 :k 1,3)

real wep3(10),wet3(10),wro3(10), wep4(10),wet4(10),wTo4(10)

real ep4(10),et4(10),ro4(10), ovf(l :k7,l:k7),elf(l :k7),forf(l :k5,30),ul(l :k7)

real strain(l:k5,6), jacob(3,3), invj(3,3), p(l:k8), stra( 10,6), strain0(l:k5,6)

real strenc(l:k5,6), straincfl :k5,6), y3(l :k5), hbar(l:k5), etfl(4), epfl(4)

real shapel(4), dsff(2,4), strO(l:k5,6), epl4(10), et!4(10), rol4(10).
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•:al wepl4( 10),wro 14( 10), xy(4,2), volu( 1 :k5),el 14( 10),wel 14( 10),wet 14(10)

n leger con( 1 :k5,10),dk( 1 :kl ,60),lenn( 1 :k 1 ),itype( 1 :k5),lnon(4)

ntegernload(l:kl5,l:kl5), nhoriz(l:k l5), bcircle(l:kl5), bxd, ivert(l:k5)

ntegernmerid(l:kl5), xm erid(l:k l5), ncircle(l:kl5), kpdof(l:k2),nyield(l:k5)

nteger beh, ber, ile(l :k5), N end(l :k5), nvert(l :k9), lastY(l :kl 5), brd. ibrd(30,30)

ntcger eldest(l:k5,10), ndest(l :k l), nface2f(4), npr(l :k9), npre(l:k9), ltr22(4)

nteger Ltr2(2,3), ltr3n(2,3),ltr3nB(6), mt3(l,3), lend(2,3),lendl(4), mark(l:k5),ely

data (epl4(i),i=l ,6)/.5,0,.5,.5,0,.5/

data (etl4(i),i=l,6)/.5,.5,0,.5,.5,0/

data (ell4(i),i=l ,6)/0,.5,.5,0,.5,.5/

data (rol4(i),i=l,6)/3*-.57735,3*.57735/

data (wep 14(i),i= 1,6)/6*.3333/

data (wetl4(i),i=l,6)/6*.3333/

data (wel 14(i),i= 1,6)/6*.3 3 3 3/

data (wro 14(i),i= 1,6)/6* 1 /

data (epfl(i),i=l,4)/-.57735,2*.57735,-.57735/

data (etfl(i),i=l,4)/2*-.57735,2*.57735/

data (ep(i),i=l,8)/-.57735,2*.57735,2*-.57735,2*.57735,-.57735/

data(et(i),i=l,8)/2*-.57735,2*.57735, 2*-.57735,2*.57735/

data (ro(i),i=l,8)/4*-.57735,4*.57735/

data (wep(i),i=l,8)/l,1,1,1,1,1,1,1/

data(wet(i),i=l,8)/l,1,1,1,1,1,1,1/

data (wro(i)4=l,8)/l,1,1,1,1,1,1,1/
data (ep3(i),i=l,10)/-.57735,2*.57735,-.57735, .57735,-.57735,2*.57735,-.57735,.57735/

data (et3(i),i=l,10)/2*-.57735,3*.57735, 2*-.57735,3*.57735/

data (ro3(i),i=l,10)/5*-.57735,5*.57735/

data (wep3 (i),i= 1,10)/10*1/

data (wet3 (i),i= 1,10)/10 * 1 /

data (wro3 (i),i= 1,10)/10* 1 /
data (ep4(i),i=l,10)/-.57735,2*.57735,3*-.57735, 2*.57735,2*-.57735/ 

data (et4(i),i=l,10)/2*-.57735,3*.57735, 2*-.57735,3*.57735/
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lita (ro4(i),i=l,10)/5*-.57735,5*.57735/

Jala (wep4(i),i=l ,10)/10* 1/

iata (wet4(i),i= 1,10)/l 0* 1/

data (wro4(i),i= 1,10)/l 0* 1 /

data (nface2f(i),i= 1,4)/5,6,7,8/

data ((ltr2(i j )  j= l  ,3),i= 1,2)/4,5,1,4,8,5/

data (ltr22(i),i=l ,4)/l ,4,8,5/

data((ltr3n(ij)j=l,3),i=l,2)/4,3,7,4,7,8/

data (ltr3nb(i),i=l,4)/4,3,7,8/

data ((mt3(i j)  j= l,3 ),i= l ,1)/1,2,3/

data((lend(ij)j=l,3),i=l,2)/5,6,7,5,7,8/

data (lendl (i),i= 1,4)/5,6,7,8/

Program Starts Here

tl=secnds(0.0)

$uma=0

This subroutine reads data from the preprocessor

Call Sumary(itnon,noe,ber,beh,nez,neh,lmerid,lxmerid,

.Iload,xt,yt,zt,rt,tht,roc,ric,stv,zs,pi,itype,k5,kl,lnon,con„nload,nhoriz,nmerid,xmerid,k9,

mark,ile,Nend„ndof,ni,npipe,kpdof,lastY,nyi,npr,npre,nvert,ncircle,bang,bcircle,bxd,kl5,

k2„brd,nupper,ner,lsl,ibrd,ivert)

This subroutine changes the six noded prism into a tetrahedron if necessary.

call change3(noe,itype,con,k5,kl ,zt,rt, lnon,mark,nel,yt,xt,ile,nend,ner,brd,nvert,k9, ivert)

Poissons ratio, mu. 3

Young’s Modulus, ym=210e3

Yield stress, ys=450

Safety factor, sf=5

Thickness ratio, thr=roc/ric

Yield criterion = von Mises

Internal pressure, press=(ys/sf)1|t((thr**2-l)/thr**2)*(l/3**.5) 

itdof=ndof*itnon
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ncase=0!=elastic analysis only|ncase=l!=elasto-plastic analysis

nresi=l! Residual stress obtained after ncase=l

nresi=0! No Residual stress obtained after ncase=l

nreload=l! Reload stress obtained after ncase=l and nresi=l

nreload=0! No reload stress obtained after ncase=l and nresi=l

npipe=l! open pipe! npipe=0! closed cylinder

nreel=0! only elastic stress after offloading!=l reloading fully

npipe=0

ncase=l

nresi=l

nreload=l

nreel=0

ndiv=2

ElY=nyi-l

c E1Y is the yielding element position along the radius 

lcount=l ! counts load cycles 

loop=l ! Counts loop cycles

Lcon=0

c array dk[] has the elements around a node 

do 237 i=l,itnon

n3=0

do 238 nel=l,noe

do 239 j=l ,lnon(itype(nel)>

iffcon(nelj).ne.i)goto 239

n3=n3+l

dk(i,n3)=nel

239 continue

238 continue

lenn(i)=n3

237 continue

call watch(suma,tl,t2)
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dify connectivity matrix con[ ] to give element and nodal destination vectors. 

a rrcre(itnon,noe,itype,lnon,con,ndest,eldest,maxfw, ovf,elf,kl ,k5,k7,ndof) 

v.atch(suma.tl,t2)

negdis=0

nneg=0

antlo=700

nxa=700

nxb=0

mvert=0

513 do 400 nel=l,noe 

400 nyield(nel)=0 

998 do 551 i=l,noe

do 551 j= l,ndof|clnon(itype(i))

551 forf(ij)=0

do 17 i=l,maxfw 

elf(i)=0

do 18 j=l,maxfw 

ovf(ij)=0 

18 continue 

17 continue 

Force vector starts here, 

do 126 nel=l,noe 

n3=itype(nel)

do 26 j=l ,ndof*lnon(itype(nel)) 

forf(nelj)=0 

26 continue

do 22 j=l ,lnon(itype(nel))

n5=abs(con(nelj))

mx(j)=xt(n5)

my0)=yt(n5)
mz(j)=zt(n5)
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mr(j)=rt(n5)

xl(j,l)=xt(n5)

xl0,2)=yt(n5)

xl(j,3)=zt(n5)

22 continue

if(ile(nel).eq.l)then 

areal =0 

do 80 na=l,2

call face2(a,b,mx,my,mz,ltr2,na) 

call norm(c,a,b,area,nel) 

areal=areal+area 

80 continue

for=areal*press/4 

do 63 1=1,4 

n6=ltr22(l)

call post (k5,nel,c,n6,for,fort)

63 continue 

endif

if(mark(nel).eq. 1 )then 

area 1=0 

do 205 na=l,2

call face3N(a,b,mx,my,mz,ltr3N,na) 

call norm(c,a,b,area,nel) 

areal=areal+area

205 continue 

for=areal *press/4 

do 2061=1,4 

n6=ltr3NB(l)

call post(k5,nel,c,n6,for,forf)

206 continue 

endif
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if(npipe.eq.O)then 

if(Nend(nel).eq. 1 )then 

areal =0 

do 654 na=l,2

call Enda(a,b,mx,my,mz,lend,na) 

call norm(c,a,b,area,nel) 

areal =areal+area

654 continue 

for=areal *press/4 

do 655 1=1,4 

n6=lendl(l)

call post(k5,nel,c,n6,for,forf)

655 continue 

endif 

endif

126 continue

738 format( 1 x,i4,2x,4(e 12.3,2x))

kfss=0 

nf=0

992 do 10nel=l,noe 

n8=itype(nel)
do 5 i=l,lnon(itype(nel))*ndof 

do 5 j=l,lnon(itype(nel))*ndof 

5 stiff(ij)=0
do 13 j=l,lnon(itype(nel))

n4=abs(con(nelj))

xlG,l)=xt(n4)

xl(j,2)=yt(n4)

xl(j,3)=zt(n4)

mx(j)=xt(n4)

my(j)=yt(n4)
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mz(j)=zt(n4)

13 continue

. nselast is the elastic constitutive matrix 

consplast is the plastic constitutive matrix

if(nyield(nel).eq.0.or.loop.eq.2) call conselast(d,ym,mu) 

if(nyield(nel).eq.l) call consplast(d,str,nel,k5,mu,ym,y3,hbar) 

if(itype(nel).eq.2) ngt=8 

if(itype(nel).eq.l) ngt=6 

if(itype(nel).eq.3) ngt=l

Obtain the stress-strain matrix and the Jacobian o f the transformation 

do 250 m=l,ngt

if(itype(nel).eq.2) call type2(dsf,m,ep,et,ro) 

if(itype(nel).eq.l) call typel4(dsf,rol4,epl4,etl4 ,m ,ell4) 

if(itype(nel).eq.3)call Shape3(lnon,itype,k5,ndof,bb,volu,nel,mx,my,mz) 

if(itype(nel).ne.3) call jacobi(dsf,xl,bb,nel,det,m,lnon,itype,k5jacob,invj) 

call stif(d,bb,stiff,det,m,wep,wet,wro,lnon,itype,k5,wepl4,wep3,wet3,wro3, 

+wep4,wet4,wro4,wel 14,wetl 4) 

sumd=sumd+det(m)

250 continue

do 700 nj=l,lnon(itype(nel))

if(eldest(nel,nj).gt.kfss)then

kfss=eldest(nel,nj)

endif

700 continue

kfs=kfss*ndof
call assembf(itype,lnon,eldest,nel,ndof,elf,forf,ovf,stiff,k5, k7)

call elimini(itype,lnon,con,nel,ndest,ndof,ni,kpdof,kfs,ovf,elf,s,kl,k2,k5,k7,nf)

if(nf.eq.l) then

call wam2(nel,p,povr,lcount,k8)

goto 999
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endif

call watch(suma,tl ,t2)

10 continue 

jo the back substitution

call backsub(itype,lnon,con,noe,eldest,ndof,ni,kpdof, s,maxfw,u 1 ,u2,k2,k3,k5,k7

+,dispinc,lcount,negdis,loop,itnon)

if(lcount.gt. 1 )Rmin=2e7

if(lcount.eq.l) sigmax=0

nely=0

ylsum=0

do 230 ne 1=1, noe

n8=itype(nel)

do 231 nx=l,lnon(itype(nel)) 

ig=abs(con(nel,nx)) 

do 553 kl=l,ndof 

ih=ig* ndof-(ndof-kl)

if(lcount.eq. 1) u 10(nx * ndof-(ndof-kl))=u2(ih) 

if(lcount.gt.l) ulO(nx*ndof-(ndof-kl))=dispinc(ih)

553 continue

231 continue

do 232 j=l,lnon(itype(nel))

n7=abs(con(nelj))

xl(j,l)=xt(n7)

xl(j,2)=yt(n7)

xl(j,3)=zt(n7)

mx(j)=xt(n7)

my(j)=yt(n7)

mz(j)=zt(n7)

232 continue
if(nyield(nel).eq.0.or.loop.eq.2) call conselast(d,ym,mu) 

if(nyield(nel).eq.l) call consplast(d,str,nel,k5,mu,ym,y3,hbar)
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if(itype(nel).eq.2) ngt=8 

if(itype(nel).eq.l) ngt=6 

if(itype(nel).eq.3) ngt=l 

do 260 m=l,ngt

if(itype(nel).eq.2) call type2(dsf,m,ep,et,ro) 

if(itype(nel).eq.l) call typel4(dsf,ro l4 ,epl4 ,etl4 ,m ,ell4) 

if(itype(nel).eq.3)call Shape3(lnon,itype,k5,ndof,bb,volu,nel,mx,my,mz) 

if(itype(nel).ne.3) call jacobi(dsf,xl,bb,nel,det,m,lnon,itype,k5 jacob,invj) 

call strss(sigma,ul0,bb,d,m,stra,k5,nel,lnon,itype)

260 continue

do 234 nn=l,6

bh=0

bj=0

do 235 j=l,ngt 

bh=bh+si gma(j ,nn) 

bj=bj+stra(j,nn)

235 continue

if(lcount.eq.l) str(nel,nn)=bh/ngt 

if(lcount.eq.l) strain(nel,nn)=bj/ngt 

if(lcount.gt.l .and.loop.ne.2) strenc(nel,nn)=bh/ngt 

if(lcount.gt.l .and.loop.ne.2) strainc(nel,nn)=bj/ngt 

if(loop.eq.2) str(nel,nn)=str(nel,nn)+bh/ngt 

if(loop.eq.2) strain(nel,nn)=strain(nel,nn)+bj/ngt

if(loop.eq.3.and.nreel.eq.O) then 

strenc(nel ,nn)=bh/ngt 

strainc(nel,nn)=bj/ngt
str(nel,nn)=strO(nel,nn)+strenc(nel,nn)

strain(nel,nn)=strainO(nel,nn)+strainc(nel,nn)

endif

234 continue

if(loop.eq.3.and.nreel.eq.O) then
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call sigbar(str,nel,y3,k5)

goto 230

endif

if(lcount.eq.l.and.loop.ne.2)then 

call sigbar(str,nel,y3,k5) 

if(Y3(nel).gt.sigmax) then 

sigmax=Y3(nel)

Mmax=nel

Re=ys/sigmax

endif

endif

if(lcount.gt. 1 .and.nyield(nel).eq.0.and.loop.ne.2)then 

stinvl =strenc(nel, 1 )+strenc(nel,2)+strenc(nel,3)

Txx=strenc(nel, 1 )-stinv 1 /3 

Tyy=strenc(nel,2)-stinv 1 /3 

Tzz=strenc(nel,3)-stinv 1 /3 

Txy=strenc(nel,4)

Tyz=strenc(nel,5)

Txz=strenc(nel,6)
YA=(3*(Txx**2+Tyy**2+Tzz**2+2*(Txy**2+Tyz**2+Txz**2))/2)**.5

stinv2=str(nel, 1 )+str(nel,2)+str(nel,3)+strenc(nel, 1 )+strenc(nel,2)+strenc(nel,3)

T xx=str(nel, 1 )+strenc(nel, 1 )-stinv2/3

Tyy=str(nel,2)+strenc(nel,2)-stinv2/3

Tzz=str(nel,3)+strenc(nel,3)-stinv2/3

Txy=str(nel,4)+strenc(nel,4)

T yz=str(nel, 5 )+strenc(nel, 5)

Txz=str(nel,6)+strenc(nel,6)
YB=(3*(Txx**2+Tyy**2+Tzz**2+2*(Txy**2+Tyz**2+Txz**2))/2)*’,'.5

dx=YB-Y3(nel)
gama=YA**2-2*dx*Y3(nel)-dx**2
Rl=gama+(gama**2+4*YA**2*(ys**2-Y3(nel)**2))**.5
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R2=2*YA**2

R=R1/R2

if(R.lt.Rmin) then

Rmin=R

Mmin=nel

endif

endif

230 continue

if(ncase.eq.l.and.loop.ne.2) then 

if(loop.eq. 1 .or.loop.eq.3 .and.nreel.eq. 1) then

call chkyield(nyiel,mdl ,nyield,npr,k5,k9,nyire,npre,md2,nvert, inversely,her 

+,ner,brd,nyi)
if(loop.eq.l.and.nyiel.ne.mdl.or.loop.eq.3.and.nyire.ne.md2)then

if(lcount.eq.l)then 

nyield(Mmax)=l 

Hbar(Mmax)=0 

do 175 i=l,itnon*ndof 

u2(i)=u2(i)*Re

175 continue

do 176 nel=l,noe 

do 177 k=l,6

str(nel,k)=str(nel,k)*Re

strain(nel,k)=strain(nel,k)*Re

177 continue

call sigbar(str,nel,y3,k5)

176 continue 

press=press*Re 

pintip=press 

p(lcount)=press
call updatl (nel,noe,nyield,y3,ys,Hbar,str,strain,k5,Leon)

call loader(lcount,p,k8)
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press=.l

lcount=lcount+l 

goto 998 

endif

if(lcount.gt.l) then 

nyield(Mmin)=l 

Hbar(Mmin)=0 

press=press* Rmin 

p(lcount)=p(lcount-1 )+press 

press=.l

do 178 i=l,itnon*ndof 

dispinc(i)=dispinc(i)* Rmin 

u2(i)=u2(i)+dispinc(i)

178 continue

do 179 nel=l,noe 

do 180 k=l,6

strenc(nel,k)=strenc(nel,k)*Rmin 

strainc(nel,k)=strainc(nel,k)*Rmin 

if(lcount.eq.nzrelo+1 )then 

str(nel,k)=strO(nel,k)+strenc(nel,k) 

strain(nel ,k)=strainO(nel ,k)+strainc(nel ,k) 

else

str(nel,k)=str(nel,k)+strenc(nel,k)

strain(nel,k)=strain(nel,k)+strainc(nel,k)

endif

180 continue

call sigbar(str,nel,y3,k5) 

if(nyield(nel).eq. 1 )then
call epbar(nel,y3,hbar,strainc,str,k5,ym,mu,nneg,eplas)

endif

if(Nneg.gt.O) then
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print*,' STRUCTURAL FAILURE WILL OCCUR DUE TO GROSS’//

+'DEFORMATION. LOADING MUST STOP'

print*,’ COLLAPSED LOAD WAS....',' \p(lcount)

call waral (nel,p,povr,lcount,k8,eplas)

endif

179 continue

call updat 1 (nel,noe,nyield,y3,ys,Hbar,str,strain,k5,Leon) 

call loader(lcount,p,k8)

call chkyield(nyiel,mdl ,nyield,npr,k5,k9,nyire,npre,md2,nvert,

+mvert,ely,ber,ner,brd,nyi)

if(mvert.eq. 1 .and.loop.eq. 1 .and.ncase.eq. 1 )then

call wam4(povr,p,lcount,k8)

goto 511

endif

if(loop.eq.3.and.p(lcount).ge.pintip) goto 511

if(loop.eq.l.and.nyiel.eq.mdl) goto 511

lcount=lcount+l

goto 998

endif

endif

endif

endif

511 do 240 i=l,itnon 

do 241 n=l,6 

sm=0 

sn=0

do 242 j=l,lenn(i) 

ja=dk(ij) 

sm=sm+str(ja,n) 

sn=sn+strain(j a,n)

242 continue
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stress(i,n)=sm/lenn(i)

epz(i,n)=sn/lenn(i)

241 continue

call principal^,stress,principal)

240 continue 

30 format(6(i3,2x))

call transf(kl,itnon,stress,rt,tht,cyl)

call display(rt,cyl,u2,ndof,kl ,k3,t3N,np,epz, oop,hOcase,hOresi,hOrelo,ncase 

+l,hOelast,pfin,press,pintip, roc, ric,thr,sf,ys,nxb,p,lcount,k8, lload, 

+nload,yt,beh,lmerid,nmerid,zt,xt,nhoriz,principal 5,ber,nez,lxmerid,xmerid, 

+lastY,bxd,brd,ner,ibrd)

if(ncase.eq.O) call elsana(rt,kl ,hexalast,ys,mu,press,thr,ric, 

+sf,ym,npipe,kl5,ber,brd,lastY,ner) 

if(ncase.eq. 1 .or.nresi.eq. 1 .or.nreload.eq. 1) then 

if(nxb.eq.O) then

call exact(thr,ric,rt,kl ,ys,roc, loop,hexacase,hexaresi,prec 

+ pincip,hexarelo,npipe,ber,lastY,kl 5,nyi,brd,ner) 

endif 

endif

if(nresi.eq. l.and.loop.eq.l) then

nzresi=lcount

loop=2

lcount=lcount+l

press=-p(nzresi)

pfin=p(nzresi)

p(lcount)=-press

call loader(lcount,p,k8)

call transf(kl,itnon,stress,rt,tht,cyl)

call hscf(itnon,cyl,kl ,hmax,mhmax)

goto 513

endif
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if(loop.eq.2) call effe(noe,nel,y3,k5,str)

if(loop.eq.2) call strains(noe,strainO,strain,k5,strO,str,itnon,ndof,u2,dispinc,k3)

if(nreload.eq. 1 .and.loop.eq.2)then

loop=3

call checkYIEL(noe,y3,ys,nyield,Hbar,Lcon,str,strain,k5,nxa,nel)

nzrelo=lcount

if(nxa.eq.O)then

press=pintip

press=repress

lcount=lcount+1

p(lcount)=press

goto 998

elseif(nxa.gt.O)then

call wam3(povr,thr,pfin)

goto 999

endif

endif

if(loop.eq.3) call effe(noe,nel,y3,k5,str)

if(loop.eq.3) call loader(lcount,p,k8)

if(nxb.eq.0.and.loop.eq.3)then

Pinter=(pfin-pintip)/ndiv

Pmax=p(lcount)

do 154 i=l,ndiv

xc=pintip+(i-1 )* pinter
open(157,file-c:\proj2 \reload.dat',access-direct’,form-formatted',

+status-unknown',recl=l 3) 

write(157,fmt=155,rec=i) xc

154 continue

155 format(lx,fl2.3) 

close(157) 

endif
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call scfact(scf,itnon,cyl,kl ,hexalast,

+rlast,lastY,kl 5,nupper) 

if(loop.eq.2) then

call RESCF(cyl,kl ,itnon,resscf,mhm in)

pscf=abs(resscf7p(lcount))

endif

512 call watch(suma,t 1 ,t2)

call M axeff(cyl,kl,itnon,xt,yt,zt,ys)

if(ncase.eq.O) call m loader(beh,cyl,kl,kl5,bang,ncircle,bcircle) 

999 stop 

end

K nd of Main Program

Returns the stress-strain m atrix

subroutine jacobi(dsf,x 1 ,bb,nel,det,m,lnon,itype,k5, 

+jacob,invj)

real jacob(3,3),dsf(3,10),invj(3,3),bb(6,3 0),dph(3,10),xl (10,3) 

real det(10)

integer lnon(4),itype(l :k5)

ns=lnon(itype(nel))

do 1 i=l,3

do 2 j=l,3

sum=0

do 3 k=l,ns

sum=sum+dsf(i ,k)* x 1 (k j )

3 continue

jacob(ij)=sum 

2 continue

1 continue
ell=jacob(2,2)*jacob(3,3)-jacob(2,3)*jacob(3,2) 

el2=jacob(2,l)*jacob(3,3)-jacob(2,3)*jacob(3,l) 

e 13=jacob(2,1 )*jacob(3,2)-jacob(2,2)*jacob(3,1)
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e21=jacob(l,2)*jacob(3,3)-jacob(l,3)*jacob(3,2)

e22=jacob( 1,1 )*jacob(3,3)-j acob( 1,3)*j acob(3,1)

e23=jacob( 1,1 )*jacob(3,2)-jacob( 1,2)*jacob(3,1)

e31=jacob(l,2)*jacob(2,3)-jacob(l, 3)*jacob(2,2)

e32=jacob(l,l)*jacob(2,3)-jacob(l,3)*jacob(2,l)

e3 3 =j acob( 1,1 )* j acob(2,2)-j acob( 1,2)* j acob(2,1)

det(m)=e 11 * j acob( 1,1 )-e 12 * j acob( 1,2)+e 13 * j acob( 1,3)

invj( 1,1 )=e 11 /det(m)

invj( 1,2)=-e21 /det(m)

invj(l ,3)=e31/det(m)

invj(2,1 )=-e 12/det(m)

invj (2,2)=e22/det(m)

invj(2,3)=-e32/det(m)

invj (3,1 )=e 13/det(m)

invj(3,2)=-e23/det(m)

invj(3,3)=e33/det(m)

do 6 i=l,3

do 7 j=l,ns

sum=0

do 8 k=l,3

sum=sum+invj(i,k)* dsf(k j)

8 continue

dph(ij)=sum 

7 continue

6 continue

do 9 i=l,6 

do 10j=l,ns*3 

bb(ij)=0 

10 continue 

9 continue

do 11 j=l,ns
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bb(l,(j-l)*3+ l)=dph(lj) 

bb(2,(j-1 )* 3+2)=dph(2 j  ) 

bb(3,(j-l)*3+3)=dph(3j) 

bb(4,(j-l)*3+l)=dph(2j) 

bb(4,(j-l)*3+2)=dph(l j )  

bb(5,(j-l)*3+2)=dph(3j) 

bb(5,(j-l)*3+3)=dph(2j) 

bb(6,(j-l )* 3+1 )=dph(3 j  ) 

bb(6,(j-l)*3+3)=dph(l j )

11 continue 

return 

end

Returns gauss point stiffness m atrix

subroutine stif(d,bb,stiff,det,m,wep,wet,wro,lnon,itype,k5, wepl4,wrol4,nel,volu

+ndof,wep3 ,wet3,wro3 ,wep4,wet4,wro4,wel 14,wet 14)

reald(6,6),bb(6,30),bc(6,30),bd(24,6),stiff(30,30),det(10)

real wep( 10), wet( 10),wro( 10),wep3( 10), wet3 (10),wro3 (10)

real wep4( 10),wet4( 10),wro4( 10),wel 14( 10)

real wepl4(10),wrol4(10),volu(l:k5),wet 14(10)

integer lnon(4),itype( 1 :k5)

ns=lnon(itype(nel))

do 1 i=l,6

do 2 j= l,n d o fn s

sum=0

do 3 k=l,6

sum=sum+d(i,k)* bb(k j )

3 continue 

bc(ij)=sum 

2 continue 

1 continue

do 4 j= l,ndof,‘ns
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do 5 i=l,6 

bd(j,i)=bb(ij)

5 continue 

4 continue

do 6 i^ n d o f 'n s  

do 7 j= l,ndoP ns 

sum=0 

do 8 k=l,6

sum=sum+bd(i,k)*bc(kj)

8 continue

if(ns.eq.8) then

stiff(ij)=stiff(ij)+sum*det(m)*wep(m)*wet(m)*wro(m) 

elseif(ns.eq.6) then

stiff(i j)=stiff(i j)+sum*det(m)* wep 14(m)* wet 14(m)* wro 14(m)/2

elseif(ns.eq.4) then

stiff(ijy=stiff(ij)+sum*volu(nel)

elseif(ns.eq.l0.and.itype(nel).eq.3)then

stiff(ij)=stiff(ij)+sum*det(m)*wep3(m)*wet3(m)*wro3(m)

elseif(ns.eq. 10.and.itype(nel).eq.4)then

stiff(ij)=stiff(ij)+sum*det(m)*wep4(m)*wet4(m)*wro4(m)

endif

7 continue

6 continue

return 

end

Returns the stress

subroutine strss(sigma,u 10,bb,d,m,stra,k5 ,nel,lnon,

+itype)
real sigma( 10,6),u 10(3 0),bb(6,30)>d((>>6),stra( i o,6)

integer lnon(4),itype(l :k5)

ns=lnon(itype(nel))
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do 1 i=l,6

sum=0

sumgp=0

do 2 j=l,3*ns

sum=sum+bb(i j)* u l 0(j)

2 continue

stra(m,i)=sum 

1 continue 

do 3 i=l,6 

sum=0 

sumgp=0 

do 4 j=l,6

sum=sum+d(ij)*stra(mj)

4 continue

sigma(m,i)=sum 

3 continue

return 

end

subroutine type2(dsf,m,ep,et,ro) 

real dsf(3,10),ep( 10),et(l 0),ro( 10) 

dsf( 1,1 )=-( 1 -et(m))*( 1 -ro(m))/8 

dsf(2,1 )=-( 1 -ep(m))* (1 -ro(m))/8 

dsf(3,1 )=-( 1 -ep(m))* (1 -et(m))/8 

dsf( 1,2)=( 1 -et(m)) * (1 -ro(m))/8 

dsf(2 ,2 )=-(l +ep(m))*(l -ro(m))/8 

dsf(3,2)=-( 1 +ep(m))*( 1 -et(m))/8 

dsf( 1,3 )=( 1 +et(m)) * (1 -ro(m))/8 

dsf(2,3)=( 1 +ep(m))* (1 -ro(m))/8 

dsf(3,3)=-( 1 +ep(m))* (1 +et(m))/8 

dsf( 1,4)=-( 1 +et(m))*( 1 -ro(m))/8 

dsf(2,4)=( 1 -ep(m))*( 1 -ro(m))/8
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dsf(3,4)=-( 1 -ep(m))*( 1 +et(m))/8 

dsf( 1,5)=-( 1 -et(m))* (1 +ro(m))/8 

dsf(2,5)=-(l-ep(m))*(l+ro(m))/8 

dsf(3,5)=( 1 -ep(m))* (1 -et(m))/8 

dsf( 1,6)=( 1 -et(m))*( 1 +ro(m))/8 

dsf(2,6)=-( 1 +ep(m))* (1 +ro(m))/8 

dsf(3,6)=( 1 +ep(m))* (1 -et(m))/8 

dsf( 1,7)=( 1 +et(m))* (1 +ro(m))/8 

dsf(2,7)=( 1 +ep(m))* (1 +ro(m))/8 

dsf(3,7)=( 1 +ep(m))* (1 +et(m))/8 

dsf( 1,8)=-( 1 +et(m))*( 1 +ro(m))/8 

dsf(2,8)=( 1 -ep(m))* (1 +ro(m))/8 

dsf(3,8)=(l-ep(m))*( 1+et(m))/8 

return 

end

subroutine transf(kl ,itnon,stress,rt,tht,cyl)

real stress(l:k l,6),rt(l:k  1 ),tht( 1 :kl),cyl(l :k l ,6), trt(3,3),Q(3,3),qt(3,3),temp(3,3)

real,tempi (3,3)

do 1 i=l,itnon

trt( 1,1 )=stress(i, 1)

trt(2,2)=stress(i,2)

trt(3,3)=stress(i,3)

trt(l,2)=stress(i,4)

trt(l,3)=stress(i,5)

trt(2,3)=stress(i,6)

trt(2,l)=trt(l,2)

trt(3,1 )=rtrt( 1,3)

trt(3,2)=trt(2,3)

Q(l,l)=cos(tht(i))

Q(1,2)=-sin(tht(i))/rt(i)

Qd,3)=0
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Q(2,l)=sin(tht(i))

Q(2,2)=cos(tht(i))/rt(i)

Q(2,3)=0

Q(3,l)=0

Q(3,2)=0

Q(3,3)=l

do 20 k=l,3 

do 21 j=l,3

QtOyHMJt)
21 continue 

20 continue 

do 2 1=1,3 

do 3 j= l,3  

sum=0 

do 4 k=l,3

sum=sum+trt(l ,k)*Q (kj)

4 continue

temp(l,j)=sum 

3 continue 

2 continue 

do 5 1=1,3 

do 6 j=l,3 

sum=0 

do 7 k=l,3

sum=sum+qt(l,k)*temp(kj)

7 continue

temp 1(1 j)=sum 

6 continue 

5 continue

cyl(i,l)=temp 1(1,1)
cyl(i,2)=tem pl(2 ,2 )* rt(i)**2
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cyl(i,3)=templ (3,3) 

cy l(i ,4)=temp 1 (1,2)* rt(i) 

cyl(i,5)=tem pl(l,3) 

cyl(i ,6)=temp 1 (2,3 )* rt(i)

1 continue 

return 

end

subroutine prere(itnon,noe,itype,lnon,con,ndest,eldest,maxfw, ovf,elf,kl ,k5,k7 

ndof)

real ovf(l :k7,l :k7),elf(l :k7)

integer con(l :k5,10),eldest(l :k5,10),ndest(l :kl),itype(l :k5),lnon(4)

do 1 i=l,itnon

do 2 nel=l,noe

do 3 j= l ,lnon(itype(nel»

ns=con(nelj)

if(ns.ne.i) goto 3

nu=j

nv=nel

3 continue

2 continue

con(nv,nu)=-(con(nv ,nu))

1 continue

do 4 i=l,itnon 

ndest(i)=0

4 continue 

nh=lnon(itype(l)) 

do 5 nel=l,noe 

if(nel.eq.l)then

do 6 j=l,lnon(itype(nel))

eldest(nelj)=j

ns=abs(con(nelj))
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ndest(ns)=j 

6 continue 

else

do 7 j= l ,lnon(itype(nel» 

ny=0

ns=abs(con(nelj))

if(ndest(ns).ne.O) goto 7

do 8 nal=l,nel-l

do 9 ji=l,lnon(itype(nal))

nl=con(nalji)

if(nl.lt.O)then

nu=nal

nv=ji

goto 10

else

ny=ny+l 

goto 9 

endif

9 continue

g continue

if(ny.ne.0)then 

nh=nh+l 

ndest(ns)=nh 

goto 7 

endif

10 ndest(ns)=ndest(abs(nl))

con(nu,nv)=abs(con(nu,nv))

7 continue

endif

5 continue

do 11 i=l,noe
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do 12 j=l,lnon(itype(i»

ns=abs(con(ij))

eldest(ij)=ndest(ns)

12 continue 

11 continue

do 13 i=l,itnon

do 14 nel=l,noe

do 15 j= l ,lnon(itype(nel»

ns=abs(con(nelj))

if(ns.ne.i) goto 15

nu=j

nv=nel

15 continue 

14 continue

con(nv,nu)=-abs(con(nv,nu))

13 continue 

max=0

do 16 i=l,itnon

if(ndest(i).gt.max) max=ndest(i)

16 continue 

maxfw=max * ndof 

do 17 i=l,maxfw 

elf(i)=0

do 18 j=l,maxfw 

ovf(ij)=0 

18 continue

17 continue 

return 

end
subroutine assembf(itype,lnon,eldest,nel,ndof,elf,forf,ovf,stiff.k5,k7) 

real elf(l:k7),forf(l :k5,30),ovf(l :k7,l :k7),stiff(30,30)
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integer eldest(l :k5,10),itype(l :k5),lnon(4)

do 1 i=l,lnon(itype(nel))

ns=eldest(nel.i)

do 3 l=l,ndof

kl=ndof-l

nss=ns*ndof-kl

elf(nss)=elf(nss)+forf(nel ,i* ndof-kl)

do 4 j=l,lnon(itype(nel))

nt=eldest(nelj)

do 5 n=l,ndof

nl=ndof-n

ntt=nt*ndof-nl

ovf(nss,ntt)=ovf(nss,ntt)+stiff(i*ndof-kl,j*ndof-nl)

5 continue 

4 continue 

3 continue

1 continue

return 

end
subroutine elimini(itype,lnon,con,nel,ndest,ndof,ni,kpdof,kfs,

+ovf,elf,s,kl ,k2,k5,k7,nf)

real ovf(l :k7,l :k7),elf(l :k7),s(l :k7)

integer con(l :k5,10),ndest(l :kl),kpdof(l :k2),itype(l :k5),lnon(4)

do 1 nl=l ,lnon(itype(nel))

naq=0

nz=con(nel,nl) 

ny=abs(nz) 

if(nz.lt.O)then 

naq=naq+l 

if(naq.gt.l) goto 40 

do 2 i=l,lnon(itype(nel))
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ns=con(nel,i) 

nx=abs(ns) 

nd=ndest(nx) 

do 3 j=l,ni 

do 4 l=l,ndof

if(nx* ndof-(ndof-l) .eq. kpdof(j ))then 

52 do5k=l,kfs

ovf(k,nd* ndof-(ndof-l))=0 

ovf(nd*ndof-(ndof-l),k)=0 

5 continue

ovf(nd*ndof-(ndof-l),nd*ndof-(ndof-l))=l

elf(nd*ndof-(ndof-l))=0

endif

4 continue

3 continue

2 continue

40 nd=ndest(ny)

do 7 l=l,ndof 

mg=nd*ndof-(ndof-l) 

mi=ny*ndof-(ndof-l) 

do 8 i=l,kfs 

if(i.eq.mg) goto 8

if(ovf(i,i).eq.0)goto 8

pl=ovf(mg,mg)

p2=ovf(i,mg)

elf(i)=elf(i)-p2 * elf(mg)/p 1 

do 9 j=l,kfs

ovf(ij)=ovf(ij)-p2*ovf(mgj)/pl

9 continue

8 continue

do 10 i=l,kfs
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s(i)=ovf(mg,i)

10 continue

force=elf(mg) 

do 13 ki=l,kfs 

if(s(ki).ne.O)then 

kfirst=ki 

goto 14 

endif

13 continue

14 do 15 ki=kfs,l,-l 

if(s(ki).ne.O)then 

klast=ki

goto 16 

endif

15 continue

16 open(l,file='c:\proj2\jm kr,access-direct',form -form atted', 

+status-unknown',recl=70)

write(l ,ffnt=30,rec=mi) kfirst,klast,kfs,mi,force,s(mg)

30 format(4(i7,l x),2x,el 6.8,4x,el 6.8)

open(2,file-c:\proj2\jmk2',access-direct',form -form atted', 

+status='unknown',recl=30600) 

write(2,fmt= 17,rec=mi) (s(nw),nw=l ,kfs)

17 format( 1800(el6.8,lx))

7 continue

endif

1 continue

do 18 ml=l,lnon(itype(nel))

nj=con(nel,ml)

nk=abs(nj)

nm=ndest(nk)

if(nj.gt.O) goto 18
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do 19 l=l,ndof 

ms=nm*ndof-(ndof-l) 

elf(ms)=0 

do 20 il=l,kfs 

ovf(il,ms)=0 

ovf(ms,il)=0 

20 continue 

19 continue 

18 continue 

100 return 

end

subroutine backsub(itype,lnon,con,noe,eldest,ndof,ni,kpdof,s, 

+maxfw,ul,u2,k2,k3,k5,k7,dispinc,lcount,negdis,loop,itnon) 

real s(l:k7),u l(l :k7),u2(l:k3), dispinc(l:k3) 

integer con( 1 :k5,10),eldest( 1 :k5,10),kpdof( 1 :k2),itype( 1 :k5), lnon(4) 

do 1 i=l,maxfw 

1 ul(i)=0

do 2 nel=noe,l,-l

do 3 j=lnon(itype(nel)),l,-l

ns=con(nelj)

ny=abs(ns)

nd=eldest(nelj)

if(ns.gt.O) goto 3

do 4 l=ndof,l,-l

mg=nd*ndof-(ndof-l)

mi=ny * ndof-(ndof-l)
open( 1 ,file='c :\proj 2\j mk 1 ',access-direct',form - formatted',

+status-unknown',recl=70)

read( 1 ,fint= 17,rec=mi) kfirst,klast,kfs,mi,force,s(mg)

17 format(4(i7,lx),2x,el6.8,4x,el6.8)
open(2 ,f ile -c:\proj2 \jm k 2 ',access-direct',form -form atted',
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+status- unknown' ,recl=30600) 

read(2,fmt=37,rec=mi) (s(nw ),nw =l ,kfs)

37 format(1800(el6.8,lx))

pivot=s(mg) 

s(mg)=0 

sum=0

do 6 i=kfirst,klast 

sum=sum+s(i)*ul (i)

6 continue 

nc=0

do 7 kj=l,ni

if(mi.eq.kpdof(kj)) nc=nc+l

7 continue 

if(lcount.eq.l) then 

if(nc.ne.l) u2(mi)=0

if(nc.eq.O) u2(mi)=(force-sum)/pivot

ul(mg)=u2(mi)

endif

if(nc.ne.l) dispinc(mi)=0

if(nc.eq.O) dispinc(mi)=(force-sum)/pivot

ul (mg)=dispinc(mi)

endif

endif

4 continue 

3 continue 

2 continue 

100 return 

end

subroutine conselast(d,ym,mu) 

real d(6,6),mu 

do 1 i=l,6
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do 1 j=l,6 

1 d(ij)=0

al=7m/((l+m u)*(l-2 *mu))

d(l,l)=al*(l-m u)

d(2,2)=al*(l-mu)

d(3,3)=al*(l-mu)

d(l,2)=al*mu

d(l,3)=al*mu

d(2,l)=al*mu

d(2,3)=al*mu

d(3,l)=al*mu

d(3,2)=al*mu

d(4,4)=al*(l-2*mu)/2

d(5,5)=al*(l-2*mu)/2

d(6,6)=al *(l-2*mu)/2

return

end
subroutine consplast(d,str,nel,k5,mu,ym,y3,hbar)

real str(l :k5,6),d(6,6),mu,y3(l :k5),hbar( 1 :k5)

stinvl=str(nel,l)+str(nel,2)+str(nel,3)

Txx=str(nel.l )-stinv 1 /3 

T yy=str(nel ,2)-stinv 1/3 

T zz=str(nel ,3)-stinv 1 /3 

Txy=str(nel,4)

Tyz=str(nel,5)

Txz=str(nel,6)

G=ym/(2*(l+mu)) 

sd=Hbar(nel)/(3 * G)+1 

S=(2*Y3(nel)**2/3)*sd 

xs=ym/(l+mu)

d( 1,1 )=xs* ((1 -mu)/(1 -2* mu)-Txx* * 2/S)
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d(2,2)=xs*(( 1 -mu)/( 1 -2* mu)-Tyy * * 2/S)

d(3,3)=xs* ((1 -mu)/( 1 -2* mu)-Tzz* * 2/S)

d(4,4)=xs* (0.5 -Txy * * 2/S)

d(5,5)=xs*(0.5-Tyz**2/S)

d(6,6)=xs* (0.5-Txz* * 2/S)

d( 1 (mu/( 1 -2 * mu)-T xx* T yy/S)

d( 1,3)=xs* (mu/( 1 -2* mu)-Txx*Tzz/S)

d( 1,4)=-xs* T xx* T xy/S

d(l,5)=-xs*Txx*Tyz/S

d( 1,6)=-xs* T xx*Txz/S

d(2,3 )=xs* (mu/( 1 -2 * mu)-Tyy * T zz/S)

d(2,4)=-xs*Tyy*Txy/S

d(2,5)=-xs*Tyy*Tyz/S

d(2,6)=-xs*Tyy*Txz/S

d(3,4)=-xs*Tzz*Txy/S

d(3,5)=-xs*Tzz*Tyz/S

d(3,6)=-xs*Tzz* T xz/S

d(4,5)=-xs*Txy*Tyz/S

d(4,6)=-xs*Txy*Txz/S

d(5,6)=-xs*Tyz*Txz/S

do 1 i=l,6

do 2 j= l,i

if(j.ne.i) d(ij)=d(j,i)

2 continue

1 continue

return 

end

subroutine sigbar(str,nel,y3,k5) 

real str(l :k5,6),y3(l :k5)

stinv 1 =str(nel, 1 )+str(nel,2)+str(nel,3) 

T xx=str(nel, 1 )-stinv 113
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Tyy=str(nel,2)-stinvl/3 

Tzz=str(nel,3)-stinv 1/3 

Txy=str(nel,4)

Tyz=str(nel,5)

Txz=str(nel,6)

y3(nel)=(3*(Txx**2+Tyy**2+Tzz**2+2*(Txy**2+Tyz**2+Txz**2))/2)**.5

return

end

subroutine loader(lcount,p,k8) 

real p(l:k8)

open(53, file— c:\proj2\load. dat',access-direct', 

+form='formatted',status=’unknown',recl=23) 

write(53,fmt=l ,rec=lcount) lcount,p(lcount) 

close(53)

1 format(i5,2x,(el5.4,lx)) 

return 

end

subroutine updatl(nel,noe,nyield,y3,ys,Hbar,str,

+strain,k5,Lcon)

real y3(l:k5),Hbar(l :k5),str(l :k5,6),strain(l :k5,6)

integer nyield(l:k5)

do 1 nel=l,noe

if(nyield(nel) .eq. 0)then

rl=y3(nel)/ys

i2=l/rl

if(rl.ge.0.95)then 

Lcon=Lcon+l 

nyield(nel)=l 

Hbar(nel)=0 

do 3 k=l,6

str(nel,k)=str(nel,k)*r2
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strain(nel,k)=strain(nel,k)*r2 

3 continue 

endif 

endif

call sigbar(str,nel,y3,k5)

1 continue 

return 

end
subroutine epbar(nel,y3,hbar,strainc,str,k5,ym,mu,nneg,eplas)

real y3(l :k5),hbar(l :k5),mu

real strainc(l :k5,6),str(l :k5,6)

stinv 1 =str(nel, 1 )+str(nel,2)+str(nel,3)

Txx=str(nel, 1 )-stinv 1 /3 

Tyy=str(nel,2)-stinv 1 /3 

Tzz=str(nel,3)-stinv 1 /3 

Txy=str(nel,4)

Tyz=str(nel,5)

Txz=str(nel,5) 

b 1 =T xx* strainc(nel, 1) 

b2=Tyy * strainc(nel,2) 

b3=T zz* strainc(nel ,3)

b4=Txy*strainc(nel,4) 

b5=Tyz*strainc(nel,5) 

b6=T xz* strainc(nel ,6) 

b7=bl+b2+b3+2*(b4+b5+b6)

G=ym/(2*(l+mu))

sb 1 =y3(nel)*( 1 +hbar(nel)/(3 * G))

eplas=b7/sbl

return

end
subroutine watch(suma,tl,t2)
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t2=secnds(0.0) 

if(t2.gt.tl) delta=t2-tl 

if(t2.1t.tl) delta=86400-tl +t2 

tl=t2

suma=suma+delta

return

end

subroutine chkyield(nyiel,mdl ,nyield,npr,k5,k9,nyire,npre,

+md2,nvert,invert,ely,ber,ner,brd,nyi)

integer npr(l :k9),nyield(l :k5),npre(l :k9),nvert(l :k9)

integer ely,ber,brd

nyiel=0

do 1 i=l,mdl

if(nyield(npr(i)).eq. 1) nyiel=nyiel+l

1 continue 

nyire=0

do 2 i=l,md2

if(nyield(npre(i)).eq. 1) nyire=nyire+1

2 continue 

mvert=0

if(nyield(nvert(nyi)).eq. 1) mvert=mvert+1

return

end
subroutine checkYIEL(noe,y3,ys,nyield,Hbar,Leon,str,strain,k5,nxa,nel)

real y3(l :k5),Hbar(l :k5),str(l :k5 ,6 ),strain(l :k5,6)

integer nyield(l:k5)

nxa=0

do 1 nel=l,noe 

call sigbar(str,nel,y3,k5) 

if(y3(nel).ge.ys) then 

nyield(nel)=l
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Hbar(nel)-0

nxa=nxa+l

endif

if(y3(nel).lt.ys) then 

nyield(nel)=0 

rl=y3(nel)/ys 

r2=l/rl

if(rl.ge.0.95)then

Lcon=Lcon+l

nyield(nel)=l

Hbar(nel)=0

nxa=nxa+l

do 3 k=l,6

str(nel,k)=str(nel,k)*r2 

strain(nel,k)=strain(nel ,k) * r2

3 continue

call sigbar(str,nel,y3,k5)

endif

endif

1 continue 

return 

end
subroutine effe(noe,nel,y3,k5,str)

1

real y3(l:k5)

real str(l:k5,6)

do 1 nel=l,noe

call sigbar(str,nel,y3,k5)

continue

return

end
subroutine strains(noe,strainO,strain

k5,str0,str,itnon,ndof,u2,dispinc,k3)
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real strainO(l :k5,6).strain( 1 :k5,6),strO(l :k5,6),str(l :kS,6),u2(l :k3).dispi„c(l :k3)
do 1 nel=l,noe 

do 2 j= l,6

strainO(nel j  )=strain(nel j ) 

strO(nelj)=str(nelj)

2 continue 

1 continue

do 3 i=l,itnon*ndof

3 u2(i)=u2(i)+dispinc(i) 

return

end

subroutine w am l (nel,p,povr,lcount,k8,eplas) 

real p(l:k8)

character*(*) wer,war,wlc,wel,wlo,wepl

parameter(wer='STOP ANY FURTHER LOADINDS. GROSS DEFORMATION

+' HAS BEEN DETECTED')

parameter(war='LIMIT OF OVERSTRAIN IS’)

parameter(wlc='LOAD CYCLE NUMBER AT COLLAPSE’)

parameter(wel-COLLAPSED ELEMENT WAS')

parameter(wlo-COLLAPSE LOAD WAS Mpa')

parameter(wepl-GROSS OVERSTRAIN WAS’)

open(l 60,f i le - c:\proj2\WARN 10.dat',access-direct',

+form -form atted',status-unknown',recl=61) 

write(160,fmt=T,rec=l) wer

1 format(lx,A60)
open(161,file='c:\proj2\W ARNl l.dat',access-d irect',

+form-formatted',status-unknown',recl=38) 

write(l61 ,fm t=2,rec=l) wlc,lcount 

write(161,fmt=2,rec=2) wel,nel

2 format(lx,A30,lx,i6)

open( 162,fi le='c :\proj 2\ W A RN 12.dat',access=’direct',
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+form-formatted',status—unknown',recl=44)
write(162,fmt=3,rec=l) war,povr 

write(162,fmt=3,rec=2) wlo,p(lcount) 

write(162,fmt=3,rec=3) wepl,eplas 

3 form at(lx,A 30,lx,el2.4) 

return 

end

subroutine wam3(povr,thr,pfin) 

character*(*) wco,war,wlc,wel,wlo

parameter(wco='PROGRAM STOPPED DUE TO ELEMENTS YIELDING

UNDER RESIDUAL STRESS’)

parameter(war='LIMIT OF OVERSTRAIN IS')

parameter(wlc-LOAD CYCLE NUM BER AT ERROR')

parameter(wel='THICKNESS RATIO')

parameter(wlo-LOAD IN ERROR WAS Mpa')

open( 170,fi le='c :\proj 2\ W ARN 31 .dat',access-direct',

+form- formatted', status-unknow n' ,recl=7 0) 

write( 170,fmt= 1 ,rec= 1) wco

1 format(lx,A70)

open( 171,f i le - c:\proj2\W  ARN32.dat',access- direct',

+form-formatted',status-unknown',recl=44)

write(171,fmt=2,rec=l) war,povr 

write(171,fmt=2,rec=2) wel,thr 

write(171,fmt=2,rec=3) wlo,pfm

2 format(lx,A30,lx,F12.3) 

return

end

subroutine face2 (a,b,mx,my,mz,ltr2 ,na) 

real a(3),b(3 ),mx( 10),my( 10),mz( 10) 

integer ltr2(2,3)

a(l )=mx(ltr2(na,2))-mx(ltr2(na, 1))
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a(2)=my(ltr2(na,2))-my(ltr2(na, 1)) 

a(3)=mz(ltr2(na,2))-mz(ltr2(na, 1)) 

b( 1 )=mx(ltr2(na,3))-mx(ltr2(na, 1))

b(2)=my(ltr2(na,3))-my(ltr2(na, i ))

b(3)=mz(ltr2(na,3))-mz(ltr2(na, 1))

return

end

subroutine norm(c,a,b,area,nel) 

real c(3),a(3),b(3) 

c(l )=a(2)*b(3 )-a(3)* b(2) 

c(2)=-(a( 1 )* b(3)-a(3)* b( 1)) 

c(3)=a( 1 )*b(2)-a(2)*b( 1) 

if(c(3).lt.O) c(3)=0 

if(c(2).lt.O) c(2)=0 

if(c(l).lt.O) c(l)=0

area=((c(l)**2+c(2)**2+c(3)**2)**.5)/2 

c(l)=c(l)/(2’l‘area) 

c(2)=c(2)/(2*area) 

c(3)=c(3)/(2*area) 

do 3 i=l,3 

if(c(i).lt.O)then 

1 continue 

return 

end

subroutine post(k5,nel,c,n6,for,forf)

real c(3),forf(l :k5,30) 

do 1 k=l,3 

ng=n6*3-(3-k)
forf(nel,ng)=forf(nel,ng)+for*c(k)

1 continue 

return
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end

subroutine type 14(dsf,ro 14,ep 14,et 14,m,el 14)

real dsf(3,10),epl4(10),etl4(10),ro 14(10),el 14(10)
dsf( 1,1 )=( 1 -ro 14(m))/2 

dsf(2,l)=0

dsf(3,l)=-epl4(m)/2

dsf(l,2)=0

dsf(2,2)=( 1 -ro 14(m))/2 

dsf(3,2)=-et 14(m)/2 

dsf( 1,3)=-( 1 -ro 14(m))/2 

dsf(2,3)=-( 1 -ro 14(m))/2 

dsf(3,3)=-ell4(m)/2 

dsf( 1,4)=( 1 +ro 14(m))/2 

dsf(2,4)=0 

dsf(3,4)=ep 14(m)/2 

dsf(l,5)=0

dsf(2,5)=( 1 +ro 14(m))/2

dsf(3,5)=etl4(m)/2

dsf( 1,6)=-( 1 +ro 14(m))/2

dsf(2,6)=-( 1 +ro 14(m))/2

dsf(3,6)=el 14(m)/2

return

end

subroutine principal^,stress,princip,k 1) 

real princip(l:kl,3),stress(l :k l ,6) 

stinvl=stress(i,l)+stress(i,2)+stress(i,3) 

stinv2=(stress(i, 1 )*stress(i,2)-stress(i,4)**2)+ 

+(stress(i,2)*stress(i,3)-stress(i,6)**2)+

+(stress(i, 1)* stress(i,3 )-stress(i,5)* * 2) 

+stinv3=stress(i, 1 )*(stress(i,2)*stress(i,3)- 

+ stress(i,6)**2)-stress(i,4)*(stress(i,4)*stress(i,3)-
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+stress(i,5)*stress(i,6))+stress(i,5)*(stress(i,4)*stress(i,6)-

+ stress(i,2)*stress(i,5)) 

pi=3.141592654 

H=stinv2-stinv 1 * *2/3

Gi=stinv3 -stinv 1 * sti nv2/3+2 * stinv 1 * * 3 /2 7

ri= -l

raz=-H/3

Gam 1 =(Gi/2)/(-H/3)**1.5 

Gam-acos(Gaml) 

do 30 k=l,3

princip(i,k)=stinv 1 /3+2 * (-H/3 )**0.5*cos((Gam+2*(k-l)*pi)/3) 

30 continue 

return 

end

subroutine change3(noe,itype,con,k5,kl ,zt,rt,

+lnon,mark,nel,yt,xt,ile,nend,ner,brd,nvert,k9,ivert)

real z t(l:k l) ,r t( l:k l) ,y t(l:k l) ,x t(l:k l)

integer itype( 1 :k5),con( 1 :k5,10),mt( 10),lnon(4),mark( 1 :k5)

integer ile(l :k5),nend(l :k5),brd,nvert(l :k9),ivert(l :k5)

nas=0

mas=0

do 10 i=l,noe 

if(itype(i).eq.l) nas=nas+l 

if(itype(i).eq.2) mas=mas+l 

10 continue 

ndak=noe 

do 1 nel=ndak,l,-l 

if(itype(nel).eq. 1 )then 

do 21=1,6

2 mt(l)=con(nel,l) 

noe=noe+2
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mark(nel)=0

itype(nel)=3

ile(nel)=0

nend(nel)=0

ivert(nel)=0

if(nel.lt.ndak) call Puller3(noe,nel,itype,k5,lnon,

+con,mark,ile,nend,ivert)

mark(nel+l)=0

mark(nel+2)=0

itype(nel+l)=3

itype(nel+2)=3

ile(nel+l)=0

ile(nel+2)=0

nend(nel+l)=0

nend(nel+2)=0

ivert(nel+l)=0

ivert(nel+2)=0

con(nel,l)=mt(3)

con(nel,2)=mt(6)

con(nel,3)=nit(4)

con(nel,4)=mt(5)

con(nel+l,l)=mt( l )

con(nel+1,2)=mt(3)

con(nel+l ,3)=mt(4)

con(nel+l ,4)=mt(5)

con(nel+2,1 )=mt( 1)

con(nel+2,2)=mt(2)

con(nel+2,3)=mt(3)

con(nel+2,4)=mt(5)

endif

1 continue
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return

end

subroutine Puller3(noe,nel,itype,k5,lnon,con,mark,ile,nend,ivert) 

integer itype( 1 :k5),lnon(4),con( 1 :k5,10),mark( 1 :k5) 

integer ile(l :k5),Nend(l :k5),ivert(l :k5) 

nas=0

do 1 ks=noe,nel+3,-l 

itype(ks)=itype(ks-2) 

mark(ks)=mark(ks-2) 

ile(ks)=ile(ks-2)

Nend(ks)=Nend(ks-2) 

ivert(ks)=ivert(ks-2) 

do 2 j= l ,lnon(itype(ks)) 

con(ks j  )=con(ks-2 j )

2 continue 

1 continue 

return 

end
subroutine Shape3(lnon,itype,k5,ndof,bb,volu,

+nel,mx,my,mz) 

integer lnon(4),itype( 1 :k5)
real b(4),c(4),d(4),dph(3,10),mx(10),my(10),mz(10), bb(6,30),volu(l :k5) 

hi =mx(2)* (my(3)* mz(4)-my(4)* mz(3))
h2=my(2)*(mz(4)*mx(3)-mz(3)*mx(4))

h3=mz(2)*(mx(3)*my(4)-mx(4)*my(3))

h4=mx(l)*(my(3)*mz(4)-my(4)*mz(3))

h5=mx( 1 )* my(2)* (mz(4)-mz(3)) 

h6=mx(l)*mz(2)*(my(4)-my(3))

h7=my(l)*(mx(3)*mz(4)-mx(4)*mz(3))

h8=my( 1 )* mx(2)* (mz(4)-mz(3 )) 

h9=my(l)*mz(2)*(mx(4)-mx(3))
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hl0=mz(l)*(mx(3)*my(4)-mx(4)*my(3)) 

hi l=mz(l)*mx(2)*(my(4)-my(3)) 

hi 2=mz( 1 )* my(2)* (mx(4)-mx(3))

V olu(nel)=(h 1 -h2+h3 -h4+h5-h6+h7-h8+h9-h 10+h 11 -h 12)/6

cVol=volu(nel)

b( 1 )=-(my(3)*mz(4)-my(4)* mz(3)-my(2)*(mz(4)-mz(3))+ 

+mz(2)* (my (4)-my (3 )))

b(2)=my(3)*mz(4)-my(4)*mz(3)-my(l)*(mz(4)-mz(3))+ 

+mz( 1 )* (my(4)-my (3 ))

b(3)=-(my(2)*mz(4)-my(4)*mz(2)-my(l)*(mz(4)-mz(2))+ 

+mz( 1 )*(my(4)-my(2)))

b(4)=my(2)*mz(3)-my(3)*mz(2)-my(l)*(mz(3)-mz(2))+

+mz(l)*(my(3)-my(2))

c( 1 )=mx(3) * mz(4)-mx(4) * mz( 3 )-mx(2) * (mz(4)-mz(3 ))+ 

+mz(2)* (mx(4)-mx(3))

c(2)=-(mx(3)*mz(4)-mx(4)*mz(3)-mx(l)*(mz(4)-mz(3))+

+mz(l)*(mx(4)-mx(3)))

c(3)=mx(2)*mz(4)-mx(4)*mz(2)-mx(l)*(mz(4)-mz(2))+

+mz( 1) * (mx(4)-mx(2))
c(4)=-(mx(2)*mz(3)-mx(3)*mz(2)-mx(l)*(mz(3)-mz(2))+

+mz( 1 )* (mx(3)-mx(2)))
d( 1 )=-(mx(3)* my(4)-mx(4)* my(3 )-mx(2)* (my(4)-my(3 ))+

+my(2)*(mx(4)-mx(3)))
d(2)=mx(3)*my(4)-mx(4)*my(3)-mx(l)*(my(4)-my(3))+

+my( 1 )* (mx(4)-mx(3))

d(3)=-(mx(2)*my(4)-mx(4)* my(2)-mx( 1 )* (my(4)-my(2))+ 

+my( 1 )*(mx(4)-mx(2)))
d(4)=rnx(2)*my(3)-mx(3)*my(2)-mx(l)*(my(3)-my(2))+

+my(l)*(mx(3)-mx(2)) 

dph( 1,1 )=b( 1 )/(6* cV ol) 

dph(l ,2)=b(2)/(6*cVol)
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dph(l,3)=b(3)/(6*cVol) 

dph(l ,4)=b(4)/(6*cVol) 

dph(2,l)=c(l)/(6*cVol) 

dph(2,2)=c(2)/(6*cVol) 

dph(2,3)=c(3)/(6*cVol) 

dph(2,4)=c(4)/(6* cV ol) 

dph(3,1 )=d( 1 )/(6* c Vol) 

dph(3,2)=d(2)/(6*cV ol)
dph(3 ,3H (3)/(6*cV ol)

dph(3,4)=d(4)/(6* cV o l) 

do 11 j= l,lnon(itype(nel)) 

bb( 1,0 -1 )* ndof+1 )=dph( 1 j ) 

bb(2,(j -1 )* ndof+2)=dph(2 j ) 

bb(3,0 -1 )* ndof+3 )=dph(3 j ) 

bb(4,(j-1 )* ndof+1 )=dph(2 j )  

bb(4,(j-l)*ndof+2)=dph(l j )  

bb(5 ,(j -1 )* ndof+2)=dph(3 j ) 

bb(5 ,(j-1 )* ndof+3)=dph(2 j )  

bb(6,(j-1 )*ndof+1 )=dph(3 j )  

bb(6,(j-1 )* ndof+3)=dph( 1 j )

11 continue 

return 

end

subroutine face3N(a,b,mx,my,mz,Ur3N,na) 

real a(3),b(3),mx( 10),my( 10),mz( 10) 

integer ltr3N(2,3)
a( 1 )=mx(ltr3N(na,2))-mx(ltr3N(na, 1)) 

a(2)=my(ltr3N(na,2))-my(ltr3N(na, 1)) 

a(3)=mz(ltr3N(na,2))-mz(ltr3N(na, 1)) 

b{ 1 )=mx(ltr3N(na,3))-mx0 tr3N(nai ̂ )) 

b(2)=my(ltr3N(na,3))-rny(ltr3N(na^ ))
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b(3)=mz(ltr3N(na,3))-mz(ltr3N(na, 1))

return

end

subroutine Enda(a,b,mx,my,mz,lend,na) 

real a(3),b(3),mx(l 0),m y(l 0),mz( 10) 

integer lend(2,3)

a( 1 )=mx(lend(na,2))-mx(lend(na, 1)) 

a(2)=my(lend(na,2))-my(lend(na, 1)) 

a(3)=mz(lend(na,2))-mz(lend(na, 1)) 

b(l )=mx(lend(na,3))-nix(lend(na, 1)) 

b(2)=my(lend(na,3))-my(lend(na, 1)) 

b(3)=mz(lend(na,3))-mz(lend(na,l)) 

return 

end

subroutine f3n(a,b,mx,my,mz,mt3,na) 

real a(3),b(3),mx( 10),my(l 0),mz(l 0) 

integer m t3(l,3)

a( 1 )=mx(mt3(na,2))-mx(mt3 (na, 1)) 

a(2)=my(mt3(na,2))-my(mt3(na, 1)) 

a(3)=mz(mt3 (na,2))-mz(mt3 (na, 1)) 

b( 1 )=mx(mt3 (na, 3 ))-mx(mt3 (na, 1)) 

b(2)=my(mt3(na,3))-my(mt3(na, 1)) 

b(3)=mz(mt3(na,3))-mz(mt3(na, 1)) 

return 

end
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